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Foreword

lrb UPIL ACCOUNTING FOR LOCAL AND STATE SCHOOL SYSTEME. 18
r basic guide for the items of information to be used in pupil ac-
counting in the local and State school systems of the United States.
It is the product of 4 years of cooperative work by 10 national educa-
tion associations and the Office of Education. Over these years,
the development of this handbook involved hundreds of educators
repreeenting all geographic areas of the United States and a diversity
of educational responsibility, experience, and training.

Undertaken at the request of a number of national organizations,
this handbook is the fifth handbook,in the State Educational Records
and Reports Series. Handbook I, The Common Core of State Educa-
tional Information, was published by the Office of Education in 1953.

for Local and State School Systems,
and Handbook III, Property Accounting for Local and State School
Systems, were completed in 1957 and 1959, respectively. A hand-
book concerning information about employed personnel, Handbook
IV, Staff Accounting .for Local and State School Systems, has been
developed concurrently with this handbook.

Meeting at the call of the U.S. Commissioner of Education in April
1960, a policy committee for the pupil accounting project defined the
project's purpose as the development of a manual of items of infor-
mation for. pupil accounting which would provide guidance foriocal
school systems, State departments of education, and the Office of
Education. Agreement was reached on the overall plan for conducting
the project and the part each organization was to take.

The policy committee was composed of: Finis E. Engleman,
executive secretary, American Association of School Administrators;
Arthur A. Hitchcock, executive director, Amercian Perionnel and
Guidance Association; Margaret- Gill, executive secretary, Associ-
ation for Supervision and Curriculum Development; Charles -W.
Foster, executive secretary, Association of School Business Officials
of the United States and Canada; Edgar Fuller, executive secretary,
Council of Chief State School Officers; Margaret Stevenson, ex-

-
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ecutive secretary, Department of Classroom Teachers, NEA; Robert'
W. Eaves, executive secretary, Department of Elementary School
Principals, NEA; Robert A. Luke, executive secretary, National
Association for Public School Adult Education (formerly the National
Association of Public School Adult Educators); Walter E. Hess,
associate secretary, National Association of Secondary-School Princi-
pals; and William A. Shannon, executive director, National School
Boards Association, Inc. Allan R. Lichtenberger, specialist, Educa-
tional Records and Repiirts, Office of Education, served as secretary
of the policy commit tee.

This handbook was developed through a series of conferences ac-
cording to the plan agreed upon by the policy committee. -Repre-
sentatives to all the conferences (except the technical advisory con--
ference) were selected by the 10 cooperating associatiolk through
their executive secretaries. Decfrons reached at all these meetings
were those of the representatives of the associations. The function
of Office of Education handbook personnel was to do the initial re-
search, to edit the handbook drafts, to aid in coordinating the various
handbooks of the series, and to provide the best information possible
for the use of the voting members in reaching sound decisions. At
each step in the project the Office handbook personnel consulted with
appropriate Office of Education specialists ifor their reactions and
suggestions.

The overall project plan was .set into motion on August 1 and 2,
1960, at a planning conference of representatives of the 10 associa-
tions. The general scope and content of the pupil accounting hand-
book were determined at this meeting.

Office of Education staff members compiled Oe first preliminary
draft of the pupil accounting handbook, following the guidelines
established at the planning conference and utilizing the results of
their own study of the forms and manuals used in the pupil information
systems of the 50 States and in more than 200 local school systems..
This draft was subjected to critical examination at a technical advisory
conference in January 1961, as six representatives of various cooperat-
ing organizations met with the Office of Education staff for 5 days.
This meeting played an important part in refining The document for
consideration at the First National Conference. In October 1961,
the First National Conference on Pupil Accounting for Local and State
School Systems met in Washington to consider the preliminary manual
as it had been revised at the January meeting. The 4-day item-by-

Decessed, July 6, IOU.
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item. review by 10 representatives of the cooperating organizations
improved the document and greatly furthered the project.

The revised manual, incorporating the recommendations of the
First National Conference, was studied and tested at a series of eight
regional conferences to see that it met the wide variation in practice
and needs across the country. These 3-day cunferences were held
during March and April 1962, at Portland, Oreg.; Salt Lake City
Utah; Minneapolis, Minn.; Washington, D.C.; Atlanta, Ga.; Okla-
homa City, Okla..; Columbus, Ohio; and Boston, Mass. These con-
ferences brought together 231 representatives of the cooperating
organizations to consider the handbook in detail. On most items
there was general agreement. The comparatively few issues on which
differences of opinion existed became topics for consideration at the
Second National Conference.

The Second National Conference on Pupil Accounting for Local
and State School Systems was held on December 5-7, 1962. Its
membership, except in a few instances, was the same as that of the
First National Conference. At this 3-day meeting, issues on which
differences existed were resolved, and final decisions were made on
the organization and content of most areas of the handbook.

In accordance with decisions reached at the Second National
Conference, items of information related to special education were
subjected to additional review and revision. Individuals associates
with the Council for Exceptional Children, the American Speech and
Hearing Association, the New York City public schools, four State
departments of education, and "several universities participated in
this review. William C. Geer, executive secretary of the Council for
Exceptional Children, provided invaluable assistance in helping to
coordinate. this review and resolve differences in points of view. The
revised items were submitted by mail to the participants of the Second
National Conference Who approved the inclusion of these items in
the handbook.

The final draft of the handbook was completed and duplicated
early in 1964. Copies were sent to each of the participating organi-
zations. Subsequently, each of the 10 cooperating organizations
officially approved the handbook as the basic guide for items of
information to be used in pupil accounting in the local and/State
school systems of the United States and recommended that Federal,
,State, and local agencies effect its use promptly and completely.

It is anticipated that, at some future.date, it will be neersary to
reappraise all items and definitions in this handbook in light of the
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experience gained through implementation and usage. Through such
action, the effectiveness of this handbook may be maintained.

/ 21,(14464.4-&-
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\HAPTER 1

Introduction

THIS HANDBOOK 18 A GUIDE for local and State school systems for
items of information used in keeping records t nd making reports

about pupils. It classifies and defines specific items of information
about pupils and presents additional related terminology. In so
doing, the handbook provides the basis for maintaining records about
all pupils who are in elementary schools, secondary schools, junior
colleges, .and adult education programs under the jurisdiction of
local boards of education.

4.. The items of information presented in this handbook are those
identified, as items which should be maintained on a comparable
basis wherever collected by local school districts and other units
operating schools. Three basic criteria were used as guides in the
selection of each item included in this handbook. According to
these criteria, each item produces information that (1) is important
to and needed by local school systems, (2) is needed for the exchange of
information about pupils who transfer or for comparisons of information
about pupils,' and (3) can be maintained as a record with reasonable
effort. These items, together with their standardized definitions,
form the basis for records and reports about pupils at the local,
State, and national levels, and provide a means for the accurate .
recording, reporting, and interpreting of information about pupils.

4
Benefits of Standardized Information About Pupils

The universal use of the terminology in this handbook can improve
the quality of education by facilitating the meaningful evaluation,
realistic planning, and efficient operation of educational systems
throughout the United States. This standardized terminology pro-
vides a basis by which items of information about pupils can Jae
recorded, reported, and studied adequately. When such information
is used, records and reports about pupils may be prepared with
greater speed, accuracy, and flexibility.

1
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Standardized information is valuable to school officials in policy
determination, in educational planning, and in reporting to the
public about the condition and progress of education. Such in-
formation should (1) result in improved guidance, counseling, sched-
uling, teaching, and learning by individual pupils; (2) facilitate the
making of decisions about curriculum development and change;
(3) facilitate the estimating of future enrollments and future needs
of individual schools and school systems; (4) aid in the comparison
of information among communities and among States; (5) improve
the accuracy and timeliness of nationwide summaries of information
about pupils; and (6) improve the quality and significance of edu-
cational research.

Within a local or State school system, standardized items of in-
formation recorded on manual forms are readily compared and
combined with the same standardized items of information processed
by automatic data-processing systems. Further, the use of stand-
ardized items of inforthation is essential to the orderly and efficient,
conversion from manual to automatic data processing. In such a
conversion, the adoption of standard classifications and terminology
is a necessary first step, whether a school system plans to initiate or
to extend automatic data processing for an individual school or for
the entire school system.

Definition of Pupil

In this handbook a pupil is defined as an individual for whom
instruction is provided in an educational program under the juris-
diction of a school or school system. No distinction is made be-
tWeen the terms "pupil" and "student"; the term "pupil" is used to
include individuals at all instructional levels. The pupil may receive
hi instruction in a classroom of a school or in another location such
AT in his home or in a hospital. Instruction may be provided by
direct teacher contact or by some other approved means including
television, radio, telephone, and correspondence.

Abbreviated Classification

An abbreviated classification of information about pupils is pre-
sented below. This is, in effect, an outline of the major classes of
information items which are identified and defined in this handbook.
(The detailed classification is found in ch. 2; definitions are presented
in ch. 3.)

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

FAMILY AND RESIDENCE INFORMATION
(1000 Series)

0000 Series)



INTRODUCTION

PHYSICAL HEALTH INFORMATION (3000 Series)
STANDARDIZED TESTS; SOCIAL AND PSYCHO-

LOGICAL INFORMATION (4000 Series)
ENROLLMENT INFORMATION (5000 Series)
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION (6000 Series)

TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION (7000 Series)

TUITION AND SPECIAL ASSISTANCE INFORMA-
TION (8000 Series)

3

Adapting This Handbook to Local Records and Reports
Systems

The items of information presented and defined in this handbook
are those which have been identified as needed for the efficient opera-
tion of schools and school systems throughout the country. However,
the needs for educational information vary from State to State and
from school 'system to school system. For this reason, many schools
and school systems may desire to maintain information which is
more detailed than that included in this handbook.

This handbook makes provisions for variances in the informational
seeds of schools and school systems in the following manner:

Recommended items. The handbook recommends that a number of items
of information about pupils should be maintained in comparable form in all
the school systems throughout the country where they are applicable.
Optional items. The handbook identifies a number of additional items of
information which may be maintained at the option of a school or school

Stem. These items, if maintained, should be maintained as defined so
that this additional information about individual pupils who transfer can
be correctly interpreted and so that statistical information about a given
school or system will be comparable with similar information about other
schools and school systems.
The recommendations of this handbook are not intended to restrict the
amount of information maintained. Schools and school systems should
maintain whatever additional information they find necessary.
Finally, no item of information in this handbook is intended to take prece-
dence in those situations where certain items of information are either
required or prohibited by law.

Handbook Series

This handbook is one of a series developed cooperatively to facilitate
and improve the collection, maintenance, and reporting of educational
information. Handbook I, The Common Core of State Educational
Information, was published in 1953. It was followed by Handbook
II, Financial Accounting for Local and State School Systems, in 1957
and Handbook III, Property Accounting Jor Local and State School
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Systems, in 1959. A handbook concerning information about school
staff, Handbook IV, Staff Accounting for Local and State School
Systems, has been developed concurrently with this handbook. A

handbook concerning items of information related to instructional
programs is expected to follow.

Many of the definitions of items in this handbook are the same as
those developed for other handbooks in the series; however, some
definitions have been modified or expanded. Such variations have
been indicated in the glossary with reference made to the handbooks
in which the items appeared previously.

Contents of This Handbook

The classification and definitions of pupil information items are
found in chapter 2, "Classification of Items of Information About
Pupils," and chapter 3, "Definitions of Items of Information About
Pupils." As an aid to using these items, chapter 4, "Obtaining and
Using Information About Pupils," illustrates how pupil records and
reports may be developed based upon these items, and discusses the
uses of such records and reports. An alphabetical glossary of terms
including measures relating to pupil accounting is found in chapter 5.
An alphabetical index also is included in the handbook.

This handbook touches only briefly on procedures for collecting,
processing, and using information about pupils. More comprehensive
materials in these and other pertinent related areas are planned for
preparation at a future time.



CHAPTER 2

Classification of Items of Information About Pupils

ITEM8 OF INFORMATION about pupils are classified below according
to selected categories of information. They are identified in the

handbook by a numbering system which reflects these categories,
and are appropriate for use in all types of schools and school systems.
(Definitions of these items are found in ch. 3, with the page indicated
under the column heading Definition page number.)

An Item of Information About Pupils: Definition

An item of information, as defined for use in this handbook, is a
descriptive heading under which is recorded information about indi-
vidual wpils or groups of pupils. This heading may be (1) a broad
categorical heading with a structured set of subheadings; (2) a broad
categorical heading without a structured set of subheadings, under
which a specified type of information is recorded; or (3) a heading of
limited scope under which specific information is recorded. These

headings, and the entries under them, form the basis for records and
reports about pupils.

Information According to Pupil Groups

A designation pf the pupil group or groups for which each item
should be collected and maintained is presented in the columns on
the right-hand side of the page, beginning on page 7.

Recommended and Optional Items

The extent to which an item of information should be maintained
about the various pupil groups is indicated in each column by "Rec"
(for recommended items) and by "Op" (for optional items). The
designation "Rec" is used to indicate items of pupil information that
are considered to be minimum and basic and are recommended for

5
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collection by all schools and local school systems throughout the
United States, regardless of size. Other items of information about
pupils, including those items identified in this chapter with the
designation "Op," may be collected and maintained at the option of
each individual school system or school. Where school systems have
a need to expand their system of information about pupils, such
additional information should be readily classifiable under the head-
ings presented in this chapter.

Identification Numbers

The numbers appearing at the left of the items of information
included in this handbook are for identification purposes. Those
identification numbers without integers to the right of the decimal
point serve to identify categories of information. These categories
are descriptive only, identifying the nature of the information to be
recorded under them.

Those identification numbers with integers to the right of the
decimal point serve to identify items of information which are of
limited scope and very specific. Each item of this type appears in
the handbook with one or more alternative items under one cate-
gorical heading. Information based
directly with similar information from a number of sources, thus
providing the basis for summary or statistical information about
pupils. The part of the identification numbers to the right of the
decimal point may be used with appropriate adaptations as a code
in the processing of pupil information. Such a code may be used by
local and by State school systems for both manual and machine
methods of data processing.



Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

PERSONAL IDENTIFICA-
TION INFORMATION

1000 Series

1010. Legal Name. 28 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

1020. Any Other Name 28 Op Op Op Op Op Op

1030. Pupil Number__ _,_ _____ 28 Op Op Op Op Op Op

1040. Sex 28

1040.10 Male 28 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

1040.20 Female 28 Rec Rec Rec Rec Roc Reo

1050. Rate 28 Op Op Op Op Op Op

1060. Date of Birth 28 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

1070. Evidence Verifying Date of
Birth 28 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op Op

1080. Age-Group of Pupil in Adult
Education 28

1080.10 Under 18 Years_ __ 28 Op

1080.20 18 and 11 Years__ 28 Op

1080.30 20 to 24 Years 28 Op

1080.40 25 to 29 Years ____ 28 Op

1080.50 30 to 34 Years__ _ __ 28 Op

1080.60 15 to 44 Years 28 Op

1080.70 45 to 54 Years 28 Op

1080.80 55 to. 64 Years 28 Op

1080.10 65 Years and Over 28 Op

KEY

Elem.Elementary School Re Regular School Term
Sec.Secondary School Pa 88Summer School Term

CPuiCeires College Credit ReeRecommended
ms OpOptional

APupil. girna Adult Enmities
ms

7
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

PERSONAL IDENTIFICA-
TION INFORMATION
1000 SeriesContinued

1090. Place of Birth 29 Rec Rec Rec Rey Op Op

1110. Marital Status 29

1110.10 Single_ 29 Roc Rey Rec Op.
1110.20 Married, Living

with Spouse 29 Rec Rey Rey Op

1110.30 Married, Separat-
ed. 29 Rec Rec Rec Op

1110.40 Divorced 29 Rec Rec Rec Op

1110.50 Widowed 29 Rec Rec Ree Op

1120. Citizenship Status 29

1120.10 Citizen 29 Op Op Op Op Op Op

1120.20 Noncitizen 29 Op Op Op Op Op Op

1130. Religion 29 Op Op Op Op Op

1140. Language 29 Op Op Op Op Op Op

FAMILY AND RESIDENCE
INFORMATION

2000 Series

2100. Paternal Information _ _ _ _ 29

2110. Name of Male Parent 30 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

2120. Relationship of Male Parent
to Pupil 30 Op Op Op Op. Op

2130. U.S. Citizenship Status of
Male Parent. 30

2130.10 Citizen 30 Op Op Op Op Op

2130.20 Noncitizen. 30 Op Op Op Op Op

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.

.."7
Reg SS

C

4,

A

Reg SS

FAMILY AND RESIDENCE
INFORMATION

2000 Series} -- Continued

2140. Education of Male Parent__ 30 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

2150. Occupation of Male Parent._ 30 Rec Rec Rec Rec

2200. Maternal Information____ 30

2210. Name of Female Parent_ .__ 30 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

2220. Relationship of Female Par-
ent to Pupil 31 Op Op Op Op Op

2230. U.S. Citizenship Status of
Female Parent. 31

2230.10 Citizen. 31 Op Op Op Op Op

2230.20 Noncitizen 31 Op Op Op Op Op

2240. Education of Female Parent_ 31 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

2260. Occupation of Female Par-
ent 31 Rec Rec Rec Roe

2300. Residence Information___ 31

2310. Residence Addresa(es) 31

2311. Residence Address of
Pupil , 31 Rec Roc Rec !tee Rec Rec

2312. Residence Address of
Male Parent 32 Op Op Op Op Op

2313. Residence Address of
Female Parent 32 Op Op Op Op Op

2314. Location of Pupil Residence_ 32 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

2314.10 Within Adminis-
trative Unit ______ _ _ 32 Rec Rec Rec Rec Ree Rec

2314.20 Outside Adminis-
trative Unit.. 32 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. See.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

FAMILY AND RESIDENCE
INFORMATION

2000 SeriesContinued

2320. Telephone Number(s)

2321. Residence Telephone

32

Number of Pupil. 32 Op Op Op Op Op Op
2322. Residence Telephone

Number of Male Parent. 32 op Op Op Op
2:323. Residence Telephone

Number of Female Parent_ 32 Op Op Op Op

2330. Head of Household 32

2331. Name of the Head of
Household . 32 Rec Rec Rec Rec

2332. Relationship of the Head
of Household to Pupil_ _ :33 Op Op Op Op

2340. Brothers and Sisters Living
in the Household. 33 Rec Rec Rec Rec ....

2350. Others Living in the House-
33 Op Op Op Op

2360. Language Spoken in the
Residence 33 Rec Rec Rec Rec

2400. Ferson(s) To Be Notified
in Case of Emergency_ _ _ 33 Op Op Op Op Op

PHYSICAL HEALTH
INFORMATION

3000 Series

3010. Physical Growth and De-
velopment . 34

:3011. Height .. 34 Op Op Op Op op
:3012. Weight 34 Op Op Op Op Op
3013. Vision 34 Ree Ree Ree Ree Ree
3014. Hearing_. 34 Rec Rec Ree Rec Rec
3015. Teeth.. 34 Op Op Op Op Op

For KEY, see p. 7.
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0
Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Pupil Group
v

Def.
Page
No.

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

PHYSICAL HEALTH
INFORMATION A

3000 Series Continued

3020. Physical Impairments_ 34 Rec Rec Rec Flee Rec Op

3030. Diseases and Illnesses 34 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

3040. Surgery ... 34 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

3050. Injuries 34 Rec Bee Rec Rec Rec

3060.
r

Immunizations _ 35 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec ....

3070. Physical Examinations 35 Ree Rec Rec Ree Op ..... _

3080. Referrals for Physical Rea-
sons 35 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

3090. Type of Physical Excep-
tionality_ 35 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

3110. Restrictions or Limitations
on School Activities__ _ _ _ _ 35 Rec Rec Rec 4ec Rec .. ..

3120. Aped fie Information and In-
structions 36

3121. Pupil's Physician 36 Rec Rec Rec Ree Rec Rec
3122. Pupil's Dentist 36 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec
3123. Specific Medical Instruc-

tions 36 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec
3124. Waivers 36 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

STANDARDIZED TESTS;
BEHAVIORAL AND

PSYCHOLOGICAL INFOR-
MATION

4000 Series

4010. Standardized Tests and In-
pntnrias AR Roe Rec Rec Rec Rec Re)

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Pupil Group

Def.
Page
No.

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

STANDARDIZED TESTS;
BEHAVIORAL AND

PSYCHOLOGICAL INFOR-
MATION

4000 SeriesContinued

4020. Referrals for School Work__ 37 Op Op Op Op Op Op

4030. Referrals for Mental, Emo-
tional, and Behavioral Rea-
sons 37 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

4040. Type of Mental, Emotional,
and Behavioral Exception-
ality 37 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 Series

5100. Entrance Information_ _ _ _ 37

5110. Type of Entry 38

5110.10 Type of Original
Entry 39

5110.11 Original Entry for
the United States
(El) 39 Rec Rec

5110.12 Original Entry
Transferred From
Another State
(E2) _ 39 Rec Rec

5110.20 Type of Reentry___ 39

5110.21 Reentry From
Within the Same
School (il.1) 39 Rea Rec

For KEY, see p. 7.



CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS 13

Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SeriesContinued

5110.22 Reentry From a
Public School in
the Same Local
Administrative
Unit. (R2)

5110.23 Reentry From a
39 Rec

i'r c

Nonpublic School
in the Same Local
Administrative
Unit (R3) 40 Rec Rec

5110.24 Reentry From a
Public School in
the State, but
Outside the Local
Administrative
Unit (R4) 40 Rec Rec

5110.25 Reentry From a
Nonpublic School
in the State, but
Outside the Local
Administrative
Unit (R5) 40 Rec /tee

5110.28 Reentry From
the Same Room
in the Same
School After
Withdrawal or
Discharge (R6) _ _ _ 40 Rec Rec _ _ _ _ ____ __. _.

5110.27 Reentry From
Another State or
Country (R7)__ _ _ 40 Rec Rec

511090 Other Entry 40 Op Op Op Op

5120. School From Which In-
coming( Paoli Is Received_ _ _ 40 Rec Rec Rec Ree Rec Op

For KEY, see p. 7. ,
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14 PUPIL 'ACCOUNTING

Classification of Ile Ms of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. See.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS-4-
ENROLLMENT INFORMA-

TION .

5000 SeriesContinued

5130. Highest Instructional level
Previously Completed by
Adult Education Pupil 41

4
..

5130.10 8th Grade Not
Completed ______ 41 Roc/

5130.20 8th Grade Com-
pleted_ 41 Rec

5130.30 Secondary School
Completed (12th
Grade). 41 Rec

513040 College Com-
pleted (Bachelor's
Degree) 41

5140. lestructional Organization
Entered r 41

5140.10 Elementary
School Instruc-
tliinal Organiza-
tion 41

5140.11 Regular School
Term _ ,_ 41 Rec _1

. 5140.12 Summer School
Term 41

..

5140.20 Secondary School
Instructional
Organization 42 ti

5140.21 Junior High
School 42 Roc

5140.22 Undivided High
School 42 Rec

5140.23 Junior-Senior
High School 42 Rec

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page

No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 Series -- Continued

5140.24 Senior High
School 42 R

5140.25 Four-Year High
School 42 Rec

5140.26 Other High
School 42t Rec

5140.27 Summer School
Term 43 Rec

5140.30 Junior College
Instructional
Organization 43

5140.31 Transfer Program_ 43 Rec _ .

5140.32 Open-Ended
Program_ 44 Rec _

5140.33 Terminal
Program__ -_ 44 Rec

5140.34 Adult Education
Program 44 Rec

5140.39 Other Activity_ _ _ 44 Op Op

5140.40 Adult Education
- Instructional

Organization

le 5140.41 Adult Education

44

Program 45 Rec

5140.49 Other Activity 45 -.- Op

5150. Grade Entered 45

5150.91 Nursery 45 Rec Rec
5150.00 Kindergarten 45 Rec iLec

5150.01 Grade 1 45 Rec Rec
5150.02 Grade 2 46 Rec Rec _ __ _

5150.03 Grade 3 46 Rec Rec
5150.04 Grade 4 46 Rec Rec

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page

No.

Pupil Group

Elem. See.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SerieftContinued

5150.05 Grade 5 46 Rec Rec
5150.06 Grade 6 46 Rec Rec
5150.07 Grade 7 46 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

5150.08 Grade 8 46 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

5150.09 Grade 9 46 Rec Rec Op

5150.10 Grade 10 46 Rec Rec Op

5150.11 Grade 11 48 Rec Rec Op

5150.12 Grade 12 46 Rec Rec Op

5150.13 Grade 13 47 Rec Op

5150.14 Grade 14 47 Rec
5150.15 Grade 15. 47 Rec
5150.95 High School

Postgraduate 47 Rec Rec
5150.99 Ungraded__ _ _ . 47 Roc Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

5160. Location of Instruction..__ _ _ 47

5160.10 School Facility__ _ _ 47

5160.11 Day School Facil-
ity 47 Rec Rec Rec Rec

5160.12 Residential School
Facility 47 Rec Rec Roc Rec

5160.20 Home of Pupil. 47 Rec Rec Rec Rec

5160.30 Hospital Facility _ 47 Rec Rec Rec Rec _ __ __

5160.90 Other Facility. 47 Rec Roc Rec Rec .

6170. Type of Class 48

5170.10 Regular Class 48 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

N. 5170.20 Special Class for
Exceptional
Pupils_ 48 Rec Ree Roc Rec Rec Rec

5170.30 Both Regular and
Special Classes_ _ _,_ 48 Roc Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec.

*70.40 Individual In-
struction 48 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

5170.90 Other 4R Roe Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

For KEY, see p. 7.



CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS 17

Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page

No.

Pupil Group

Elem. See.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SeriesContinued

5180. Principal Means of Instruc-
tion 48

5180.10 Direct Teacher
Contact 48 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

5180.20 Television, Radio,
or Telephone 48 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

5180.30 Correspondence_ __ 48 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rey Rec

5180.90 Other 49 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

5190. Time.49Zs 49

5190.10 Full-Time Pupil __ 49 Rec Rec Rec Op

5190.20 Part-Time Pupil__ 49 Rec _ _ Rey Rec Op

5210. School and Teacher 49

5211. Name and Address of

School Entered 49 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

5212 Name of Teacher(s) to
Whom Assigned 49 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5300. Membership and Attend;
once Information ______ _ _ 49

5310. Number of Days of Mem-
bership 49 Rey Op Rec Op. Op

5320. Number of Days of Attend-
ance 50 Rec Op Rec Op Op Op

5330. Number of Days of Absence_ 50 Rec Op Rey Op Op

5340. Reason for Absence 51 Op Op Op Op

5350. Referrals, Because of Ab-
awnea Al On On On On

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classifleatiou of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Croup

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg 85

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SeriesContinued

5360. Number of Times Tardy_ _ _ .. 51 Rec Rec Roc Rec

5370. Number of Early Departures_ 51 Roc Rec Rec Rec

5400. Withdrawal Information _ _ 51

5410. Transfer 51

5410.10 Transfer Within
the Same School
(T1). 52 Rec Rec

5410.20 Transfer to a
Public School or
Other Instruction
Under Public
School Super-
vision in the
Same Local Ad-
ministrative
Unit (T2) 52 Rec Rec

5410.30 Transfer to a
Nonpublic School
Located Within
the Same Local
Administrative
Unit (TS) 52 Rec Rec _ -

.. 5410.90 Transfer to a
School Outside
the Local Ad-
ministrative
Unit (T4)._._ _ . 52 Rec _ ._ _ _

5411. School or System to Which
Pupil Transfers. 52 Op Op .

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. See,
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SeriesContinued

5420. Completion of School Work - 53

5420.10 Graduated From
High School or
Junior College
(C1) 53 Rec Rec Rec _ _ _ _.

5420.90 Completed Other
School Work (C2)._ 53 Rec Rec Rec Rec

5430. Dropout 53

5430.10 Dropped 54 Rec Op Rec Op Op Op

. 5431. Compulsory Attendance
Status at Time of Drop-
ping Out 54 Rec Rec

5432. Reason for Dropping Out__ 54 ..

5432.01 Physical Illness
(D1)_ 54 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.02 Physical Dis-
ability (D2). 54 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.03 Mental Illness
(*3) 54 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.04 Mental Disability
(D4) 54 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.05 Behavioral Diffi-
culty (D5) 54 Op Op Op Op Op Op.

5431.06 Academic Diffi-
culty (D6) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.07 Lack of Appro-
priate Curricu-

. .

lum (D7) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.08 Poor Pupil-Staff
Relationships
(D8) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.09 Poor Relation-
ships with Fellow

\

Pupils (D9)_ 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

For KEY, see p.7.,
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Pupil Groat)

Def.
Page
No.

Elem. See.
C A

Reg SS Reg 88

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SeriesContinued

5432.10 Dislike of School
Experiences
(D10)_ 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.11 Parental Influ-
ence (D11) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.12 Need at Home
(D12).. 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.13 Economic Rea- .
sons (D13) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.14 Employment
(D14). 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5432.15 Marriage (D15) _ 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5432.16 Pregnancy (D16) _ _ 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5432.17 Other Known

Reason (D17) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5432.18 Reason Unknown

(D18) 55 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5432.19 New Residence,

School Status
Unknown (D19)___ 56 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5433. Retidence After Dropping
Out. 56

5433.01 Same Residence__ 58 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5433.02 New Residence of

Family 56 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5433.03 Noneducational

Institution 56 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5433.04 Armed Services _ _ 58 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5433.05 Other New Resi-

dence __ 56 Op Op Op Op Op Op
5433.09 No Record of

Residence After
Dropping Out 58 Op Op Op Op Op Op

5440. Death 58

5440.10 Death of Pupil. _ 58 Rec Op Rec Op Op Op

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

ENROLLMENT INFORMA-
TION

5000 SeriesContinued

5500. Nonentrance Information. 57

5510. Reason for Not Entering Lo-
cal Public Elementary or
Secondary School 57

5510.10 Receiving In-
-struction Else-
where 57 Op Op

5510.20 Underage 57 Op Op
5510.30 Overage 58 Op Op
5510.40 Completion 58 Op Op _ _

5510.50 Distance From
Residence to
School 58 Op Op -_ --

5510.60 Physical Condi-
tion 58 Op Op

5510.70 Mental Disability__ 58 Op Op

5510.80 Mental Illness or
Behavioral Ditri-

4 culty 58 Op Op

5510.90 Other Reasons_ _ _ _ 58 Op Op _

PERFORMANCE INFOR-
MATION

6000 Series

6100. School Performance In-
formation 59

6110. Area of Specialization 59 Rec Rec Rec Op

6120. Course Information

6121. Subject Area or Depart-
ment

59

59 Op

,

Op Rec Rec Rec Rec

6122. Defierintive Title 60 OD On Rec Rec Ree Rec

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C

...

A

Reg SS Reg SS

PERFORMANCE INFOR-
M tTION

6000 SeriesContinued \ lb

6123. Grade 60 Op Op Rec Rec Rec Op
6124. Special Pupil Group for

Which Course Is De-
signed __ 60 Op Op Rec Rec Rae Rec

6125. Principal Means of Re-
ceiving Instruction 60 Op Op Op Op Op Op

6126. Minutes Per Week 60 Op Op Rec Rec Rec Op
6127. Number of Weeks 60 Op Op Rec Rec Rec Op
6128. Mark or Report for Pupil

Performance 60 Roe Rec Rec Ree Rec Rec
6129. Credit Received 80 Op Op Rec Rec Rec Op

6130. Noncoms° Activity Infor-
mation 61 Eke Rec Roc Roc Rec __ _

6140. Progress Inform4 61

6140.10 'Normal Progress
or Promotion 61 Rec Rec Rec Rec 9p Op

6140.20 Accelerated Pro-
motion 61 Rec

6140.30 Nonpromotion 61 Rec Rec Op Op
6140.40 Ungraded Situa-

tion 62 Rec Rec Op Op

.
6141. Reason for Nonpromo on. 62 Op Op

6160. Type of *Certificate or De-
gree Received for Comple-
tion of School Work_ 62

6150.10 High School
Diploma 62 Rec Roc _ _

6150.20 High School
Equivalency
Diploma or
Certificate 82 Rec Rec Rec

6150.30 Associate Degree.. 62 Rec ____

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

. .

Def.
Page

No.

Pupil Group

Elem. Sec.
C

Reg SS Reg 88

PERFORMANCE INFOR-
MATION

6000 Series Continued

6150.40 Certificate of
Completion 62 Rec Rec Rec Rec

8150.50. Certificate of
Attendance 63 Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

6150.90 Other Certificate
or Degree 63 Op Op Op Op Op Op

.0.

6160. Academic Honors Informa-
tion 63 Roc Rec Rec Rec Rec Rec

6170. Transcript Requests 63 Op Op Op Op Op Op

6200. Nonachool Performance
Information 63

6210. Interests and Plans for Post-
school Vocation, Training,
and Education 83

6211. Vocational Interests and
Plans 63 Op Op Op Op,

6212. Types of Postschool Train-
ing or Education in Which
Pupil Is Interested 63 Roc Rec Rec Op

6220. Employment Information ._ 63 Op Op Op Op

6230. Employment Permit Infor-
mation, 64 Op Op Op Op Op Op

6240. Military Serice Status 64 Rec Rec Rec Rec

6250. Other Nonschool Activity
Information,. 84 Op Op Op Op

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils Page

Pupil Group

Def.

No.
Elem. See.

C A

Reg SS Reg SS

PERFORMANCE INFOR-
MATION

6000 Series -- Continued

6300. Postachool Performance
Information 64

6310. Postschool Employment In-
formation 64

6311. Employer 64 Op Op Op
6312. Field of Employment 64 Op Op Op
6313. Type of Work Performed _ 64 Op Op Op

6320. Postschool Education and
Training Information _ _ _ 64

6321. Type of Poetschool Edu,
cation or Training 64 Op Op Op

6322. Institution(s) in Which
Enrolled 65 Op Op Op

8323. Dates of Education or
Training 65 Op Op Op

6324. Honors and Recognitions
Awarded 65 Op Op Op

6330. Military Service Experience__ 85 Op Op Op

6340. Other Postachool Activities__ 65 Op Op Op

TRANSPORTATION INFOR-
MATION

7000 Series

7010. Transportation Status of Pu-
pil 65

7010.10 Transported at
Public Expense_ _ _ _ 65 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op ____

7010.20 Provided Room or
Board in Lieu of
Transportation__ _ _ 66 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op ___.

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Classification of Items of
Information About Pupils

Def.
Page
No.

Pupil Group,

Elem. Sec.
C A

Reg SS Reg SS

TRANSPORTATION INFOR-
MATION

7000 Series--Continued

7010.30 Not Transported
at Public Expense.... 66 Rec Rec Rec Rec Op

7020. Vehicle on Which Pupil Is
Transported at Public Ex-
pense 66

7020.10 Publicly Owned
Vehic 66 Op Op Op Op Op _ ___.

7020.11 S us ___ 66 Op Op Op Op Op ____.

7020.12 Other Vehicle_ _ _ _ 66 Op Op Op Op Op _

7020.20 Privately Owned
Vehicle _ 66 $)p Op Op Op Op

7020.21 School Bus_ 66 Op Op Op Op Op __ _ _

7020.22 Other Vehicle.. _ _ . 66 Op Op Op Op Op _ _ _ _

7030. Eligibility of Pupil for Trans-
portation 66

7030.10 Eligible_ 66 Op Op Op Op Op ___ _

7030.11 Eligible Because
of Distance 66 Op Op Op Op Op _

7030.12 Eligible Because
of Handicap 66 Op Op Op Op Op ___ _

7030.13 Eligible for Other
Reasons 66 Op Op Op Op Op __ _ _

7030.20 Not Eligible 66 Op Op Op Op Op _ _ _ _

7040. Qualification for StateTrans-
portation Aid. 67

7040.10 Qualifies 67 Op Op Op Op Op ____

7040.20 Does Not Qualify 67 Op Op. Op Op Op ____

For KEY, see p. 7.
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Class !leaden of Items of
Information About Pupils

Del.
Page
No.

Papa Gawp

Clem See.
C A

Reg SS Reg 88

TUITION AND SPECIAL
ASSISTANCE INFORMATION

8000 Series

8010. Tuition Status 67

8010.10 Nontuition Pupil_ _ 67 op Op Op Op Op Op
8010.20 Tuition Pupil_ _ 67 Op Op Op Op Op Op

8010.21 Full-Tuition Pupil. 67 Op Op Op Op Op Op
8010.22 Partial-Tuition

Pupil__ 67 Op Op Op Op Op Op

8020. Eligibility of Local School
District for Federal Assist-
ance for Federally Affected

,

Areas 67 Op Op

8030. Pupil Subsidy Information_ _ _ 67 Op Op Op Op Op Op

8040. Assistance to Pupil 68 Op Op Op Op Op Op

For KEY, see p. 7.



CHAPTER 3

Definitions of Items of Information About Pupils

THIS CHAFFER contains the 'definitions of'the items of information
which' are classified in chapter 2. The classification and num-

bering of items in this chapter are identical with those presented in
chapter 2.

The group or groups of pupils about which an item of information
should be collected and maintained is indicated by a designation
placed after each item of information in this chapter. Such designa-
tions, a repetition of similar designations presented in chapter 2, are
included in this chapter for the sake of convenience, These designa-
tions are as follows:

All All pupils
Elem Elementary school pupils, both regular school term and summer

schopl term
Sec Secondary school pupils, both regular school term and summer school

term
CPupils in college credit programs
APupils in4adult education programs
RegRegular school term, all elementary and secondary school pupils
SS--Summer school term, all elementary and secondary school pupils.

The designation "Rec" is used for items of information about pupils
which are recommended for use in schools and local school systems
throughout the United States, regardless of size; items identified by
the designation "0p" may be collected and.maintained at the option
of individual schools and school systems. Items of pupil information
other than those defined in this chapter may be collected and main-
tained at the option of individual schools and school systems.

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
1000 Series

Included under this heading are items of information which may be
used in the identification of an individual pupil.

27



28 PUPIL ACCOUNTING

1010. Legal Name
The full legal name of the pupil including last name, first

name, and middle name and any appendages such as Jr. and
III. (Rec -All)

1020. Any Other Name
Any name, other than the legal name, by which the pupil

is known or may have been known, including the maiden
name of a married female. (Op-All)

1030. Pupil Number
A number assigned to the pupil for identification and

recordkeeping purposes. (Op-A11)

1040. Sex
The pupil's sex.

1040.10 Male (Rec-A11)
1040.20 Female (Rec-A11)

1050. Race
The pupil's racial origin, according to State or local classi-

fication and definition. (Op-A11)

1060. Date of Birth
The month, day, and year of tlfe.pupira birth. (Rec-Elem,

Sec, C; Op-A)
1070. Evidence Verifying Date of Birth

The type of evidence by which the pupil's birth date is
Pi verified, e.g.,* birth certificate, parent's affidavit, hospital

certift4te, age certificate, entry in family Bible, baptismal
certificate, passport, and previously verified school record.
(Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C, A)

1080. Age-Group of Pupil in Adult Education
The age-group of the pupil at the time of registration for

adult education. (Op -A)

1080.10 Under 18 years
1080.20 18 and 19 years
1080.30 20 to 24 years
1080.40 25 to 29 years
1080.50 30 to 34 years
1080.60 35 to 44 years
1080.70 45 to 54 years
1080.80 55 to 64 years
1080.90 65 years and over
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1090. Place of Birth
The local governmental unit and State in which the pupil

was born, or the country if not born in the United States
(Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C, A)

1110. Marital Status
The marital status of the pupil.

MOO SingleNever married, or marriage has been an-
nulled. (Rec-Sec, C; Op-A)

1110.20 Married, Living with SpouseMarried, and living
with spouse. (Rec-Sec, C; Op-A)

1110.30 Married, SeparatedMarried, but not living with
spouse. (Rec-Sec, C; Op-A)

1110.40 DivorcedFormerly married; now divorced. (Rec-
Sec, C; Op-A)

1110.50 WidowedFormerly married; spouse has died.
(Rec-Sec, C; Op-A).

1120. Citizenship Status
The nature of the pupil's citizenship status within the

United States. (Op-All)

1120.10 CitizenA citizen of the United States, whether by
birth or by naturalization. (Op-All)

1120.20 NoncitizenNot a citizen of the United States,
whether admitted to the United States for perma-
nent residence or admitted as a nonimmigrant visitor.
(Op-All)

1130. Religion
The pupil's religious preference, as indicated by the pupil

or his family. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)
1140. Language

The language or languages spoken by the pupil, if the
pupil does not speak English. (Op-All)

FAMILY AND RESIDENCE INFORMATION
2000 Series

Information recorded under this heading concerns members of the
pupil's family and the, place of residence of the pupil.

2100. Paternal Information
Paternal information concerns the man having parental, or

guardianship, responsibility for the pupil. In this handbook,
this person is referred to as the pupil's "male parent."

nia-292 o 84 4
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2110. Name of Male Parent
The last name, first name, and middle initial of the pupil's

male parent. This name should not be included under item
2331, Name of the Head of Household. If applicable, an
entry such as "no information available," "deceased," or
"none" may be %ubstituted for this nom- addition, if
the pupil resides in a foster home or in a residential institu-
tion, the name of the foster parent(s) or the name of the
superintendent and his institution should be entered under
this heading. (Rec-Elem, Sec,. C)

2120. Relationship of Male Parent to Pupil
The nature of the relationship of the male parent to the

pupil, e.g., father, stepfather, grandfather, uncle, or other
relationship. (Op-Elam, Sec, C)

2130. U.S. Citizenship Status of Male Parent
The United States citizenship status of the pupil's male

parent. (Op -Elem, Sec, C)
2130.10 CitizenA citizen of the United States, whether by

birth or by naturalization. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)
2130.20 NoncitizenNot a citizen of the United States,

whether adilitted to the United States for perma-
nent residence or admitted as a nonimmigrant visitor.
(Op-Elem, Sec, C)

2140. Education of Male Parent
The extent of formal education of the pupil's male parent,

i.e., the highest grade of school completed or the highest
degree received. (Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C)

2150. Occupation of Male Parent
The nature of the work actually performed by the pupil's

male parent and the name of his employer. if the pupil's
male parent is a migrant worker or is unemployed, disabled,
or retired, this fact should be recorded under this heading.
(Rec-Elem, Sec)

2200. Maternal Information
Maternal information concerns the woman having parental,

or guardianship, responsibility for the pupil. In this hand-.
book, this person is referred to as the pupil's "female parent."

2210. Name of Female Parent
The married name, first name, and maiden name of the

pupil's female parent. This name should not be included
under item 2331, Name of the Head of Household. If
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applicable, an entry such as "no information available,"
"deceased," or "none" may be substituted for this name.
(Rec-Elem, Sec, C)

2220. Relationship of Female Parent to Pupil
The nature of the relationship of the female parent toihe

pupil, e.g., mother, stepmother, grandmother, aunt, or other
relationship. (Op -Elem, Sec, C)

2230. U.S. Citizenship Status of Female Parent
The U.S. citizenship status of the pupil's female parent.

(Op-Elem, Sec, C)
2230.10 CitizenA citizen of the United States, whether by

birth or by naturalization. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)
2230.20 Noncitizen Not a citizen of the United States,

whether admitted to the United States for perma-
nent residence or admitted as a nonimmigrant visitor.
(Op-Elem, Sec, C)

2240. Education of Female Parent
The extent of formal education of the pupil's female

parent, i.e., the highest grade of school completed or the
highest degree received. (Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-d)

2250. Occupation of Female Parent
The nature of the work usually performed by the pupil's

female parent, if other than a homemaker, and the name of
her employer. If the pupil's female parent is a migrant
worker, or is unemployed, disabled, or retired, this fact
should be tecorded under this heading. (Rec- Elem, Sec)

2300. Residence Information
Residence information concerns the place where the pupil

and his family reside.
2310. Residence Address(es)

The residence address in each of the following items of
information includes, wherever applicable, the number of the
house (or hotel name and room number; or apartment name
ansi,apartment number) and the names of the street, sub-
division or trailer park, city, ZIP code, county or RFD, and
State where the individual resides. If the name of the town
in which the pupil lives is different from his post office
address, this fact should be indicated.

2311. Residence Address of Pupil
The current residence address of the pupil. (Rec-A11)
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2312. Residence (ddress of Male Parent
The curreA residence address of the 'pupil's male parent,

if not the same as the address recorded under item 2311.
If such address is not known, this fact should be noted.
(Op-Elem, Sec, C)

2313. Residence Addruis of Female Parent
The current residence address .of the pupil's female parent,

if not the same as the address recorded under item 2311. If
such addressls not known, this fact should be noted. (Op-
Elem, Sec, C)

2314. Location of Pupil Residence
An indication as to whether the pupil resides within or

outside the administrative unit.
2314.10 Within Administrative Unit (Rec-A11)
2314.20 Outside Administrative Unit (Rec -All)

2320. +elephone Number(s)
The telephone number of each of the following designated

telephones. If the individual has no telephone, this fact
should be indicated.

2321. Residence Telephone Number of Pupil
The current residence telephone number of the pupil.

(Op-A11)

2322. Residence Telephone Number of Male Parent
The current residence telephone number of the pupil's

male parent, if not the same as the telephone number recorded
under item 2321. (Op-Elem, Sec)

2323. Residence Telephone Number of Female Parent
The current residence telephone number of the pupil's

female parent, if not the same as the telephone number
recorded under item 2321. (Op-Elem, Sec)

2330. Head of Household (if other than the pupil or his parents)
Information regarding the head of the household in which

the pupil resides (if other than a person identified in items
2110 and 2210 and if the pupil himself is not the head of
the household).

2331. Name of the Head of Household
The last name, first name, and middle initial of the head

of the household in which the pupil resides. (Rec-Elem,
Sec)
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2332. Relationship of the Head of Household to Pupil
The relationship to the pupil of the adult identified in

item 2331 as "Head of Household", e.g., legal guardian,
foster father, foster mother, other relationship, and no
relationship. (Op-Elem, Sec)

2340. Brothers and Sisters Living in the Household
The names and birth dates of brothers and sisters living in

the household in which the pupil resides. (Rec-Elem, Sec)
2350. Others Living in the Household

A listing of individuals living in the household other than
the pupil, his parents or the bead of the household, and the
pupil's brothers and sisters. (Op -Elem, Sec)

2360. Language Spoken in the Residence
The language or languages customarily spoken by members

of the household in which the pupil resides, if other than
English, e.g., Spanish, French, German, or Italian. (Rec-
Elem, See)

2400. Person(s) To Be Notified in Case of Emergency
Under this heading are recorded the name, relationship,

address, and residence and business telephone numbers of
'any individual designated as a person to be notified in case
of emergency, along with any special instructions for locating
this individual. (Op -All)

PHYSICAL HEALTH INFORMATION
3000 Series

Information under this heading concerns various aspects of the
pupil's physical growth and development, and his record of physical
impairments, diseases, illnesses, surgery, immunizations, and
restrictions.

When a physical examination is made and the findings (including
the identification of exceptionality) are recorded under the headings
of this section, the individual making the examination or identification
should be technically or professionally qualified to do so. All entries
recorded under the headings of this section should be dated.

Some of the information which might be recorded under the follow-
ing headings may be of a confidential *ature and should be used and
transferred with discretion.
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3010. Physical Growth and Development
Under this beading is information about aspects of the

pupil's physical growth and development, including his
height, weight, vision, hearing, and the condition of his teeth.

3011. HeightHeight (with shoes removed) expressed in inches.
(Op-Eleni, Sec, C)

3012. WeightWeight (in ordinary clothing with shoes removed)
expressed in pounds. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

3013. VisionVision, expressed as normal or extent of deviation
from normal for each eye, uncorrected and corrected with
eye glasses, along with the name of the-vision test. (Rec-
Elem, Sec, C)

3014. HearingHearing in each ear, expressed as normal or de-
gree of hearing loss in decibels in the speech range, along
with the name of the hearing test and the type of instru-
ment used. (Rec-Elem, Sec, C)

3015. TeethThe condition of the teeth, e.g., the number of teeth
decayed, missing, and filled; and the condition of the gums.
(Op -Elem, Sec, C)

3020. Physical Impairments
A record of the nature and degree of physical impairments

which might or do affect the pupil's normal progress in the
usual school program, such as asthma, epilepsy, cerebral
palsy, diabetes, an allergy, a heart condition, a crippling
condition, a physical developmental problem, and an im-
pairment of sight, hearing, and speech. (Rec-Elem, Sec,
C; Op-A),

3030. Diseases and Illnesses
A record of each disease or illness contracted which might

or does affect the pupil's school performance, including the
name 'of the disease or illness, the month and year of occur-
rence, and other pertinent information, e.g., the extent of any
resulting disability. (Rec-Elem, Sec, C)

3040. Surgery
A record of surgery undergone which might or does affect

the pupil's school performance. (Rec-Eletn, Sec, C)
3050. Injuries

A record of injuries sustained by the pupil which might or
do affect his school performance. (Rec-Eletn, Sec, C)

Xhis record of injuries sustained by the pupil is not to be
conftised with the accident report, often maintained for
administrative use and nut as a part of the pupil's cumulative
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record, which usually includes information about all injuries
sustained by pupils while the school has responsibility for
these pupils, e.g., the nature of each injury; the date, time,
location, and circumstances of the accident; and the names of
witnesses.

3060. Immunizations
A record of each immunization and immunity test ad-

ministered to the pupil, including inoculations and vacci-
nations. (Rec-Elem, Sec, C)

3070. Physical Examinations
A record of school-required physical examinations ad-

ministered to the pupil, including the significant findings of
the examinations. Findings of other physical examinations,
if available from medical authorities, may be recorded here.
(Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C)

3080. Referrals for Physical Reasons
A record of referrals for physical reasons, including in-

formation about the nature of each referral, the reason for
the referral, the person or agency to whom the referral is
made, and the name and position of each person recommend-
ing the referral. (Rec-Elem, Sec, C; Op-A)

3090. Type of Physical Exceptionality
The group or groups into which individuals may be classi-

fied when identified by professionally qualified person-
nel, on the basis of atypical physical characteristics, as
requiring special educational planning and services, whether
or not such services are available, e. g., the blind, the partially
seeing, the deaf, the hard of hearing, the speech impaired,
the crippled, and those having special physical health prob-
lems resulting from v ous diseases and conditions. In-
formation about in 'duals identified as exceptional on
the basis of atypical mental, emotional, and/or behavioral
characteristics should be included under item 4040. (Rec-
Elem, Sec, C; Op-A)

3110. Restrictions or Limitations on School Activities
A record of each restriction or limitation placed upon the

pupil's activities at school because of physical impairments
and handicaps (as noted in items 3010 through 3050), includ-
ing the nature of the restriction or limitation, its cause, its
duration, and the name, title, and position of the person
recommending the restriction or limitation. (Rec-Elem,
Sec, C)
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3120. Specific Information and Instructions
Specific information and instructions relating to medical

examinations and treatments.
3121. Pupil's Physician, The name, address, telephone number,

and other pertinent information concerning the pupil's
physician. (Rec-A11)

3122. Pupil's DentistThe name, address, telephone number, and
other pertinent information concerning the pupil's dentist.
(Rec-Elem, Sec, C)

3123. Specific Medical InstructioneSpecifie instructions for
medical treatment, e.g., "no penicillin dike to allergy,"
"no iodine due to sensitivity," and "no tetanus antitoxin
due to allergy to serum." (Rec -All)

3124. WaitersSpecial notation if, for any reason, the pupil has
been granted a waiver and is not required to submit to
certain medical examinations or treatments. The reason
for granting the waiver should be specified. (Rec-Elem,
Sec, 0)

Standardized Tests; Behavioral and Psychological
Information
4000 Series

Information recorded under this heading concerns the pupil's
mental, emotional, and behavioral characteristics, as indicated by the
results of standardized tests and inventories and by the findings of
psychological appraisals.

When an examination is made and the findings (including the
identification of exceptionality) are recorded under the headings of
this section, the individual making the examination or identification
should be technically or professionally qualified to do so.

Some of the information which might be recorded under the follow-
ing headings may be of a confidential nature and should be used and
transferred with discretion.

4010. Standardized Tests and Inventories
Complete information for each standardized test, subtest,

and inventory taken by the pupil including the date of ad-
ministration, the name of the test, the publisher and copy-
right date, the level (e.g., primary, elementary, secondary,
ox adult), the form (e.g., A, B, C; or Am, Bm; or 1A, 2A; etc.),
the pupil's test score, the type of score (e.g., raw score or
scaled score), the norm group (e.g., national, regional,-State,
local city, or local school), and the kind of norm (e.g., per-

'.

0
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centile, stanine, age-equivalent, or grade-equivalent). (Rec-
All)

4020. Referrals for School Work
Information about instances in which the pupils are re-

ferred to a person or agency for assistance or guidance related
to school work. (Op -All)

4030. Referrals for Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Reasons
A record of referrals for mental, emotional, and behavioral

reasons, including information about the nature of each re-
ferral, the reason for the referral, the person or agency to
whom the referral is made, and the name and position of each
person recommending the referral. Furthermore, the diagno-
sis and recommendation of the person or agency to whom the
referral is made should become a part of the record if avail-
able. (Rec-Elem, Sec, C; Op-A)

4040. Type of Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Exceptionality
. The group or groups into which individuals may be

classified when identified by professionally qualified per-
sonnel, on the basis of atypical mental, emotional, and/
or behavioral characteristics, as requiring special educa-

planning and services, whether or not such services
are available, e.g., the intellectually gifted, the mentally
retarded (educable, trainable, or custodial), the emotionally
disturbed, and the socially maladjusted. Information about
Idividuals identified as exceptional on the basis of atypical
physical characteristics should be included under item 3090.
(Rec-Elem, Sec, C; Op-A)

ENROLLMENT INFORMATION
5000 §ries

Enrollment information is a broadca ry which includes in-
formation about the pupil's entrance into th situation in which he
will receive instruction (e.g., school, class, an nstruction by cor-
respondence), his membership (including attendance, absence, tardi-
ness, and dismissal), and his withdrawal (including completion of
school work, transfer, dropout, and death).

5100. Entrance Information
Information recorded under this heading concerns the

entrance or reentrance of the pupil into a school or other
instructional situation. This information classifies the enter-
ing pupil by type of entry (i.e., original entry, reentry, or
other entry) and includes a description of the situation in
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which he is to receive instruction (e.g., the instructional
organization entered, grade entered, location of instruction,
and type of class entered). (See table 1, page 73, for a tabular
presentation of entrance information.)

5110. Type of Entry
A pupil entering a school or other instructional situation

is referred to as an entry. A pupil entering an elementary
or secondary school during the regular school term is classified
as an original entry (item 5110.10) or a reentry (item 5110.20).
A pupil entering an elementary or secondary school during
the summer school term, or entering junior college or an
adult education instructional organization at any time
during the year, is classified under item 5110.90, Other
Entry.

An original entry is a pupil who enters elementary or
secondary school for the first time during a given regular
school term in a given State.' There are two types of original
entries, designated by the symbols El and E2. The symbol
El designates pupils who enter for the first time during a
given regular school term either a public or nonpublic school
in the United States or its outlying areas. The symbol
EE designates pupils who previously entered a public or
nonpublic school in another State during the regular school
term, but who have not previously entered a school in the
given State. The number of original entries is a cumulative
total; this number increases during the term and never de-
creases.

A reentry is an entering pupil who previously entered
any class in the same elementary or secondary school or any
class in another school in the same State during a given
regular school term. The categories of reentry are designated
by the symbols R1 through R7, as defined in item 5110.20.
(In every case, pupils in this category have already been
recorded during this regular school term as original entries
in some school in the same State.)

For a given regular school term, the number of original
entries in the United States is the sum of El's in public and
nonpublic schools, including laboratory, model, and practice
schools.

For a given regulai school term, the number of original
entries in a State is the sum of El and E2 in public and

In this handbook, the term State mien to any State or outlying area of the United States.

4,
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nonpublic schools, including laboratory, model, and prac-
tice schools.

For a given regular school term, the number of entries
in a given administrative unit is the sum of El, E2, and
reentries from within the State, but outside the administra-
tive unit (R4 and R5, plus R7's who have not previously
entered a school in this adminstrative unit during the cur-
rent regular school term).

For a given regular school term, the number of entries
in a given school is the sum of the original entries (El and
E2) and reentries from outside the school (R2, R3, R4, and
R5; plus R7's who have not previously entered this school
during the current regular school term).

5110.10 Type of Original Entry
5110,11 Original Entry for the United States (E1)A pupil

who for the first time in the United States or its
outlying areas enters either a public or nonpublic
elementary or secondary school during the regular
school term for which the report is made. (Rec-
Reg)

.5110.12 Original Entry Transferred From Another State
(E2) An entering pupil who previously has
entered a public or nonpublic elementary or
secondary school in another State during the
regular school term for which the report is made,
and who has not previously entered a school in
this State during this regular school term. (Rec-
Reg)

5110.20 Type of Reintry
5110.21 Reentry From Within the Same School (R1)A pupil

received from another room, within the same ele-
mentary or secondary school. (This applies only
where homeroom registers are kept and is used in
situations in which the pupil's name has been
transferred from one homeroom register to another
because of a transfer, promotion, or demotion
within the same school.) (Rec-Reg)

5110.22 Reentry From a Public School in the Same Local
Administrative Unit (R2)A pupil received from a
public school, located in the same local administra-
tive unit, which he entered earlier in the current
regular school term. (Rec-Reg)
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5110.23 Reentry From a Nonpublic School in the Same Local
Administrative Unit (R3)A pupil received from a
nonpublic school, located in the same local adminis-
trative unit, which he entered earlier.in the current
regular school term. (Rec-Reg)

5110.24 Reentry From a Public School in the State, but Out-
side the Local Administrative Unit (R4)A pupil
received from a public school, located in the same
State but outside the local administrative unit,
which he entered earlier in the current regular
school term. (Rec-Reg)

5110.25 Reentry From a Nonpublic School in the State, but
Outside the Local Administrative ring (R5)A pupil
received from a nonpublic school, located in the
same State but outside the local administrative
unit, which he entered earlier in the current
regular school term. (Rec-Reg)

5110.26 Reentry From the Same Room in the Same School
After Withdrawal or Discharge (R6)A pupil who
returns to the same room in the same school after
withdrawal or discharge from this room earlier in
the current regular school term, and who has not
entered any other school during the intervening
period. (Rec-Reg) .

5110.27 Reentry From Aeother State or Country :(10)A
pupil received directly from a school in another
State or country who previously entered a school
in this State during the current regular school
term. (Rec-Reg)

5110.90 Other Entry
This heading includes any pupil who enters an

elementary or secondary school during the summer
school term or enters a junior college or an adult
education instructional organization. If -a more de-
tailed classification is desired, such a pupil may be
further classified under this heading in a manner
similar to that presented in items 5110.10 and
3110.20. (Op-SS, C, A) .

5120. School From Which Incoming Pupil Is Received
The name and complete address of the school from which

an incoming pupil is received, including the official name of
the district. (Rec-Elem, Sec, C; Op-A)
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5130. Highest Instructional Level Previously Completed by Adult
Education Pupil

An indication of the highest instructional level previously
completed by a pupil who registers for adult education.

5130.10 Eighth Grade Not Completed (Rec-A)
5130.20 ighth Grade Completed (Rec-A)
51 . Secondary School Completed (12th Grade)

(Rec-A)
5130.40 College Completed (Bachelor's Degree) (Rec-A)

5140. Instructional Organization Entered
The classification of the entering pupil according to the

type of instructional organization in which he is to receive
instruction. An instructional organization is a school or
other organizational arrangement which provides instruction
of a given type or types, i.e., elementary school instructional
organization, secondary school instructional organization,
junior college instructional organization, and adult education
instructional organization. (This classification corresponds
roughly to the "Program Areas" presented in Handbooks
II and III.)

5140.10 Elementary School Instructional Organization
An elementary school is a school classified as

elementary by State and local practice and composed
of any span of grades not above grade eight. A
nursery school or kindergarten school is included
under this heading only if it is an integral part of a
regularly established school system. A pupil who
enters an elementary school instructional organiza-
tion is classified under the (ollowing headings accord-
ing to the school term for which he enters:

5140.11 Regular SchoolTermA period of time designated
by the board of education when school is to be in
session unless legally discontinued; usually 8 to 10
months in duration, a regular school term may be
interrupted by one or more vacations. (Rec-
Elem)

5140.12 Summer School TermThe school term taking
place in the summer during the period between the
end of one regular'school term and the beginning
of the next regular school term. (Rec-E19m)

F
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5140.20 Secondary Sc Mel Instructional Organization
A secondary school is a school comprising any span

of grades beginning with the next grade following the
elementary school and ending with or below grade
12. A pupil who enters a secondary school instruc-
tional organization during the regular school term is
classified under items 5140.21 through 5140.26, ac-
cording to the organization of the school. A pupil
who enters any secondary school instructional organi-
zation during the summer school term is classified
under item 5140.27.

5140.21 Junior High SchoolA separately organized and'
administered secondary school intermediate be-
tween the elementary and senior high schools,
usually including grades 7, 8, and 9 (in a 6-3-3
plan) or grades 7 and 8 (in a 6-2-4 plan).
(Rec-Sec)

5140.22 Undivided High SchoolA seconditry school served
by one faculty organized under one principal which
includes more than four grades (as in a 6-6 or
7-5 plan), is not divided on a junior and senior
basis, and is not preceded by a junior high school
in the same school system. (Rec-Sec)

5140.23 Junior-Senior High SchoolA secondary school
organized on a junior-senior basis and adminis-
tered under one head as one unit. This includes
secondary schools organized on a 2-year junior
and a 4-year senior high school plan, a 3-year
junior and a 3-year senior high school plan, and
any other plan based on a junior-senior organiza-
tion. (Rec-Sec)

5140.24 Senior High SchoolA secondary school offering
the final years of high school work necessary for
graduation and invariably preceded by a junior
high school. (Rev -Sec)

5140.25 Four-Year High School A 4-year secondary school
immediately following the elementary school in an
8-4 plan or, in some instances, a 7-4 plan.
(Rec-Sec)

5140.26 Other High SchoolA secondary school other than
those in items 5140.21 through 5140.25, such as
the incomplete regular high school and any newly
organized high school that ultimately will have
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additional grades. A pupil entering a secondary
school exclusively for adults and out-of-ochool
youth should be included under item 5140.41.
(Rec-Sec)

5140.27 Summer School TermThe school term taking'
place in the summer during the period between the
erg of one regular school term and the beginning of
the next regular school term. (Res-Sec)

5140.30 Junior College Instructional Organization
A junior college is an institution of higher education

which offers usually the first 2 years of college in-
struction, frequently grants an associate degree, and
does not grant a bachelor's degree. It is either an.
independently organized institution (public or non-
public) or an institution which is a part of a public
school system or an independently organized system
of junior colleges. 'Offerings include transfer and/or
termintA.programs at the postsecondary instructional
level tEd may also include adult education programs.

One type of junior college is the community college.
Though the term "community college" sometimes is
used more broadly, the term is limited in this hand-
book to junior colleges, operated by of educa-
tion of local basic - administrative units (including the
indepeddent local board for one or more community
colleges), which offer instruction adapted in content,
level, and schedule to the needs of the communities in
which they are located.

A pupil who registers for instruction in a junior
college instructional organization is classified under
one of the items listed below according to the objec-
tive of the pupil in the program in which he is to
receive instruction. If a college wishes, it also may
classify the pupil according to the general content of
his program of instruction, e.g., a general education
program or an occupational program. In this man-
ner, a college may, if it wishes, identify pupils register-
ing for instruction in types of programs such as
terminal-occupationt programs and terminal-general
education programs.

5140.31 Transfer ProgramA program of instruction yield-
. ing credits which are normally acceptable by 4-year

colleges and universities at full (or virtually full)
value toward a bachelor's degree. (Rec-C)
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5140.32 Open-ended ProgramA program of instruction of
an occupational or terminal nature designed, often
in cooperation with one or more 4-year colleges or
universities, so that credits earned may be applica-
ble, at least in part, toward the bachelor's degree.
(Rec-C)

5140.33 Terminal ProgramA program of instruction that
is completed-in less than 4 years and is designed to
provide general education or occupational training
for individuals who are not planning to entej
bachelor's degree program; credits earned normally
are creditable toward an associate degree. (Rec-C)

5140.34 Adult Education ProgramThe program of in-
struction provided by,a junior college for adults and
out-of-school youth. Activities which are pri-
marily 'social, recreational, or for the purpose of
producing goods are not included here but are
included under item 5140.39, Other Activity.
(Rec-A)

5140.39 Other ActivityA forum, meeting, or activity which
is not included under items 5140.31, 5140.32,
5140,33 and 5140.34. This inc'udes activities
which are primarily social, recreational, or for the
purpose of producing goods. (Op-C, A)

5140.40 Adult Education Instructional Organization
Adult education is instruction which provides

opportunity for adults and out-of-school youth to
further their education. This instruction may be
offered through a separate adult education instruc-
tional organization of a school system (such. as an
evening school or an adult trade, technical, or
vocational school), through an adult education pro-
gram of a college, or through some other arrangement.
A pupil who registers for instruction or other activity
in a separate adult education instructional organiza-
tion is classified under item 5140.41 or item 5140.49.
A pupil who registers for instruction or other activity
in an adult educatibq program of a junior college
instructional organizatiOn is included under item
5140.30,. Junior College Instructional Organization.

If desired, a pupil in adult education may be
classified according to instructional level entered,
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i.e., elementary instructional level, secondary i
structional level, postsecondary instructional leve
and instructional level not assigned. While mos
pupils in adult education receive their instruction
in courses to which an instructional level has not been
assigned, adult education often includes instruction
at the elementary and secondary instructional levels
in classes, through correspondence, or by other means.
Adult education also includes instruction at the post-
secondary instructional level for which credit is not
given toward a degree or toward the completion of a
terminal program. An adult who ent?rs an elementary
or secondary school instructional organization is con-
sidered an elementary or secondary school pupil and is
counted in the appropriate classification under items
5140.10 or 5140.20.

5140.41 Adult Education ProgramThe program of in-
struction provided by an adult education instruc-
tional organization for adults and out-of-school
youth. Activities which are primarily social, rec-
reational, or for the purpose of producing goods
are not included here but are included under item
5140.49, Other Activity. (Rec-A)

5140.49 Ot her ActivityA forum, meeting, or activity Which
is primarily social, recreational, or for the purpose
of producing goods. (Op-A)

5150. Grade Entered
The grade entered by the pupil.

5150.91 Nursery A beginning group or class that is
organized to provide educational experiences for
children during the year or years preceding the
kindergarten. (Rec-Elem)

5150.00 Kindergarten A group or class that is organized
to provide educational experiences for children
during the year immediately pr-eceding the first
grade. In some school systems such a group is

. called "preprimary" or "junior primary." (Rec.-
Elem)

5150.01 Grade 1 The first of the primary grades. This
often is the first grade of compulsory school
attendance and follows kindergarten, where kinder-
garten is provided. (Rec-Elem)

783-292
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5150.02 Grade 2The grade immediately following the
first grade. (Rec-Elem)

5150.03 Grade 8The grade immediately following the
second grade. This often is considered to be the
final grade of the primary grades. (Rec-Elem)

5150.04 Grade 4The grade immediately following the
third grade. This often is the grade immediately
following the primary grades and the initial grade
of the intermediate elementary grades. (Rec-
Elem)

5150.05 Grade 6 The grade immediately following the
fourth grade. (Rec-Elem)

5150.06 Grade 6The grade immediately following the
fifth grade. This often is considered to be the
final grade of the intermediate elementary grades.
This is the final grade of the elementary school in
a 6-3-3, a 6-6, or a 6-2-4 plan. (Rec-Elem)

5150.07 Grade 7The grade immediately following the
sixth grade. This often is the initial grade of the
upper elementary grades, as in an 8-4 plan.
This is the initial grade of the junior high school
in a 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 plan. (Rec-Elam, Sec; Op-A)

5150.08 Grade 8The grade immediately following the
seventh grade. This is the final grade of the
elementary school in an 8-4 plan or the final grade
of junior high school in a 6-2-4 plan. (Rec-
Elem, Sec; Op-A)

5150.09 Grade 9The grade immediately following the
eighth grade. This is the final grade of junior
high school in a 6-3-3 plan, the initial grade of
senior high school in a 6-2-4 plan, or the initial
grade of the 4-year high school in an 8-4 plan.
(Rec-Sec; Op-A)

5150.10 Grade 10The grade immediately following the
ninth grade. This is the initial grade of senior
high school in a 6-3-3 plan. (Rec-Sec; Op-A)

5150.11 Grade 11The grade immediately following the
10th grade. (Rec-Sec; Op-A)

5150.12 Grade 1k The grade immediately following the
11th grade. This usually is the final grade of high
school. (Rec-Sec; Op-A)
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5150.13 Grade 13The grade immediately following the
12th grade. This usually is the initial grade of the
college level. (Rec-C; Op-A)

5150.14 Grade 14 The grade immediately following the

13th grade. In the junior college, this usually is
the final grade. (Rec-C)

. .

5150.15 Grade 15The grade immediately following the

14th grade. (Rec-C)

5150.95 High School PostgraduateA designation for all
pupils who, after graduating from high school

(grade 12), enter a secondary school for additional
school work. (Rec-Sec)

5150.99 UngradedA class which has not been assigned a
grade designation and cannot be classified according

to items 5150.91, 5150.00, 5150.01 to 5150.15,
and 5150.95. This includes regular classes which
have no grade designations, many special classes
for exceptional 'pupils, and many adult education
classes. Ungraded classes sometimes are referred
to as."nongraded." (Rec-A11)

5160. Location of Instruction
The location where the pupil is to receive all o major

portion of approved instruction, e.g., a day school fifftTy,
a residential school facility, the home of the pupil, and a
hospital facility. y

5160.10 School FacilityA building or site belonging to or
used by a school or school system for school purposes.

(Rec-Elem, Sec)
5160.11 Day School FacilityA building or site belonging

to or use<by a day school. (Rec-Elem, Sec)

5160.12 Residential School FacilityA building or site

belonging to or used by a residential school.

(Rec -Elem, Sec)
5160.20 Home of PupilThe home or residence of the pupil.

(Rec-Elem, Sec)

5160.30 Hospital Facility--A building or site belonging to

or used a hospital, sanatorium, convalescent home,

or mental health clinic. (Rec-Elem, Sec)

5160.90 Other Facility--A facility other than a day school
facility, a residential school facility, a hospital facil-
ity, or the home of the pupil. (Rec-Elem, Sec)
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5170. Type of Class
The type of class or classes in which the pupil is to receive

approved instruction.
5170.10 Regular ClassThe general type of class in which

most pupils receive instruction, including most classes
other than those which are composed of exceptional
pupils. (Rec-All)

5170.20 Special Class for Exceptional PupilsA class,
composed of exceptional children, or adults identi-
fied as exceptional, for whom a program of special
education is provided. Such a class should be iden-
tified according to the type of exceptionality of the
pupils served. Some exceptional pupils may be in
regular classes and should be counted under item
5170.10 rather than item 5170.20. Other exceptional
pupils may be in both regular classes and special
classes and should be counted under item 5170.30.
(Ree-A11)

5170.30 Both Regular and Special ClassesAn arrange-
ment in which exceptional pupils receive a portion of
their instruction in. one or more special classes for
exceptional pupils and the remainder of their instruc-
tion in one or more regular classes. (Rec -All)

5170.40 Individual Instruction -An arrangement whereby
a pupil receives instruction by himself and not as
part of a class. (Rec-A11)

5 70.90 OtherA type of class, or an arrangement, other
than those included in items 5170.10 to 5170.40.

4, (Rec -All)

5180..Principal Means of Instruction
The principal means by which the pupil receives approved

instruction in his total school program.
5180.X0 Direct Teacher ContactFace-to-face instruction

by a teacher. (Rec -All)
-5180.20 Television, Radio, or TelephoneApproved in-

\ struction received by television, radio, telephone, or
°V similar device. (Rec-All)

5180.30 CorrespondenceApproved instruction which pro-
.

vides for the systematic exchange between teacher
and pupil of materials sent by mail. (Rec -All)
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5180.90 OtherApproved instruction other than that pro-
vided by the means included in items 5180.10,

5180.20, and 5180.30. (Rec-All)

5190. Time Status
5190.10 Full-Time PupilA pupil who is carrying a full

course load, as determined by the State or the local
school system. (Rec-Reg, C; Op-A)

5190.20 Part-Time PupilA pupil who is carrying less than
a full course load, as determined by the State or the
local school system. (Rec-Reg, C; Op-A)

`5210. School and Teacher
5211. Name and Address of School Entered (Rec-All)
5212. Name of Teacher(s) to Whom Assigned (Op-All)

5300. Membership and Attendance Information
Membership and attendance information concerns various aspects

of the pupil's membership, attendance, absence, tardiness, and
early departure.

Information regarding measures related to membership and
attendance is presented in chapter 5. Among these measures are
"average daily. attendance," "percentages of attendance," and
"average daily membership."

5310. Number of'Days of Membership
The number of days a pupil is present and absent when

school is in session during a given reporting period. (Rec-
Reg; Op-SS, A)

A pupil is a member of a class or school from the date he
enters until he withdraws. During this period, the pupil is
either present or absent on each day (or half day) during
which school is in session. The date of withdrawal from
membership is the first day after the date of last attendance,
if known; otherwise, the date of withdrawal is considered to
be the date on which it becomes known that the pupil left.

The sum of the days present and absent of all pupils when,
school is in session 4uring a given reporting period is termed
"aggregate days m4nbership."

A day in session a day on which the school is open tcli
the pupils are under' the guidance and direction of teachers.
On some days the school plant may be closed and the student
body as a Able engaged in school activities outside the
school plant under the guidance and direction of teachers.
Such days should be considered as days in session. Days on
which school is closed for such reasons as holidays, teachers'
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institutes, and inclement weather should not be considered
as days in session.

5320. Number of Days of Attendance
The number of days a pupil is present and under the

guidance and direction pita teacher while school is in session
during a given reporting period. The sum of the (lays present
(actually attended) of all pupils when school is in session is
termed "aggregate (lays attendance." (Rec-Reg; Op-SS,
C, A)

Attendance is the presence of a pupil on days when school
is in session. A pupil may be counted present only when he
is actually at school or is present at another place at a school
activity which is sponsored by the school, is a part of the
program of the school, and is personally supervised by a
member or members of the school staff. This may include
field trips, athletic contests, music festivals, student conven-
tions, and similar activities when officially authorized under
policies of the local school board. It does not include
"making up" schoolwork at home, or activities supervised or
sponsored by private individuals or groups.

A day of attendance is a schoolday during which a pupil is
present for an entire school session under the guidance and
direction of teachers. When a pupil is present for only part
of the session, his attendance should be counted according
to the nearest half day of attendance. If overcrowded
conditions make it necessary for a school to hold two separate
sessions per day, a pupil attending for all of either session
should be considered as having completed a full day of
attendance. An excused absence during examination periods
or because of sickness or for any other reason should not be
counted as a day of attendance. Attendance at a State-
approved half-day session for kindergarten or nursery also
should be considered as a full day of attendance; for ex-
ample, if one group of 100 pupils attends a nursery in the
morning and a different group of 100 pupils attends in the
afternoon, the aggregate attendance for the day is 200.

5330. Number of Days of Absence
The number of days a pupil is absent when school is in

session during a given reporting period. (Rec-Reg; Op-SS,A)
A wilt absence is nonattendance of a pupil on a day or

half er when school is in session. Any pupil must be
counted absent who is not physically present at school or at
a school activity.
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A day of absence is a schoolday during which a pupil is
in membership but not in attendance.

5340. Reason for Absence
The primary cause for an absence, e.g., illness of pupil,

medical or dental appointment, quarantine, physical injury,
illness in family, death in family, travel with family, inclement
weather, impassible roads, truancy, legal or illegil employ-
ment, attendance at court, temporary suspension, and re-
ligious holiday. (See item 5330 above for definition of
absence.) (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

5350. Referrals Because of Absences
A record of referral actions taken because of absences,

including the date of each referral, the person to whom the
referral was made, and the name and position of each person

.recommending a referral. (Op-Elem, Sec)

5360. Number of Times Tardy
The number of times a pupil is tardy during a given re-

porting period. (Rec-Elem, Sec)
Tardiness is absence of a pupil at the time a given class

and/or half day of attendance begins, provided that the pupil
is in attendance before the close of that class or half day.

5370. Number of Early Departures
The number of early departures of a pupil during a given

reporting period. (Rec- Elern, Sec)
Early departure is approved leaving of school on a regular

schedule before the official close of the school session.

5400. Withdrawal Information
Withdrawal information is information about pupils who

withdraw from membership in a class, .grade, or school by
transferring, by completing schoolwork, by dropping out, and

because of death. Such information should be recorded
about all pupils who withdraw from membership, whether
they withdraw during the regular school term or between
regular school terms. The date of withdrawal from member-
ship is the first day after the date of last attendance, if known;
otherwise, the date of withdrawal is considered to be the date
on which it becomes known officially that the pupil left.

5410. Transfer
A pupil who leaves one class, grade, or school and moves

to another class, grade, or school is referred to as a "transfer."
Each pupil who transfers from one elementary or secondary
class or school to another during a regular school term, or-

between the completion of one regular school term and the
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beginning of the next, is identified with a designation selected
from items 5410.10 to 5410.90.

Additional subcategories under existing headings may be
developed as deemed appropriate for use in individual school
systems. For example, re may be desirable to include sub-
categories under items 5410.20, 5410.30, and 5410.90 for
puptts sent or transferred by legal authority to residential
corrective institutions where they take part in instructional
programs which can be applied toward the completion of
elementary or secondary school programs.

Information about a pupil who transfers from an elemen-
tary school to a secondary school or from a junior high school
to a senior high school is included under items 5410.20 to
5410.90. Information about a pupil completing high school
is included under item 5420, Completion of Schoolwork.

A pupil who transfers from college, adult education, and
elementary or secondary summer school may be' identified
as a transfer by the symbol "T" without further classification.

5410.10 Transfer Within the Same School (T1)(NoTE:
This applies where homeroom registers are kept.)
The pupil's name is transferred during the regular
school term from one homeroom register to another
because of a transfer, promotion, or demotion within
the same school. The transfer of a pupil's name
from one homeroom register to another as the result
of promotion at the close of the regular school term-
is not included here but, rather, under item 6140,
Progress Information. (Rec-Reg)

5410.20 Transfer to a Public School or Other Instruction
Under Public School Supervision in the Same
Local Administrative Unit (T2) (Rec-Reg)

5410.30 Transfer to a Nonpublic School Located Within
the Same Local Administrative Unit (T3) (Rec-
Reg)

5410.90 Transfer to a School Outside the Local Adminis-
trative Unit (T4) (Rec-Reg)

6411. School or System to Which Pupil Transfers
The name and address of the school or school system to

which the pupil transfers. When the pupil transfers to a
location of instruction which is not a school facility, such as
instruction at home or instruction within a noneducational
institution, the complete address of the location in which he
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receives this instruction should be recorded under this head-
ing. (Op-Reg)

5420. Completion of Schoolwork
In this "handbook, schoolwork is considered completed

when the pupil graduates from a high school. (grade 12) or
junior college or otherwise fulfills the requirements for a
prescribed program of studies. Midyear or yearend transfer
to a higher grade within the same school is not considered
as completion of schoolwork. Types of certificates and
degrees awarded for the completion of schoolwork are in-
cluded in term 6150.

5420.10 Graduated From High School or Junior College
(C1)The pupil receives a diploma or degree as

formal recognition for the successful completion of a
high school or junior college program of instruction.
(Rec-Sec, C)

5420.90 Completed Other Schoolwork (C2)The pupil
completes school in an approved manner other than
that included under item 5420.10 above and receives
a certificate of attendance or a certificate of comple-
tion, gains recognition for work as a high school
postgraduate, is accepted for early admission to a
college or university, or receives other recognition.
A,pupil receiving a high school equivalency diploma
or a high school equivalency certificate is not con-
sidered as a withdrawal and therefore is not included
under this item; however, the 'awarding of such a
diploma or certificate should be recorded under item
6150.20. (Rec-Sec, C, A)

5430. Dropout
A dropout is a pupil who leaves school, for any reason

except death, before graduation or completion of a program
of studies and without transferring to another school.

The term "dropout" is used most often to designate an
elementary or secondary school pupil who has been in mem-
bership during the regular school term and who withdraws
from membership before graduating from secondary school
(grade 12) or before completing an equivalent program of
studies. Such an individual is considered a dropout whether
his dropping out occurs during or between regular school
terms, whether his dropping out occurs before or after he
has passed the compulsory school attendance age, and, where
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applicable, whether or not he has completed a minimum re-
quired amount of schoolwork.

The term "dropout" also may be applied to pupils with-
drawing from junior colleges-, adult education programs, and
instruction during the summer school term of elementary
and secondary schools. If maintained, records about the
dropping out of such pupils should be entirely separate from
those about pupils dropping out of elementary and secondary
schools where they have been in membership during the
regular school term.

5430.10 DroppedThe pupil left school before graduation or
completion of a program of studies and without trans-
ferring to another school. (Rec-Reg; Op-SS, C, A)

5431. Compulsory. Attendance Status at Time of Dropping Out
Information regarding the pupil's compulsory attendance

status at the time of dropping out. Depending upon com-
pulsory school attendance laws and regulations, this may
include, within a given State or local school system, informa-
tion on the pupil's age, his educational progress, the distance
from his residence to the school or school bus route, economic
needs of his family, and his employment status. (Rec-Reg)

5432. Reasg for Dropping Out
The explanation as to why a pupil dropped out of school.

The one most significant reason should be indicated for each
pupil dropping out of school; additional' reasons may be
maintained setarately if desired. (Op -All)

5432.01 Physical Illness (D1)The pupil left school be-
cause of a physical illness. (Op -All)

5432.02 Physical Disability (D2)The pupil was excused
from school attendance because of a physical
impairment or- handicap of a permanent or semi-
permanent nature. (Op-All)

5432.03 Mental Illness (D3)The pupil was excused or
required to leave school because of a mental
illness. (Op -All)

5432.04 Mental Disability (D4)The pupil was excused
from school attendance because of insufficient
mental ability for successful participation in the
educational program of the school system. (Op-
All)

5432.05 Behavioral` Difficulty (D5)The pupil was re-
qui\red to withdraw from school because of be-
havioral difficulty. (Op -All)
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5432.06 Academic Ehifteulty.(D6)The pupil left school or
was required to leave because of academic diffi-
culty. (Op -All)

5432.07 Lack of Appropriate Curriculum (D7)The pupil
left school because the curriculum was not appro-
priate for his needs. (Op -All)

5432.08 Poor Pupil-Staff Relationships (D8)The pupil
left school because of poor relationships with
members of the school staff. (Op -All)

5432.09 Poor Relationships with Fellow Pupils (D9)The
pupil left school because of poor relationships
with fellow pupils. (Op -All)

5432.10 Dislike of School Experience (D10)The pupil left
school because of an active dislike of one or more
aspects of his school experiences, other than those
expressed in items 5432.06 through 5432.09 Any

such area of dislike should be specified. . (Op -All)

5432.11 Parental Influence (D11)The pupil left school
as a. result of parental encouragement to do so.
(Op-A11)

5432.12 Need at Home (D121The pupil left school to
help with work at home. (Op -All)

5432.13 Economic Reasons (D18)The pupil left school
because of economic reasons, including inability
to pay school expenses and inability of parents to
provide suitable clothing. (Op -All)

5432.14 Employment (D14)The pupil left school to seek

or accept employment, including employment re-
quired to support parents or other dependents.

(01)-A11)

5432.15 Marriage (D15) The pupil left school because of

marriage. (Op -All)

5432.16 Pregnancy (D16)The pupil left school or Pas
required to leave because of pregnancy. (Op -All)

5432.17 Other Known Reason (D17)The pupil left school
or was required to leave for some knOwn reason,
other than those of items 5432.01 to 5432.18:

Any such reason should be specified, e.g., no
school available, and excessive distance from home
to school or school bus route. (Op -All)

5432.18 Reason Unknown (D18)The pupil left school for
a reason which is not known. (OpAll)
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5432.19 New Residence, School Status Unknown (D19)
The pupil left school upon moving to a new resi-
dence, as indicated under items 5433.02 to 5433.09;
it is not known if he entered a new school. (Op-
All)

5433. Residence After Dropping Ont
The residence of the pupil immediately after dropping out

of school. The pupil should be identified on the basis of the
one most appropriate residence. (Op-All)
5433.01 Same ResidenceThe former pupil remained at

the same residence. (Op -All)
5433.02 New residence of FamilyThe former pupil moved

with his family to a new residence. (Op-All)
5433.03 Noneducational InstitutionThe 'former pupil en-

tered a noneducational institution. This includes
sany hospital, sanatorium cdnvalescent home,

orphanage, corrective institution, or other resi-
dential institution where a school program is not in
operation. If the pupil enters a residential institu-
tion where he takes part in a school program, he is
considered a transfer (under item 5410) rather
than a dropout (under the items of 5430). (Op-
All)

5433.04 Armed ServicesThe former pupil enlisted or was
drafted into the armed services. (Op-A11)

5433.05 Other New ResidenceThe former pupil establhed
a new residence not included under items 5433.01 to
5433.04, e.g., he moved from the home of his
parents to the home of a guardian, from a resi-
dential institution to a private home, and, after
marrying, to a new residence with his spouse.
(Op-All)

5433.09 No Record of Residence after Dropping Out. (Op-
All)

5440. Death .

The pupil's name was removed from the membership roll
of the school following his death. A record should be main-
tained about all such elementary and secondary school pupils
who have been in attendance during the regular school term,
whether they die during or between regular school terms.

5440.10 Death of PupilThe pupil died. (Rec-Reg; Op-.\
SS, C, A)
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5500. Nonentrance Information
Information recorded under this heading concerns individ-

uals, residing in the administrative unit, who are of compulsory

school attendance age or of 8chooVcensus age (if these limits

are greater) and who have not entered any school during the

current regular school term and are not classified as dropouts.

f A child of compulsory school attendance aye who is not required

to attend school because of a physical or mental condition or

for any other reason is referred to as an "exemptei chip."

This information should be maintained to whatever limits

such recordkeeping is required by law or regulation.

5510. Reason for Not Entering Logi Public Elementary or Secon-

dary School

57

The explanation as to why a child or youth of compulsory
school attendance age or of school census age who (a) has

never entered school, (b) completed his high school work in an

approved manner at the close of the preceding regular school

term, as indicated under item 5420, or (c) for some other

reason was not in school membership at the close of the pre-

ceding term, did not enter any local public, elementary or
secondary school for the current regular school term. (Op,

Reg) If a child or youth was a member of any school at the

close of the preceding term but did not transfer, complete

his schoolwork, or die and did not enter school for the
current term, he is considered a dropout. Information about

such a person is recorded under item 5430. In items 5510.60,

5510.70, and 5510.80, a distinction may be made to indicate

whether (a) the local public schools currently do not provide

services for children having this child's 'condition, or (b) the

local public schools provide services but do not have spice
available for this child at the present time;

Some of the following items of informition may be of a,

confidential nature and should be used with discretion.

5510.10 Receiving Instruction ElsewhereT'The child or
youth is receiving instruction in dthen than a local
public school, e.g., instruction in a nonpublic school,
instruction in a public school outside the local ad-
ministrative unit, and private instruction at hOme.

(Op -Reg)
5510.20 Underage The child has not yet reached the com-

pulsory 'school attendance age. This information is
maintained where required by law or regulation for
census or school purposes. (Op-Reg)

7
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5510.30 OverageThe youth has passed the compulsory
school attendance age. This information is main-
tained where required by law or regulation.for census
or school purposes. (0p-Reg)

5510.40 CompletionThe youth has been graduated from
'high school (grade 12) or has completed some other
minimum required amount of schoolwork. (Op -Reg)

5510.50 Distance from Residence to SchoolThe resi-
dence of the child or youth is an excessive distance
from any suitable school or school bus route. (Op-
Reg)

5510.60 Physical ConditionThe child or youth has a
physical condition (such as a communicable disease,
a rheumatic heart, or a severe crippling condition) of
such a nature that it seems impossible or unwise to
participate In the educational program of the school
system. (Op -Reg)

5510.70 Mental DisabilityThe child or youth has insuffi-
cient mental ability for successful participation in the

t educational program of the school system. (Op -Reg)
5510.80 Mental Illness or Behavioral Difficulty The'

child or youth has a mental illness or behavioral
difficulty of such a nature that participation in the
educational program of the school system seems un-
wise. (0p-Reg)

5510.90 Other ReasonsReasons, other than those pre-
sented in items 5510.10 to 5510.80, explaining why
a child or youth of school age does not enter either
a public or nonpublic school, e.g., working to support
his family, lick of clothing, lack of sufficient funds,
and indifference of parents or child. Reasons pre-
sented under items 5420 and 543QPmay be used here
if appropriate. Whatever the reason may be, it
should be specified. (Op -Reg)

PERFORMANCE .INFORMATION
6000 Series

Information recorded under this heading concerns certain aspects of
the pupil's activities and accomplishments, including those which are
a part of the school program, those which are conducted outside the
school, and those which are undertaken after he leaves the school.
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6100. School Performance Information
School performance information concerns activities and

accomplishments within the school program, such a4s informa-
tion about the pupil's courses, school activities; grade progres-
sion,' and the diploma,' certificate, or degree awarded for
complttion of schoolwork.

6110. Are Specialization
The general combination of courses completed by a pupil

enabling him to qualify for a diploma, certificate, or degree
for completion of schoolwork. The form and terminobigy
of this informatione.g., general, college preparatory, busi-
ness, vocational, liberal arts, liberal arts transfer, technical,
terminal-occupational, science, and any extensions and
variations of such termsreflect the practice of the local
and/or State school system. (Rec-Sec, C; Op-A)

6120. Course Information
A course is an okanization of subject matter and related

learning experiences provided for the instruction of pupils on a
regular or systematic basis, usually for a predetermined period
of time (e.g., a semester, a regular school term, and a 2-week
workshop). Credit toward graduation or completion of an
instructional program generally is given pupils for theAccess-
ful completion of a course.

In a departmentalized organization, regardless of the
instructional level, a course is that portion of the instruction,
within a general subject area, which has its own descriptive
title and is presented in a presched tiled series of class meetings
or, as in the case of instruction by approved correspondence,
in a planned series of lessons.

In a nondepartrnentalized situation, or in a self-contained
class, the designation of a grade may be substituted for the
course title (see item 5150).

Pupil course information includes (a) descriptive,. infor-
mation about the course itself and the class in which the
pupil receives instruction, and (b) information about the
pupil's performance in each course taken and in each portion
of the instruction for which he receives a mark or report.
Items of information include the following, when applicable:

6121. Subject Area or epartme atIn a departmentalized organi-
zation, a major subdivision of the instructional program
such as language arts (or English), foreign languages (or
French or Spanish), music, art education, vocational educa-
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tion, physical education, mathematics (or arithmetic), and
science (or.physics or biology). (Op-Elem; Rec-Sec, C, A)

6122. Descriptive TitleIn a departmentalized organization, the
descriptive title by which a course is identified (e.g.,
American history, English III); in a self-contained class,
any portion of the instruction for which a mark is assigned
or a report is made (e.g., reading, composition, spelling,
etc.; or language arts). (Op-Elem; Rec-Sec, C, A)

6123. GradeA designation applied to the sequential portion of
the instructional program which represents the work' of one
regular school term. In referring to a given course, the
term "grade" may indicate that the course normally is
intended for pupils of a given grade. For courses normally
open to pupils of several grades, each of these grades should
be indicated. (Op-Elem, A; Rec-Sec, C) Ya

6124. Special Pupil Group for Which Course Is DesignedThe
nature of any special group of pupils for which a course is
designed. This group might be identified by designations
such ks talented, academically retarded, retarded in reading
ability, non-English speaking, physically handicapped, or
mentally handicapped (e.g., educable or trainable). (Op-
Elem ; Rec-Sec, C, A)

6125. Principal Means of InstructionA description of the princi-.
pal means by which instruction is received in a course, if
not received in a classroom, e.g., direct teacher contact,
television, correspondence, independent study, and teaching
machine. (Op-All)

6126. Minutes Per WeekThe average number of minutes the
.class is in session during each week. In departmentalized
courses having laboratory work, the minutes per week may
be expressed both for the regular classroom meetings and
for the laboratory work. (Op-Elem, A; Rec-Sec, C)

6127. Number of WeeksThe number of weeks the class is in
(0p-Elam, A; Rec-Sec, C)

6128. Mar or Report for Pupil PerformanceAny final mark or
report received by the pupil for a course or for a poition of
subject matter. An interpretation of marks should be in-
cluded when this information. is sent outside the school
system. (Rec-All)

24:-Pedit ReceivedThe credit or credit awarded for the
-\-7-vuceessful completion of a course, in nded to indicate

the quantity of course instruction in lation to the total
requirements for a diploma, certificate, or degree, according

.*
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to the practice of the local and/or State school system. An
interpretation of credits should be included when this in-
formation is sent outside the school system. In a terminal
program, credit often is applied toward completion of
schoolwork rather than toward graduation. In a self-
contained class, credit is considered given for the success-
ful completion of a regular school term (or a semester).
CoMpletion of a grade is recorded under item 6140, Progress
Information. (Op-Elem, A; Rec-Sec, C)

6130. Noncourse Activity Inforination
Information about participation in noncourse activities

under the direction of the school, such as student organi-
zations, interscholastic or intramural athletics, entertain-
ments, publications, clubs, band, orchestra, and service
activities. This may include honors earned or awarded for
participation in noncourse activities, e.g., senior class presi-
dent, football captain, and editor of yearbook. If an activity
is considered a course and credit is given for participation,
or participation is required, such information should be
included under item 6120, Course Information. (Rec-Elem,
Sec, C)

6140. Progress Information
Information about the progress of pupils in full-time school

programs in a grade or in an ungraded situation during a
given regular school term. This information, usually com-
pleted at the close'of a regular school term, is used in con-
junction with item 5150, Grade Entered.

6140.10 Normal Progress or PromotionNormal progress
and completion of a normal year's work at the grade
indicated in item 5150. In a graded situation, this
implies promotion oe assignment to the next grade.
(Rec-Elem, Sec ; Op-C, A)

6140.20 Accelerated PromotionPromotion of a pupil at a
rate more rapid than the usual rate. If a pupil re-
ceives an accelerated promotion, he thereby con-
denses or omits time customarily spent in a given
trade or course. (Rec-Reg)

6140.30 Nonpromotion--The retaining of a pupil in his cur-
rent grade at the end of the regular school berm or
at anoiter time when most pupils are promoted. In
an ungraded class, a pupil is considered "not pro-
moted" when he is asked -to spend more than the

7113-292 0-64--6
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usual amount of time in the class. (Rec-Elem; Op-
Sec)

6140.40 Ungraded SituationAn indication that., because
the pupil is in an ungraded situation, it is not ap-
propriate to make use of items 6140.10, 6140.20, and
6140.30 in designating the nature of his progress.
(Rec-Elem; Op-Sec)

6141. Reason for Nonproinotion
The primary cause of a nonpromotion as recorded under

item 6140.30, e.g., low-quality schoolwork, social in-
adequacy, insufficient knowledge of the English language
(a bilingual situation), and failure to complete the school-
work for reasons such as prolonged absence, illness, or
intellectual inadequacy. (0p-Reg)

6150. Type of Diploma, Certificate, or Degree Received for Com.
pletion of Schoolwork

The type of document or title received as recognition
for the completion of a program of studies.

6150.10 High School DiplomaA formal document certify-
ing the successful completion of a secondary school
program of studies. (Rec-Sec, A)

6150.20 High School Equivalency Diploma or Cer ifi-
cate A formal document issued by a State depart-
ment of education or other authorized agency
certifying that an individual has met the State
requirements for high school graduation equivalency
by (a) attaining satisfactory scores on an approved
examination, or (b) earning the required number of
credits in an organized, program of approved instruc-
tion. (Rec-See, A)

6150.30 Associate DegreeA degree commonly conferred
upon a pupil for the successful completion of a 2-
year program of studies of a junior college or tech-
nical institute. (Rec-C)

6150.40 Certificate of Completion =- A document certifying
the satisfactory completion of a course or a program
of studies. This document frequently is awarded for
courses for which credit toward graduation is not
granted. This document sometimes is referred to as
a "certificate of training." (RecnSec,\C, A)
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6150.50 Certificate of AttendanceA document certifying
the presence of a pupil at school during given years
or on given days, when this document is awarded in
lieu of a diploma or certificate of completion. (Rec-
All)

6150.90 Other Certificate or DegreeA document or title,
other than those in items 6150.10 to 6150.50, awarded
as recognition for the completion of a program of
studies. (Op-All)

6160. Academic Honors Information
Information about academic honors won by the pupil,

e.g., honor roll information, participation in honors program,
and scholarships and prizes won. (Rec-All)

6170. Transcript Requests
Information about requests for a pupil's transcript, e.g.,

the name of the institution or person requesting the tran-
script and the date the transcript was sent in response to
this request. (Op -All)

6200. Nonschool Performance Information
Nonschool performance information concerns employment

of the pupil and other activities performed outside the school,
whether performed during school terms or during vacations.
Also included under this heading are aspirations and plans of
the pupil for postschool vocation, training, and education.

6210.' Interests and Plans for Postschool Vocation, Training, and
Education.

Information about the pupil's aspirations and plans for
vocation, training, and education after leaving the school in
which he currently is in membership.

6211. Vocational Interests and PlansInformation about the
pupil's vocational interests and plans, other than that
information included under item 4010, Standardized Tests
and Inventories. (Op-Sec, C, A)

6212. Types of Postschool Training or Education in Which Pupil
Is Interested. (Red-Sec, C; Op-A)

6220. Employment Information
Information abo ork/ro7pay done by the pupil while

in membership - g regular school term or during
vacation. The name of the employer should be included.
(Op-See, C, A)
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6230. Employment Permit Informsiion
Information regarding th type of employment permit or

certificate issued to the pi il, the number of the permit or
certificate, dates of vali ity, and other pertinent informa-
tion. (Op -All)

6240. Military Service Stattte
The nature of the pupil's current (and previous) service

with the Armed Forces, e.g., reserve, active, or veteran.
(Rec-Sec, CI A)

6250. Other Nonschool Activity Information
Information about participation in activities, other than

activities included in items 6220 and 6240, which are neither
sponsored by the school nor under the guidance or super-
vision of staff members but are considered significant in
terms of permanent. records about pupils. This includes
information about the various activities in which the pupil
participates outside the school, training received outside the
school, honors and recognitions granted for participation in
nonschool activities, offices and positions held by the pupil,
travel information, hobby information, foreign language
abilities, and other special interests and abilities. (Op-Sec,
C, A)

6300. Postschool Performance Information
Postschool performance information concerns employment

and other activities of the former pupil after he leaves the
school.

6310. Postschool Employment Information
6311. EmploYerThe name of the individual, firm; or corpora-

tion employing the former pupil after he leaves school, and
the address where he works. If the former pupil is not in
school and is not employed, this fact may be indicated
here. (Op-Sec, C, A)

or

6312. Field of EmploymentThe nature of the business, industry,
or service in which the former pupil is employed after he
leaves school. (Op-Sec, C, A)

6313. Type of Work Performed The work performed by the
former pupil After he leaves school. (Op-Sec, C, A)

6320. Postschool Education and Training Information
6321. Type of Postschool Education or TrainingThe nature of

postschool education or training, e.g., liberal arts, pre-
professional, technical, and development of specific voca-
tional skills. (Op-Sec, C, A)
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6322. Institution(s) in Which EnrolledThe name of each insti-
tution in which the former pupil enrolls for postschool
education or training. (Op -Sec, C, A)

6323. Dates of Education or TrainingThe dates of postschool
education or training in each institution in which the
former pupil enrolls. (Op -See, C, A)

6324. Honors and Recognitions AwardedHonors and recogni-
tions awarded the former pupil, e.g., membership in socie-
ties and offices held. (Op-See, C, A)

6330. Military Service Experience
Military service experience of the former pupil, including

special training acquired while in the service. (Op-Sec,
C, A)

6340. Other Postschool Activities
Notable postschool activities and accomplishments other

than information about employment, education, and mili-
tary service, e.g., elective offices held and books published.
(Op -Sec, C, A)

TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
7000

Information recorded under this heading concerns the transporta-
tion of pupils. This information is collected primarily for the use of
local administrators and administrators of State programs of trans-
portation. It should be maintained to whatever limits such recdrd-
keeping is required by law or regulation.

7010. Transportation Status of Pupil
7010.10 Transported at Public ExpenseThe pupil is

transported between home and school at public ex-
pense, whether the school system receives some State
transportation for the pupil-or whether the pupil
is transported entirely at local school district ense.
For pupils who are transported, additional a-

-lion may be recorded for local or State use, such as thoe
length of time and the distance the.pupil is trans-
ported each day, the bus or vehicle number or other
vehicle identification information; the bus or vehicle
route number or other routing inforMation, and the
bus or vehicle run number or other run inforrfiation.
(Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C)
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7010.20 Provided Room or Board in Lieu of Transporta-
tionThe pupil is provided room or board inlieu of
transportation. (Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C)

7010.30 Not Transported at Public ExpenseThe pupil is
not transported between home and school at public
expense nor does he receive any service in lieu of
transportation. (Rec-Elem, Sec; Op-C)

7020. Vehicle on Which Pupil Is Transported at Public Expense
7020.10 Publicly Owned VehicleA vehicle owned by a

school district, a municipal unit of government, a
State government, or the Federal Government. (In
this handbook, the designation of schoolbus owner-.
ship is based on ownership of the chassis.) (Op-
Elem, Sec, C)

7020.11 Schoolbus (Op-Elem, Sec, C)
7020.12 Other Vehicle (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

7020.20 Privately Owned VehicleA vehicle which is not
publicly owned. (In this handbook, the designation
of schoolbus ownership is based on ownership of the
chassis.) (Op -Elem, Sec, C)

7020.21 Schoolbus (Op-Elem, Sec, C)
7020.22 Other Vehicle (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

7030. Eligibility of Pupil for Transportation
7030.10 Eligible- The pupil is eligible for transportation be-

tween horn, and school at spublic expense. (Op-
Elem, Sec, C)

7030.11 Eligible Because of DistanceThe pupil is eligible
because of the distance between his home and his
school. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

7030.12 Eligible Because of HandicapThe pupil is eligible
because of a physical, mental, or emotional handi-
cap. (Op-Elem, see, C)

7030.13 Eligible for Other ReasonsThe pupil is eligible
because 01 reasons other than distance or handicap,
e.g., hazardous highway conditions or attendance
at a special class for other than handicapped
pupils. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

7030.20 Not Eligible -The pupil is not eligible for trans-
portation between home and school at public expense.
(Op -Elem, Sec, C)
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7040. Qualification for State Transportation Aid
7040.10 QualifiesThe local school system is eligible to

receive State transportation aid for this pupil.
(Op-Elem, Sec, C)

7040.20 Does Not QualifyThe local school system is not
eligible to receive State transportation aid for this
pupil. (Op-Elem, Sec, C)

TUITION AND SPECIAL ASSISTANCE INFORMATION
8000 Series

Information recorded under this heading is administrative in nature.
It concerns situations in which the receipt of money by the school
district or by the pupil is based upon the characteristics or status of
individual pupils. Included here is information about tuition, pupil
subsidies or grants-in-aid, and Federal assistance for federally affected
areas. Such information should be maintained to whatever limits such
recordkeeping is required by law or regulation.

8010. Tuition Status
8010.10 Nontuition PupilA pupil usually a resident of the

school district, for whom no tuition is paid. (Op-A11)

8010.20 Tuition PupilA pupil for whom tuition is paid.
(Op -All)

8010.21 Full-Tuition PupilA pupil, usually a nonresident
of the school district, for whom the maximum
allowable tuition is paid. (0p-A11)

8010.22 Partial-Tuition PupilA pupil for whom tuition is
paid, but less than the maximum rate. (Op-ill)

8020. Eligibility of Local School District for Federil Assistance for
Federally Affected Areas

Information necessary to establish the eligibility of the
local school district to receive Federal assistance for federally
affected areas under Public Laws 874 and 815, e.g., the pupil
resides on Federal property, the pupil's parent works ot.
Federal property, and the pupil's parent is employed in
Federal activities, usually on a Federal contract in a private
plant. (Op-Reg)

8030. Pupil Subsidy Information
Information about subsidies or grants-in-aid paid directly

to the administrative unit for the individual pupil exclusive of
Federal assistance for federally affected areas. Usually from
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a government source, such subsidies are granted for reasons
such as Indigl consanguinity of the pupil, specific handicaps
or other characteristics of the pupil, being the child of a
migrant agricultural worker, and the pupil's enrollment in
vocational education classes. (Op-All)

8040. Assistance to Pupil
Information about any assistance or welfare help given

directly to the pupil. (Op-All)



CHAPTER 4

Obtaining and Using Information About Pupils:
Illustrative Principles and Procedures

1,HE FIRST STEP in the development of a system of information is to
determine what information is needed. Items of information

then should he selected and defined to meet these informational
needs. Once this has been done, attention must be direckd toward
the collection, arrangement, storage, and retrieval of the items of
information, and toward integrating these items into a system of
records and reports that will best serve the users of this information.

In presenting a number of illuslrative principles and procedures
relating to a system of pupil inforeation, this chapter is divided into
four parts: Section IResponsibility for Information About Pupils;
Section IIPrinciples and Procedures for Planning and Implementing
a System of Information About Pupils; Section IIIThe Develop-
ment of Records and Reports About Pupils; and Section IVUses
and Users of Information About Pupils.

I. Responsibility for Information About Pupils

Responsibility for the collection and processing of information
about pupils should be shared by the State department of education
and by the local school systems. Many responsibilities and activities
at each administrative level overlap and complement those at other
levels. For discussion purposes, however, the responsibilities of
local school systems and of State departments of education are
considered separately. in this section.

Responsibility of Local School Systems

The responsibility for the actual collection of most pupil informa-
tion rests with the local school systems. It is the responsibility
of the system to identify its informational needs and to collect the

439
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necessary information to meet these needs. Steps should be takento ensure both accuracy of information and timely reporting. Forthis purpose, each local system should have available appropriaterecord and report forms based upon its informational requirements.The local system should plan carefully its entire system of recordsand reports to make cirtain that its demands for data are reasonable
and timely, that the information can flow readily to reports required
by its town administration and other agencies, and that the system
devised is equally usable for hand and machine processing. It shouldstrive for promptness in completing report forms for other ageticies,thus making possible early compilation of reports and increasing
the value and usefulness of each report.

Each local school system should enlist the support and cooperationof relevant professional groups and voluntary agencies. It shouldbe prepared to transfer basic information about each pupil whotransfers to another school system. It should accept the responsi-
bility for evaluating continuously the adequacy and effectiveness ofits system for obtaining, processing, and distributing informationabout pupils.

Finally, the system must have adequate personnel and financial
support for its program of pupil information if this program is toreach full effectiveness.

Responsibility of State Departments of Education

While
i

an individual local school system will be able to develop
a pupil information system based upon this handbook, independent
of other local systems or the State department of education, it isinevitable that State leadership must ultimately be exerted if imple-
mentation is to be widespread and uniform.

The unique position of State departments of education in Americaneducation puts upon each department the responsibilityfvr coordinat-ing State and local statistical programs and providing the leadership
and technical assistance necessary to implement a statewide system.In planning a new program, a careful analysis of the existing programfor pupil information may be required. Existing forms, manuals,and regulations may need to be revised and new materials preparedfor lotial, regional, and statewide consideration. A procedure maybe set up for developing a State hapdbook for pupil accounting,
based on the riltional handbook.

In their planning, State departments should provide for spacing
requests for information ,Ironi local systems, so far as possible, toavoid excessive demandslit any given time. They should encouragelocal school systems Co develop arrangements to free classroom
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teachers from all but a minimum of recordkeeping, particularly as
this relates to enrollment and attendance information.

State department of education should guide and twin local school
system personnel by means of conferences, written materials, and di-
rect assistance. Conferences may be used to familiarize local personnel
with the need for, importance of, and details of the national or State
pupil accounting handbook, to discuss ways and means by which
this handbook might be most profitably put into practice in each
school system, and to consider revised or new pupil accounting ma-
terials based on the handbook.

Articles by both local and State personnel dealing with varioutEel
phases of implementation activities in local school systems may be
circulated through regular and special State department publications,
local publications, and those of other organizations. Publicity
available through other agencies of government should be considered.
Consultative services should be provided by the State department of
education for those school systems that need 11,1p with specific
problems. Pilot projects might be initiated in selected school systems
of the State prior to implementation of the system throughout the
State.

Finally, the State department of education should enlist the support
and cooperation of various local, State, and national professional
organizations and of other State governmental agencies that have
jurisdiction over certain -segments of the State educational program.

II. Principles and Procedures forPlanning and Implementing
a System of Information. About Pupils

. The first step in the improvement of a system of pupil information
at both the State and local levels is to place adngnistrative responsi-
bility in the hands of a single person. This person should be cognizant
of legal and educational as well as technical aspects of pupil accounting.
His work will be greatly facilitated if he has the active support of top
administrators for the required changes in the information system
and enough competent staff members to flan, supervise, and
operate the system. Under his direction, the staff should

1. the objectives of the system in the light 'of the uses to which
the information will be put.

2. Plan for the entire system carefully, including all procedures for collecting,
processing, interpreting, and disseminating data. The plan should be put
into writing.

3. Select items that meet informational needs and that suppliers are capable
of furnishing. Items which will be combined from several sources should
be stated in standard terms 'and should be codable for automatic data
processing.
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4. Develop forms for collecting information. These should be easy to under-
stand, easy to fill in, easy to process. The number of forms should be kept
to a minanum by limiting the number of duplicating or overlapping
requests and by designing forms so that they can be used for more than
one purpose.

5. Gain the cooperation of all concerned; try to dispel any fears or reserva-
tions.

6. Ensure the accuracy of information at the source by Impressing local
employees with their responsibility for accurate information and instructing
them in the techniques of accurately collecting and processing information.

7. Make the transfer from the old to the new system in a deliberate and
careful manner.

S. After the new system has been installed, keep records up to date at all
times.

9. Encourage all who have a stake in the systemsuppliers, collectors,
processors, and users of pupil informationto evaluate continuously its
effectiveness and efficiency.

III. Development of Records arid Reports About Pupils

The records and reports which comprise pupil accounting systems
are made up of items of pupil information such as those defined in
chapter 3. This section summarizes and illustrates the procedures
by which such pupil records and reports are developed, using pupil
entrance information for illustrative purposes.

Items of Informs ion About Pupils

An item of information, as defined for use in this handbook, is a
descriptive heading under which is recorded information about pupils.
Items of information about pupils are in two gwral forms: (1) the
multiple choice, cir checklist, form and (2) the opeli form.

Multiple choice items, or checklist-type items, consist of descriptive
headings with standardized entries listed under them from which a
selection may be made to describe a pupil or a group of pupils. Under
each heading are several choices with standard definitions from which
one or more may be selected and recorded. For illustrative purposes,
the items in the 5100 series are shown in columnar form in table 1.
To cotnplete the entrance information for a given pupil, the one
applicable designation should be selected- from each of the first four
columns. For example, a pupil might be classified as an original entry,
El (5110.11), in an elementary school during the regular school term
(5140.11), sixth grade (5150.06), in a regular class (5170.10).

Open-type items consist of descriptive headings under which space
is provided for specific kinds of information to be recorded in stand-
ardized form but not as specific choices. Among items of this type
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which refer to an individual pupil are items 2110, Name of Male
Parent, and item 2311, Residence Address of Pupil. Open-type items
may include numerical entries which are written in to indicate the
number of pupils having particuld characteristics or belonging to
particular groups.

Records About Pupils

A pupil record, as defined for use in this handbook, is information
about one,,or more pupils which is kept on file for a period of time in'n-
classroom, school office, system office, or other approved location. A
pupil record usually is intended for the use of the person or office
which maintains the record. Items of pupil information, as identified
and defined in chapters 2 and 3, serve as the basis for pupil records.
Other items, in addition to those defined in this handbook, may he
included in a pupil information system as is necessary to meet local or
State needs. (See table 2, steps 1 and 2.)

Entries in pupil records should indicate the date of occurrence, the
date on which a condition is observed, the date on which the informa-
tion is recorded, or the reporting period to which the information
pertains. As new information becomes available and as changes occur

entries should be made in his record in order to keep the record current.
Some information in the records of individual pupils is of a confidential.

nature. For example, some information recorded under item 4040,
Type of Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Exceptionality, may fall
into this category. When such information concerns individual pupils,
it should be made available only through professional personnel trained
in its interpretation. When this information is summarized for general
reporting purposes, it should not be identifiable with any specific in-
dividual.

Reports About Pupils

A pupil report, as defined for use in thi4 handbook, is a collection
of information about one or more pupils which is prepared by a person,
unit, or organization usually for the use of some other person, unit, or
organization. Most reports about an individual pupil or groups of
pupils are based upon information obtained from various records of
individual pupils.

The items of information in a pupil report sometimes provide
information about individuals, as in response to questions regarding
names of pupilefaving certain specific aptitudes or abilities. More
often, however, such items are combined with the same items con-,.

N.
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Table 2.Illustrative development of records and reports about pupil
entrance

Use of
entrance

information
Illustrative steps in recording

information Illustrative information

Records about in- Step 1Select desired items about
dividual pupils

Reports about
pupils

entrance from the
5100 series

5110. Type of entry
5140. Instructional or-

ganization en-
tered

5150. Grade entered
5170. Type of class

Step 2Include this entrance in-
formation as a part of
the record of each pupil
along with other perti-
nent information

Step 3Identify the reporting
unit and time of each
report

Step 4Determine the total num-
ber of pupils in the
group for this reporting
unit from records of pu-
pils identified in Step 1

Step 5Include this information
as a part of reports
about this particular
group of pupils or about
all pupils in the report-
ing unit

A pupil identified as an
original entry, El
(5110.11), in an
elementary school
during the regular
school term (5140.11),
sixth grade (5150.06),
in a regular class
(5170.10)

All the desired informa-
tion about this pupil

Lima, Ohio, Oct. 1,

1964

Number of original
entries, El, regular
school term, elemen-
tary schools, sixth
grtde, in regular
clfism. in Lima,
Ohio, as of Oct. 1,
1964

Number of original
entries, El, in Lima,
Ohio, as of Oct. 1,

1964, by instructional
organization, type of
class, age, and sex

cerning other pupils to indicate the number of pupils having particular
status or characteristics. Thus, reports about' pupils usually sum-
marize data.

Information about a pupil or a group of pupils can be used for
reporting purposes when it includes: (1) a designation of the reporting
unit, (2) the time factor (date or period applicable), and (3) one or
more items of pupil information. (See table 2, steps 1 and 3.)
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Information about the reporting unit includes the nature and location
of the unit submitting the report:

1. Unit reporting
a. State
b. Intermediate administrative unit
c. Local school system
d. School

2. Administration of school or school system
a. Public school or school system
b. Nonpublic school or school system
c. Teacher education institution not included in a. or b. above

Definitions of these terms are found in the glossary.
The time, factor includes the following types of information:

1. Date
a. Reporting period or date ,z

2. Division of school year (and date)
a. Regular school term
b. Summer school term
c. Marking period or semester

3. Division of school day
a. Full-day session
b. Ila lf-day session
c. Curtailed session
d. Double sessions
e. Extended-day sessions

4. Time of day
a. Daytime
h. Late afternoon and/or evening

Definitions of most of these terms are found in the glossary.
The item or items of pupil information are used to help identify an

individual or a group, to present information about an individual or a
group, or both.

Items of information used for identification purposes identify all
members of a pupil group through personal characteristics, status, and
performance. These items also may be used to setup and maintain ft
continuing school census record. Among such items are the following:

1. Personal characteristics
a. Date of birth (or age) (item 1060)
h. Sex (item 1040)
c. Type of exceptionality (items 3090 and 404(1)

2. School status of pupil(s)
a. Location of pupil residence (item 2314)
b. Instructional organization entered (item 514(0
c. Grade entered (including ungraded) (item 5150)
d. Time status: part-time or full-time (item 5190)
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3. Course identification information
a. Name of course (item 6122)
h. Special pupil group for which course is designed (item 6124)
c. Credit information (item 6129)
d. Length of course (items 6126 and 6127)

Ib addition to identification items, othersitems of pupil information
may contain zleeded data about individual pupils and groups of pupils.
A rather extensive,List of illustrative examples follows. Definitions of
these information items may be found in chapter 3 or in the glossary.
Census and Residence Information

r Number of resident children
Average number of children per local basic administrative unit
Average number of children per attendance area
Resident children per square mlie
Nuinber of resident pupils
Pupils per square mile

Pupil Characteristics Information
Average age of pupils
Median age of pupils
Number of pupils identified as having physical handicaps
Number of pupils identified as emotionally disturbed or socially maladjusted

Entry and Reentry Information
Number of original entries for the United States (El)
Number of original entries transferred from other States (E2)
Number of original entries for a State (El plus E2).
Percentage of school-age population in public (or nonpublic) elementary and

secondary schools
Percentage of age group in all schools
Percentage of age group in public schools
Percentage of pupils in nonpublic schools
Percentage of total membership being provided appropriate special education

(by type of exceptionality)
Percentage of exceptional children in special classes or schools
Number of different pupils entering a given school
Number of school-age children not in school because of a physical condition

Membership Information
Aggregate days membership
Average daily membership (ADM)
Percentage of change in membership from previous year
Excess membership in public schools
Percentage of total excess public school membership
Average membership pet school
Membelship in special classes and/or special schools
Aggregate days attendance
Average daily attendance (AI)A)
Percentage of attendance
Average daily absence
Percentage of absence
Average class size

758-292
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Withdrawal Information
Annual withdrawal rate
Number (or percentage) of pupils withdrawing, by type of withdrawal
Number (or percentage) of pupils dropping out, by:

reason for dropping out
residence after dropping out
age
sex
highest grade completed
area of specialization
specific courses completed
average of marks for all courses, or specific marks in given coursesscore on given standardized tests
number of times retained (or not promoted)
number of absences
specific activities in which pupil participated
years of education of parents
occupation of parents
residence status
State, county, district, or school from which pupil entered

Pupil-Staff Ratios
Teachers per 1,000 pupils in average daily membership
Classroom teachers per 1,000 pupils in average daily membership
Teachers other than classroom teachers per 1,000 pupils in average dailymembership
Professional educational staff per 1,000 pupils in average daily membership
Pupil-teacher ratio (as of a given date)
Pupil-teacher ratio (for a period of time)
Pupil-classroom teacher ratio (as of a given date)
Pupil-classroom teacher ratio (for a period of time)
Pupil-counselor ratio (as of a given date)
Pupil-counselor ratio (for a period of time)
Pupil-school librarian ratio (as of a given date)
Pupil-school librarian ratio (for a period of time)
Pupil-principal ratio (as of a given date)
Pupil-principal ratio (for a period of time)
Pupil - professional educational staff ratio (as of a given date)
Pupil-professional educational staff ratio (for a period of time)
Pupil-total staff ratio (as of a given date),
Pupil-total staff ratio (for a period of time

Pupil Performance Information
Number of pupils completing a grade
Percentage of pupils making normal progress

0Percentage of pupils promoted
Number of pupils advanced at an accelerated rate
Number of pupils not promoted (or retained)
Percentage of pupils not promoted (or retained)
Number of pupils-completing high school
Number of pupils graduating from high school
Percentage of high school graduates who completed courses in various subjectareas
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Percentage of pupils currently members of classes in various subject areas
Number of pupils taking a given course
Percentage of pupils participating in variotsk activities

Pupil Finance Information
Annual current expenditures per pupil in ADA
Annual current expenditures per pupil in ADM
Current expenditures per pupil per day (ADA)
Current expenditures per pupil per day (ADM)

Tuition and Special Assistance Information
Number of pupils for whom tuition is paid

Pupil Property Information
Pupils per acre
Pupil capacity of a school plant
Excess membership in public schools

0 Percentage of total excess public school membership
Per pupil cost of a building

Pupil Transportation Information
Number of pupils transported Wand from school at public expense
Average daily membership of pupils transported
Percentage of pupils transported at public expense
Percentage of transported pupils riding a given distance
Percentage of transported pupils riding a given time
Average transportation cost per pupil transported
Number of pupils receiving room or hoard in lieu of transportation

School Lunch Information
Number of pupils served lunch
Average number of pupils served lunch per day

Combining Items of Pupil Information With Information About
Reporting Unit and Time

The development of a pupil report item is completed by combining
the item or items of pupil information with the relevant information
about the reporting unit and time. The result is illustrated by table
2, step 4. In addition, table 3 illustrates how such combining pro-
duces report information about a variety of pupil groups. For ex-
ample, the first illustrative report item presdnted in table 3, Number
of original entries in all public' and nonpublic elementary and secondary
schools of Nebraska during the 1964-65 regular school term, by grade,
includes three information items (original entry, El ; original entry,
E2; and grade), a reporting unit designation (State: all schools), and
a time factor (during a given regular school term). Reports about
the "number of pupils" in a given group are formed in this manner.

Items containing percentages or ratios Maude the same components
as the example above, plus necessary mathematical computations.
For example, Percentage of Wisconsin school-ape population (aged 5 to
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17, inclusive) entered in public elementary and secondary schools during
the 1964-65 regular school term, includes several information items
(age; entry status, El and E2; and location of pupil residence), a
mathematical computation (number of original entries divided by
number of resident children multiplied by 100), a reporting unit
designation (State public and/or nonpublic schools), and a time
factor (during a given regular school term).

Developing Pupil Reports from Pupil Report Items

Pupil reports may be developed making use of whatever report
items are necessary to provide the required information. (See steps
I and 5, table 2.)

IV. Uses and Users of Information About Pupils

Pupil records and reports and the information system of which
they are a part should be planned in terms of the uses to be made of
the information. This section identifies many of the uses of informa-
tion about individual pupils and about groups of pupils. It also
identifies several groups of people who collect, maintain, process, and
use this information.

Information About Individual Pupils

Information about individual pupils often is obtained initially and
used by the school office, the classroom teacher, the counselor, the
attendance officer, the school health officer or nurse, the school
psychologist, and the school social worker.

This information frequently is maintained by the school office
and used by the school as a permanent record of each pupil's school
status and performance; in preparing reports about groups of pupils;
and as a basis for administrative action in determining each pupil's
school bus assignment, tuition or other charges, and eligibility for
school activities and benefits. The classroom teacher uses this
information to assist in grouping pupils, planning classroom activities,
counseling or guidance, and reporting to parents. It may be used
by the counselor as a basis for counseling about personal and social
problems; for educational guidance, including determination of
studies in the present school and choice of future educational activi-
ties; and for guidance regarding the choice of a vocation. Other
members of the professional staff of the school may utilize this in-
formation as required for the proper discharge of their functions.
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Persons to whom information about an individual pupil may be
transmitted for their use include the parent of the pupil; another
teacher to whom the pupil is assigned; other professional personnel
within the school or school system who work directly with the indi-
vidual pupil; professional people outside the school system; personnel
of another school or school system to which the pupil transfers: and
administrators of the local school system, intermediate unit, or State
department of ed cation when it is desirable to know the identity
of individual pupils having particular aptitudes, unique abilities, or
specific handicaps.

Information About Groups of Pupils

School census information often is obtained about all resident
children of a school district who are within given age liMits. In-
formation about groups of pupils usually is collected and combined
or summarized by classroom teachers, personnel of school offices,
and other members of each school's professional staff._ The resulting
summary (or statistical) information often is forwarded to the ad-
ministrator of the school, administrators of the local school system
and intermediate unit, and personnel of State and Federal education
agencies.

Summary information about pupils often is used by administrators
of the school or local school system as a basis for: comparing data
with established norms or with that of other comparable schools or
school systems, preparing accreditation reports, planning the curric-
ulum, evaluating school functions, determining attendance areas,
determining needs for staff and for school facilities, assigning teachers
to schools, schedu teachers into classes, scheduling pupils into
classes, sched g school buses; and reporting about pupils to the
community and to State agencies.

This summary information often is used by State and Federal
education agencies as a basis for the distribution of funds; recoinmen-
dations for legislative action; and reports about eurollment status,
enrollment projections, teacher needs, and building needs.

The public, too, needs summary information about pupils. The
taxpayers, the parents, the property owners, the businessmenall
these have a substantial investment in the education of their commun-
itys children; they should not be asked to invest blindly. Members
of organizations interested in the schools, legislators at all levels of
government, and other people who by virtue of their positions rep-
resent the public also need sound information to guide them in their
decisions affecting the schools.
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Concluding Statement

Educators, public officials, and the general public throughout the
country are expressing increased interest in the analysis and evalua-
tion of education in America. Such analysis and evaluation require
that items of information collected from the various local school
systems, States, and regions be comparable. The universal use of
this handbook will make such comparability possible.

This handbook has identified and defined those items of pupil
information which should be available on a comparable basis through-
out the United States. It has provided sometidelines for develop-
ing pupil information systems based upon these items. The
publication of this handbook, however, does not by itself ensure
standardization or comparability of information about pupils. Only
when most or all of the States and local school systems use the hand-
book as a basis for pupil accounting systems will information that is
truly comparable and combinable be available. When this point is
reached, there will be marked improvement in the quality and use-
fulness of information about individual pupils and groups of pupils.
Such information should contribute to better education for pupils
throughout the Nation.



CHAPTER 5

Glossary of Terms

MHIS CHAPTER contains definitions of terms used in this handbook
I and such additional terms as seem necessary to common under-

standings concerning procedures for maintaining records and making
reports about pupils. Several terms which are not primarily about
pupils are included because of their significance for records and re-
ports about pupils. The glossary is arranged alphabetically with
appropriate cross-referencing.

Many of the definitions have been taken directly from Handbook
I,' Handbook 11,2 Handbook III,' and Handbook IV' in the State
Educational Records and Reports Series. In some.instances, defini-
tions from preceding handbooks have been extended to clarify their
meaning when used for pupil accounting purposes. Definitions from
Handbook I are designated'with the-numeral (I), those from Hand-
book II with (II), those from Handbook III with (III), and those
from Handbook IV with (IV). Several definitions have been taken
from the handbook Financial Accounting for School Activitie8 5 and
are designated with the letters (FASA).

Absence Nonattendance of a pupil on a day or half day whew school is in session.
See also Absence, Day

Absence, Aggregate Days The sum of the days of absence of all pupils when
school is in session during a given reporting period. Only days on which the

Paul L. Reason, Emery M. Foster, and Robert F. Will, Tat common ('ore o/ Slate Fducattonal Informa-
tion. Washington: O.H. Government Printing Office, 1953. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education, State Educational Records and Reports Series. Handbook I, Bull. 1953,
No. 8.

1 Paul L. Reason and Alpheus L. White, Ftstantial Accounting for Local and State School Systems, Standard
Receipt and Erpenditure Accounts. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1957. U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, State Educational Records and Reports
Series: Handbook II, Bull. 1957, No. 4.

Paul L. Reason and George G. Tankard, Jr., F'roperty Accotiseise for Local and State SAW Systems.
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1959. U.S. Delautment of health, h, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, State Educational Records and Reports Series: handbook III, Bull. 1969, No. 22.

Allan R. Lichtenberger and Richard 11. Penrod, Staff Accounting for Local and State School Systems.
(In process.)

Everett V. Samuelson, George G. Tankard, Jr., and Hoyt W. Pope, Financial Amass:lay for Srliaol
Actiritks. Washington:514,Government Printing Office, 1969. U.S. Department of Health. Education.

and Welfare, omoe.srlducs*n, Bull. 1959, No. 21.
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pupils are under the guidance and direction of teacher's should be considered as
days in session. (This is a modification of the definition in Handbook I.) See
also Session, Day in.

Absence, Average Daily The aggregate days absence of a given school during a
given reporting period divided by the number of days school is in session during
this period. Only days on which the pupils are under the guidance and direction
of teachers should be considered as days in session. The average daily absence
for groups of schools having varying lengths of terms is the sum of the average
daily absences obtained for the individual schools. See also Absence, Aggregate
Days; Session, Day in; and Absence, Day of.

Absence, Day ofA schoolday during which a pupil is in membership but not in
attendance (i.e., nonattendance of a pupil on a day when school is in session).
See also Absence.

Activities, NoncourseActivities, under the direction of the school, for which
participation generally is not required and credit generally is not given. Such
activities often include student organizations, interscholastic and intramural
athletics, entertainments, publications, clubs, band, orchestra, and service activ-
ities. When these activities are managed by pupils under the guidance or super-
vision of staff members they generally are considered to be student body activities.
Activities in which participation is required or credit is given usually are con-
sidered to be courses. See also Activities, Student Body; and Course.

Activities, NonschoolAs used in this handbook, activities which are neither
sponsored by the school nor under the guidance or supervision of staff members,
but are considered significant in terms of permanent records about pupils.

Activities, Student BodyNoncourse activities for pupils, such as entertainments,
publications, acid clubs, that are managed or operated by pupils under the guid-
ance or supervision of staff members. (This is a modification of the definition
in Handbook II and FASA.) See also Student Organization.

ADAM -A term referring to average daily attendance. See also Attendance,
Average Daily.

ADMA term referring to average daily membership. See also Membership,
Average Daily.

Administrative UnitA geographic area which for specified public school pur-
poses is under the supervision or control of a single board of education and/or
administrative officer. This may be a State, intermediate, or local basic unit.
(This definition from Handbook I has been clarified with the addition of the
word "public.") (IV)

Administrative Unit, IntermediateAn administrative unit smaller than the
State which exists primarily to provide consultative, advisory, administrative, or
statistical services to local basic administrative units, or to exercise certain
regulatory and inspectoral functions over local basic administrative units. An
intermediate unit may operate schools and contract for school services, but it
does not exist primarily to render such services. Such units may or may not
have taxing and bonding authority. Where there is a supervisory union board,
the union is included as an intermediate unit. (The definition in Handbooks I
and II has been extended with the insertion of the word "administrative.") (IV)
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Administrative Unit, Local BaskAn administrative unit at the local level which
exists primarily to operate public schools or to contract for public school services.
Normally, taxes can be levied against such units for school purposes. Theseunits may or may not be coterminous with county, city, or town boundaries.
This term is used synonymously with the term "school district." (This definition
from Handbooks I, II, and III has been clarified with the addition of the word
"public.") (IV)

AdultAn individual who has reached a specified minimum legal age of adult-
hood, usually 21 years of age. (IV)

Adult EducationInstruction which provides opportunity for adults and out-of-
school youth to further their education. This instruction may be offered through
a separate adult eduGation instructional organization of a school system (such as
an evening school or an adult trade, technical, or vocational school), through an
adult education program of a college, or through some other arrangement. While
most pupils in adult education receive their instruction in courses to which an
instructional level has not been assigned, adult education often includes instruc-
tion at the elementary and secondary instructional levels in classes, through
correspondence, or by other means. Adult education also includes instruction
at the postsecondary instructional level for which credit is not given toward a
degree or toward the completion of a terminal program. (This is a modification
of the definition of "Adult Education, Public" in Handbooks I, II, and III.)
Age; School CensusSee School Census Age.

Age as of September 1As used in this handbook, age at last birthday on orprior to September 1. Age may be recorded and reported by years, i.e., an
official school age reported as 8 years means that the child has reached his eighth
birthday on or prior to September I, but has not reached his ninth birthday.
Age also may be recorded and reported by years and months, as of September 1.
Age may be verified by a document such as a birth certificate, parent's affidavit,
hospital certificate, age certificate, entry in family Bible, baptismal certificate,
passport, and previously verified school record. (This is a modification of the
definition of "Age" in Handbook 1.)

Age CertificateA legal statement from a bureau of vital statistics or similar
agency certifying the date of birth of an individual.

Age of Compulsory School AttendanceSee Compulsory School Attendance
Age.

Age-Grade DistributionThe number or percentage.of pupils of each age in each
grade, usually presented inan age-grade distribution table.

Aggregate Days AbsenceSee Absence, Aggregate Days.

Aggregate Days AttendanceSee Attendance, Aggregate Days.

Aggregate Days MembershipSee Membership, Aggregate Days.

Annual (Current Expenditures Per Pupil in ADAThe annual current expendi-
tures (icluding expenditures for administration, instruction, attendance and
health services, pupil transportation services, operation of plant, mainftriance of
plant, and fixed charges) divided by the average daily attendance for the year.
See also Current Expenditures Per Pupil.
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Annual Current Expenditures Per Pupil in ADMThe annual current expendi-
tures (includiug expenditures for administration, instruction, attendance and
health services, pupil ptrnsportation services, dperation of plant, maintenance of
plant, and fixed charges) divided by the average daily membership for the year.
See also Current Expenditures Per Pupil.

Area of ExceptionalitySee Exceptionality, Type of.

Area Vocational SchoolSee School. Area Vocational.

Assignment, Classroom Teaching An assignment to a staff member to instruct
pupils in coursed in classroom situations for which daily pupil attendance figures
for the school system are kept. (Based on IV)

Assignment, Counseling An assignment to a staff member to perform the pro-
fessional activities of assisting pupils or other persons in making plans and choices
in relation to education, vocation, or personal development. (I V)

Assignment, Full-Time Equivalency of -The amount of employed time normally
required of a staff member to perfortn a Itss than full-time assignment divided
by the amount of time normally required in performing a corresponding full-
time assignment. Full-time equivalency of assignment usually is expressed as a
decimal fraction to the nearest 10th. (Based on IV)

Assignment, Professional EducationalAn assignment to a staff member to
perform activities regarded as professional in the field of education by the laws
and regulations governing certification in the State or by other professional
educational requirements. (IV)

Assignment. School Direction and ManagementAn assignment to a staff mem-
ber to perform the professional activities of heading a school. (IV)

Assignment, School Librarian -An assignment to a staff .member to perform
professional school library service activities sucii, as ordering, cataloguing, proc-
ssing, and circulating books and other materials; planning the use of the library

by teachers, pupils, and others; selecting hooks and materials; participating in
faculty planning for the use of books and materials; and guiding teachers, pupils,
and others in the use of the library in school programs. (Based on IV)

Assignment, TeachingAn assignment to a staff Jmember to instruct pupils.
The assignment may he in course or noncourse instructional situations. (IV)

AttendancePresence of a pupil on days when school is in session. Pupils
participating in school-sponsored activities under the guidance and supervision
of staff members, either at or away from Aschool, are considered to be in attend-
ance. See also Attendance, Aggregate Days; and Attendance, Average
Daily.

Attendance, Aggregate DaysThe sum of the days present (actually attended)
of all pupils when school is in session during a given reporting period. Only
days on which the pupils are under the guidance and direction of teachers should
be considered as days in session. (This definition from Handbooks I and II has
been modified to cover any reporting period and to delete the words "actually"
and "in the teaching process.") See also Session, Day in; and Attendance,
Day of.

Attendance, Average DailyThe aggregate days attendance of a given school
during a given reporting period divided by the number of days school is in session
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during this period. Only days on which the ptipils are under the guidance anddirection of teachers should lbe considered as days in session. The reportingperiod is generally a given regular school term. The average daily attendancefor groups of schools having varying lengths of terms is the sum of the averagedaily attendances obtained for the individual schcols. (This definition fromHandbooks 1, II, and III has been modified to cover any reporting period andto delete the words "actually" and "in the teaching process.") See also Attend-ance; Attendance, Aggregate Days; Attendance, Day of; and Session,Day in.

Attendance, Day ofA schoolday during which a pupil is present for an entireschool session under the guidance and direction of teachers. When a pupil ispresent for only part of the session, his attendance should be counted accordingto the nearest half day of attendance. If overcrowded conditions int ke I:, neces-sary for a school to hold two separate sessions per day, a pupil attending for allof either session should be considered as having completed a full day of attend-ance. An excused absence during examination periods or because of sickness orfor any other reason should not be counted as a day of attendance. (This is amodification of the definition in Handbooks I and II.) See also Session, Day in.
Attendance, Full Day ofAttendance during a complete full-day school sessionor approved curtailed session. Attendance at a State-approved half-day sessionfor kindergarten or nursery also should be counted as a full day of attendance.excused absence should not be counted as a day of attendar.o3. See alsoAttendance, Half Day of.

Anent lance, Half Day ofAttendance for approximately half of a full-day schoolsessim or an approved curtailed session. For example, a pupil who is present amajor part of either the morning or afternoon portion of a school session usuallyis counted as being On attendance for that half session. This is the smallest unitof time recorded for attendance purposes during the regular school term of elemen-tary and secondary schools. See also Attendance, Full Day of.
Attendance Area, SchoolThe geographic area which is served by a school. Itdoes not necessarily constitute a local taxing unit and likewise does not neces-sarily have an independent system of administration. Attendance areas forelementary schools may or 'may not be coterminous with attendance areas forsecondary schools. (I)

Attendance RegisterA record containing (a) the names of pupils whO&haveentered or are expected to enter a class or school, (6) identification informationabout eacii pupil such as sex, date of birth, and address, and (c) informationconcerning his entry or reentry, membership, attendance, absence, tardiness, andwithdrawal.

Atypical CharacteristicA characteristic of an individual in a given chronologicalage group which is markedly different from that of the mean. See also Excep-tionajitiATyps f; Exceptional Children; and Atypical Condition.'
rro/ypical Condition A condition of an individual in a given chronological ageup which is markedly different from that of the mean. An individual havingan atypical condition may reveal one or more atypical characteristics which en-able an identification of the condition. See also Atypical Characteristic.
Atypical Pupil See Pupil, Atypical.
Auditory Handicap See Handicap, Auditory.

it
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Automatic Data ProcessingThe use of machines and devices in the storing of
individual items of information in a form by which they may be rapidly and
accurately retrieved, processed, and reproduced as single line items, as lists of
items, or in desired combinations with other items. (IV)

Average Age of PupilsThe total of the ages (expressed in years and months)
of the pupils of a given group divided by the number of pupils in the group.

Average Class SizeThe total membership of classes of a given type, as of a
given date, divided by the number of such classes.

Average Daily AbsenceSee Absence, Average Daily.

Average Daily AttendanceSee Attendance, Average Daily.

Average Daily MembershipSee Membership, Average Daily.

Average Membership Per SchoolThe total membership of schools in a report-
ing unit, as of a given date, divided by the number of schools in the unit.

Average Number of Children Per Attendance AreaThe total,number of children
of school age in an administrative unit divided by the number of attendance
areas within the administrative unit.

Average Number of Children Per Local Basic Administrative UnitThe total
number of children of school age in a given State (or intermediate unit) divided
by the number of local basic administrative units wiLlkin the State (or interme-
diate unit).

Average Number of Pupils Served Lunch Per DayThe total number of pupils
served lunch during a given reporting period divided by the number of days on
which lunch was served.

Average Transportation Cost Per Pupil Transported--The annual current expendi-
tures for pupil transportation divided by the average daily membership of pupils
transported.

Baptismal CertificateA form issued by a church certifying the baptism of a
child. This form records the date of birth and often is acceptable as verification
for this date. (IV)

Birth CertificateA statement in written form issued by the physician attending
the birth of a child, recording the child's name and date of birth; or, a written <.
statement or form issued by an office of vital statistics verifying the name and
date of birth of the child as reported by the physician attending at the birth.
(IV)

BlindSee Handicap, Visual.

Board of Education, PublicThe elected or appointed body which has been
created according to State law and vested with responsibilities for educational
activities in a given geographical area. These bodies are sometimes called school
boards, governing boards, boards of directors, school committees, school trustees,
etc. This definition relates to the general term and covers State boards, inter-
mediate administrative unit boards, and local basic administrative unit boards.
(I, mo ified) (II) (IV) (FASA)

Boardin SchoolSee School, Residential.
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Bus, School A vehicle, used for the transportation of pupils, which complies
with the color and identification requirements set forth by the school system,
and has a manufacturer's rated seating capacity of 12 or more: (Seating capacity
is figured on the basis of at least 13 inches of seat space per pupil.) (This is a
modification of the definition in Handbooks I, II, and III.) (IV)

CI and C2, Symbols used to identify pupils who have completed their
schoolwork, as follows:

CIGraduated from high school or junior college
C2Completed other schoolwork

(For descriptions of these categories of completion, see chapter 3, item 5420.)
See also Completion of Schoolwork.

Capacity of a School PlantSee Pupil Capacity of a School Plant.

Capital OutlayAn expenditure which results in the acquisition of fixed assets
or additions to axed assets. It is an expenditure for land or existing buildings,
improvement of grounds, construction of buildings, additions to buildings, re-
modeling of buildings, or initial or additional equipment. It includes installment
or lease payments on property (except interest) which have a terminal date and
restlt in the acquisition of property. (I) (II) (III)
CensusSee School Census and School Census. Continuous.

Census Age--See School Census Age.

Certificate, High School Equivalency- -See Certificate of High School Equiva-
lency.

Certificate of AttendanceA document certifying the presence of the pupil at
school during given years or on given days, when this document is awarded in
lieu of a diploma or certificate of completion.

Certificate of CompletionA document certifying the satisfactory completion of
a course or a program of studies. This document frequently is awarded for
Courses for which credit toward graduation is not granted. This document some-
times is referred to as a "certificate of training."

Certificate of High School EquivalencyA formal document issued by a State
department of education or other authorized agency certifying that an individual
has met the State requirements for high school graduation equivalency by (a)
attaining satisfactory scores on an approved examination or (6) earning the re-
quired number of credits in an organized program of approved instruction.

Certificate of TrainingSee Certificate of Completion.

Certification of Birth See Age Certificate.

Class --A group of pupils assembled for instruction for a given period of 'time
under one or more teachers in a situation where the teacher(s) and the pupils are
in the presence of each other. (This definition from Handbooks I and III has
been extended to include situations involving more than one teacher. The word
"pupil" has been substituted for.the word "student.") (IV)

Class, NongradedSee Clash Ungraded.

Clue, Regular --The general type of class in which most pupils receive instruc-
tion, including most classes other than those which are composed of exceptional
pupils. See also Class, Special, for Exceptional Pupils.
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Class, Self-ContainedA class having the same jeacher for all or most of the,
daily school session. (IV) .1

(lass, Special, for Exceptional Pupils--A class, composed of exceptional children,
or adults identified as exceptional, for whom a program of special education is
provided. See also Exceptional Children and Special Education.

(lass, UngradedA class which is not organized on the basis of grade and has'
no standard grade designation., This includes regular classes which have no grade
designations, special classes for exceptional pupils which have no grade designa-
tions, and many adult education 'classes. Ungraded classes sometimes are re-
ferred to as "nongraded." (IV) See also Class, Regular; Class, Special, for
Exceptional Pupils; and Grade.

Class PeriodThe portion of the schoolday set aside for a designated teaching
sctivity.

Classroom- A root designed or adapted for regularly scheduled group instruc-
tion. This includes the so-called regillar classrooms and special use classrooms
such as laboratories and shops but excludes such rooms as auditoriums, lunch-
rooms, libraries, and gymnasiums. (This is an editorial modification of the
definition in Handbook III.)

Classroom, Self-ContainedSee Class, Sell-Contained.

Classroom Teachers Per 1,000 Pupils is Average Daily MembershipThe num-
ber representing the total full-time equivalency of classroom teaching assignments
in a school system during a given period of time, multiplied by 1,000 and divided
by the average daily membership of pupils during this period. See also Assign-
ment, Classroom Teaching.

Classroom Teaching AssignmentSee Assignment, Classroom Teaching.

Code -A system of numbers or other symbolic designations used for identifying
previously defined items and categories of information. See also Coding and
Code Designation.

Code Designation A number or other symbolic designation assigned to a specific
item or category of information for identification purposes.

Coding Distinguishing items and categories of information by assigning num-
bers or other symbolic designations so that the items and categories are readily
identifiable. (This is a modification of the definition in Handbooks II and III. )
(IV)

College, CommunityAs used in this handbook, a junior college operated by the
board of education of a local basic administrative unit. (including the independent
local board for one or more community colleges). Instruction is adapted in con-
tent, level, and schedule to the needs of the local community. (This is a modifi-
cation of t he definition in Handbooks I, II, and III.) (IV) See also College.
Junior.

College, Junior An institution of higher education which offers the first two
years of college instruction, frequently grants an associate degree, and does not
grant a bachelor's degree. Offerings include transfer and/or terminal programs
at the postsecondary instructional level 'and may also include adult education
programs. As used in this handbook, the term "junior college" refers to an
independently organised institution (public or nonpublic) or to an institution

733-292 0-414=8
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which is part of a public school system or an independently organized system of
junior colleges; the term does not refer to the lower division of a 4-year institu-
tion, even if this lower division is located on a campus entirely different from the
campus of the parent institution. (IV) See also College, Community.

Community CollegeSee College, Community.

Comparable InformationItems of information which can be compared and com-
bined as recorded because they are based on nix same definitions. (IV)

Completion of SchoolworkCompleting a program of studies and withdrawing
from school. This includes graduation from high school (grade 12) or college,
or otherwise fulfilling the requirements for a prescribed program of studies.
Midyear or yearend transfer to a higher grade within the same school- is not
considered as completion of schoolwork.

Compulsory School Attendance--The practice of requiring school attendanceiby
law.

Compulsory School Attendance Age The age span during which a child is re-
quired by law to attend school.

Corrective Institution See Institution, Corrective.

Correspondence Instruction See Instruction by Correspondence.

Cost Per Pupil See Annual Current Expenditures Per Pupil in ADA, An-
nual Current Expenditures Per Pupil in ADM. Current Expenditures Per
Pupil, Current Expenditures Per Pupil Per Day (ADA), and Current Ex-
penditures Per Pupil Per Day (ADM).

Counseling AssignmentSee Assignment, Counseling.

Course---An organizatimi of subject matter and related learning experiences
provided for the instruction of 'Atolls on a regular or systematic basis, usually for
a predetermined period of time (e.g., a semester, a regular school term, and a
2-week workshop). Credit toward graduation or completion of an instructional
program generally is given pupils for the successful completion of a course. (For
a more detailed discussion, see chapter 3, item 6120.) (IV)

Course. Credit -A course for which a pupil receives credit applicable toward
graduation or completion of an instructional program.

Course, NoncreditA course for which a pupil does not receive credit applicable
toward graduation or completion of an instructional program.

CreditThe unit of value awarded for the successful completion of certain courses,
intended to indicate the quantity of course instruction in relation to the total
requirements for a diploma, certificate, or degree. Credits frequently are ex-
pressed in terms such as "Carnegie units," "credits," "semester credit hours,"
and "quarter credit hours." (IV)

CrippledIndividuals with a physical impairment of a type which might restrict
normal opportunity for education or self-support. This term is generally con-
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sidered to include individuals having impairments caused by a congenital anomaly
(e.g., cleft palate,. clubfoot, absence of some member, etc.), impairments caused
by disease (e.g., poliom litis, bone tuberculosis, cerebral palsy, etc.), and im-
pairments caused by ace t (e.g., fractures or burns which cause contractures)

Cumulative Record, PupilSee Record, Cumulative Pupil.

Current Expenditures Per PupilCurrent expenditures for a given period of time
divided by a pupil unit of measure. The term stands for the total expenditures
in the 100 series of accounts, Administration, through the 800 series of accounts,
Fixed Charges, as defined in Handbook II, for specified program areas, divided
by the average daily membership or average daily attendance for the program
area involved. (II) (The words "as defined in Handbook II" have been added.)

Current Expenditures Per Pupil Per Day (ADA)The annual current expendi-
tures per pupil in average daily attendance during the regular school term, divided
by the number of days school was in session during this term.

Current Expenditures Per Pupil Per Day (ADM)The annual current expendi-
tures per pupil in average daily members uring the regular school term,
divided by the number of days school was i sessio during this term.

DI, D2, D3 . . . D19 Symbols used to i entity pits rho drop out of school,
according to reason, as follows:

01 Physical illness
D2 Physical disability
D3 Mental illness
D4 Mental disability
D5 Behavioral difficulty
D8 Academic difficulty
D7 =Lack of appropriate curriculum
DS Poor pupil-staff relationships
D9 --Poor relationships with fellow piipils
DIO-- Dislike of school experiences
D11 Parental influence
D12Need at home
DI3 Economic reasons
D14Employment 4D15 Marriage
D18Pregnancy
D17 Other known reason
D18 Reason unknown
D19New residence, school status unknown

(For descriptions of these reasons, see chapter 3, item 54330

Day Actually TaughtSee Session, Day in.

Day In SessionSee Session, Day in.

Day SchoolSee School, Day.

DeafSee Handicap, Auditory.

t
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DegreeA title conferred by a college or university as official recognition for the.
completion of a program of studies or for other attainment. (IV)

Degree, Associate A degree commonly conferred upon the successful completion
of a 2-year program of studies of a junior college or technical institute. (IV)

Degree, Bachelor's-- A degree usually conferred upon the successful completion
of a 4-year college program of studies. (IV)

DelicateSee Special Physical Health Problems.

Delinquent, JuvenileAn offender against the laws of society who, because of
his age, is not considered a criminal. While the term "juvenile delinquent" often
is applied to all youthful offenders tried in juvenile court, these children tech-
nically are not legally delinquent until adjudged so by the court. See also De-
linquent Behavior.

Delinquent BehaviorBehavior of a juvenile which is habitually wayward, dis-
obedient, truant, or of such a nature as to impair or endanger the morals or health
of self or others. If a juvenile violates a law or ordinance and is convicted in a
court of law as a juvenile, he sometimes is considered a juvenile delinquent, depend-
ing on the severity of the violation. for repeated convictions of lesser offenses, he
usually is considered a juvenile delinquent. Some jurisdictions use a term other
than "conviction" in juvenile cases. See also Delinquent, Juvenile.

Demotion A change of a pupil's grade placement from a higher to a lower grade
the opposite of promotion. See also Promotion.

Department As used in this handbook, an administrative subdivision of a school,
with a teaching staff responsible for instruction in a particular subject area or
field of study, e.g., the English department, the science department, and the
music department. (IV) See also Subject Area.

Departmentalized OrganizationThe organization of instruction in such a way
that teachers specialize in one or two subject areas and give instruction in these
areas to several classes. Under the departmentalized organization, pupils or
teachers move from room to room for different classes during the schoolday. (IV)

Diploma, High SchoolA formal document certifying the successful completion
Hof a secondary school program of studies. In some States or communities, a

diploma may be further identified by type, such as an academic diploma, a gen-
eral diploma, or a vocational diploma. (IV)

Diploma. High School EquivalencySee Certificate of High School Equiva-
lency.

District. SchoolSee School District.

Dropout--A pupil who leaves a school, for any reason except death, before gradu-
ation or completion of a program of studies and without transferring to another
school. The term "dropout" is used most often to designate an elementary or
secondary school pupil who has been in membership during the regular school
term and who withdraws from membership before graduating from secondary
school (grade 12) or before completing an equivalent program of studies. Such
an individual is considered a dropout whether his dropping out occurs during or
between regular school terms, whether his dropping out occurs before or after he
has passed the compulsory school attendance age, and, where applicable, whether
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or not he has completed a minimum required amount of school work. See also
Dropping Out and Dl, D2, Dl . . . D19.

Dropping OutLeaving a school, for any reason except death, before graduation
or completion of a program of studies and without transferring to another school.

El and E2Symbols used to identify pupils according to type of original entry
as follows:

El Original entry for the United States
E2Original entry transferred from another State

See also Original Entry.

Early DepartureApproved leaving of school on a regular schedule before the
official close of the school session.

Elementary Instructional LevelSee Instructional Level, Elementary.

Elementary SchoolSee School, Elementary.

Emotional HandicapSee Handicap, Emotional.

Emotionally DisturbedAs used in this handbook, individuals identified by pro-
fessionally qualified personnel as having an emotional handicap of such a nature
and severity as to require one or more special services, whether or not such serv-
ices are available. Such services include institutional care, other professional
treatment or care, and instruction in special classes for exceptional pupils on a
full-time or part-time basis. See also Handicap, Emotional.

Employment PermitA legal certificate, sometimes called a "work permit," au-
thorizing youths to engage in certain types of work before they have reached
the age of unrestricted employment.

EnrollmentSee Enrollment Information, Original Entry, Reentry, and
Membership.

Enrollment Information-Hinformation relative to the entrance of pupils into
schools and classes, their membership (including attendance, absence, and tardi-
ness), and their withdrawals (including completion of schoolwork, transfer, drop-
out, and death).

Entry, OriginalSee Original Entry.

Equivalency Certificate, High SchoolSee Certificate of High School Equiva-
lency.

Equivalency Diploma, High SchoolSee Certificate of High School Equiva-
lency.

Exceptional, MultipleIndividuals identified as possessing more than one type
of exceptionality. See also Exceptionality, Type of.

Exceptional ChildrenAs used in this handbook, children who, because of cer-
tain atypical characteristics, have been identified by professionally qualified
personnel as requiring special educational planning and services, whether or
not such services are available. In general, the term "exceptional children"
considers exceptionality on the basis of (a) physical handicap, (b) emotional
and(or social handicap, and (c) measurable exceptionality in mental ability, i.e.,
mentally gifted and mentally retarded. Some exceptional children have more
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than one type of excep\onality. (This is a modification of the definition in
Handbooks I and nix Sd also Handicap, Physical; Mentally Retarded;
Emotionally Disturbed; Handicap. Sotlal; Gifted, Mentally; and Special
Education.

Exceptional Pupils- Exceptional children, and adults identified as exceptional,
receiving instruction in a program of special education. See also Exceptional
Children and Special Education.

Exceptionality- As used in this handbook, a physical, mental, or behavioral
characteristic by which technically or professionally qualified personnel identify
individuals as significantly deviant in terms of their age group. See also Excep-
tional Children.

Exceptionality, Type of-- A general type of characteristic by which individuals
are identified as being exceptional. See also Exceptionality.

Excess Membership in Public Schools Membership in excess of the normal
pupil capacity of accessible publicly owned school plants in use. This includes
any public school pupils housed in nonpublicly owned quarters or makeshift or
'improvised facilities as well as those who are in excess of the normal capacity
lin permanent publicly owned school plants. (Based on I.)

rxempted Child A child of compulsory school attendance age who is not re-
quired to attend school because of a physical or mental condition or for any
other reason.

Exemption from Sihool Activities-- See Restriction on School Activities.

ExpulsionThe action, taken by school authorities, compelling a pupil to with-
draw from school for reasons such as extreme misbehavior and incorrigibility.

Extended Secondary School See College, Community.

Facility, Hospital A building or site belonging to or used by a hospital, sana-
torium, convalescent home, or mental health clinic.

Facility, Residential School- A building or site belonging to or used by an edu-
cational institution in which pupils are boarded and lodged as well as taught.

Facility, School A building or site belonging to or used by a school or school
system for school purposes.

FatherSee Parent, Male.

Female Parent See Parent, Female.

Final Mark Sec Mark, Final.

Forum A public meeting at which topics are discussed by leaders and the
audience.

Foster Home -A family home, other than the home of a natural parent, into
which a child is placed for rearing without adoption.

Full-Time Equivalency of AssignmentSee Assignment, Full-Time Equiva-
lency of.

Full-Time PupilSee Pupil, Full-Time.

Full-Tuition PupilSee Pupil, Full-Tuition.
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General Education ProgramSee Program, General Education.
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Gifted, Mentally --As used in this handbook, individuals whose level of mental
development is so far advanced that they have been identified by professionally
qualified personnel as needing additional educational opportunities beyond what
is l roe ided by the usual school program if they are to be educated to the level
of their ability. See also Talented.

GradeThat portion of a school program which represents the work of one
regular school term, identified by a designation such as kindergarten, grade 1, or
grade 10. (This is a modification of the definition in Handbook 1.) (IV)

Grades, Intermediate ElementaryThe grades between the primary grades and
the upper elementary or junior high school grades, usually grades 4, 5, and 6.
(IV)

Grades. PrimaryThe elementary grades preceding the intermediate elementary
grades, usually grades 1, 2, and 3. (IV)

Grades, Upper ElementaryThe elementary grades following the intermediate
elementary grades, usually grades 7 and 8 in an 8-4 organizational pat tern. (I V)

Graduate-- -An individual who has received formal recognition for the successful
completion of a prescribed program of studies. (I V)

Graduation- Formal recognition given to a pupil for the successful completion
of a prescribed program of studies.

Guidance Services- Those activities which have as their purpose helping pupils
understand their abilities, aptitudes, interests, environmental factors,

and tgueational needs; assisting pupils in increasing their understandings of edu-
catio al and career opportunities; and aiding pupils in making optimum use of
educational and career opportunities through the formulation of realistic goals.
These activities include counseling pupils and parents, evaluating the abilities of
pupils, assisting pupils to make their own educational and career plans and choices,
assisting pupils in personal and social adjustment, and working with other staff
members in planning and conducting guidance programs. (Based on IV)

Handicap- An atypical physical, mental, or behavioral condition that adversely
affects the performance of an individual. See also Handicap. Physical; Handi-
cap, Mental; Handicap, Emotional; and Handicap, Social.

Handicap, AuditoryAn impairment in hearing that adversely affects the per-
formance of an individual. A person identified as having an auditory handicap
ricay be referred to as "hard of hearing" or "deaf," according to the nature and
severity of his handicap.

Handicap. EmotionalA deficiency or abnormality of the emotions that adversely
affects the stability or performance of an individual.

Handicap, Mental -An impairment in learning potential that adversely affects
the performance of an individual.

Handicap. PhysicalAn atypical physical condition that adversely affects the
performance of an individual. Individuals with marked physical handicaps may
be classified into groups such as: the blind, the partially eyeing, the deaf, the
hard of hearing, the speech impaired, the crippled, and those having special
physical health problems resulting from various diseases and conditions. See also
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Handicap, Visual; Handicap, Auditory; Speech Impaired; ('rippled; and
Special Physical Health Problems.

Handicap, SocialAn abnormality or variatiorr in interpersonal relationships that
adversely affects the social adjustment of an individual.

Handicap, SpeechSpeech which deviates from that spoken by others in the
group to the extent that it calls attention to itself and interferes with commu-
nication.

Handicap, Visual---- An impairment in vision that adversely affects the perform-
ance of an individual. A person identified as having a visual handicap may be
referred to as "partially seeing" or "blind," according to the nature and severity
of his handicap.

Handicapped, Mentally Individuals having a mental handicap. See also Handi-
cap, Mental.

Handicapped, MultipleIndividuals having more than one handicap.

Handicapped. PhysicallyIndividuals having a physical handicap. See also
Handicap, Physical.

Hard of Hearing -See Handicap, Auditory.

Head of HouseholdThe individual assuming the responsibility for a family
group.

High School-- See School, Secondary.

High School who, after graduating from high school
(grade 12), enters a secondary school for additional schoolwork. (IV)

Holiday, School- A day on which school is not conducted either because of legal
provisions or because of designation by the board of education as a holiday.
Since such days are not considered as days in session, the pupils are Considered
as being neither present nor absent on school holidays.

Homebound InstructionSee Instruction for Homebound Pupil.

Homebound Pupil --See Pupil, Homebound.

Hospital Certificate A certificate issued by a hospital verifying the name and
date of birth of a child.

Hospital -See Instruction, Hospital.

ImmunizationThe development of immunity or protection against a disease by
innoculation, vaccination, or other means.

Impairment, Physical As used in this handbook, a physical condition that may
adversely affect a pupil's normal progress in the usual school program, e.g.,
asthma, epilepsy, cerebral palsy, diabetes, an allergy, a heart condition, a clip-
piing condition, e physical developmental problem, and an impairment of sight,
hearing, and speech. See also Handicap, Physical.

In-School Ins /ruction -See Instruction, In-'School.

Institution, CorrectiveAn institution to which childrenand/or youth are com-
mitted for the correction of inappropriate patterns of social behavior.
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Institution, NoneducationalA hospital, sanatorium, convalescent home, mental
health clinic, orphanage, corrective institution, or other institution whose pri-
mary function is other than the operation of schools.

InstructionThe activities dealing directly with the teaching of pupils or with
improving the quality of teaching. (In this definition from Handbooks 1, II,
mid HI, the word "pupils" has been substituted for the word "students.")

Instruction, HospitalInstruction provided in a hospital, sanatorium, or con-
valescent home.

Instruction, Individual An arrangement whereby a pupil receives instruction by
himself and not as part of a class.

Instruction, In-SchoolInstruction received by a pupil within the school plant.

Instruction Ares A room (or other area) which was specifically designed, or
adapted, to accommodate some form of instructional activity and is available
for such purposes. Regular classrooms; special classrooms, such as kindergarten
morns, laboratories, shops, home economics rooms, music rooms, and special
classrooms for exceptional children; and other areas, such as libraries, study
hnllrs audiovisual rooms, auditoriums, gymnasiums, and multipurpose rooms,
'hould be included as instruction areas.. (III)

Instruction by CorrespondenceApproved intitructnik usually received by the
pupil outside the school plant, which provides for the systematic exchange be-,
tween teacher and pupil of materials sent by mail. (IV)

Instruction for Homebound PupilIndividual instruction by a teacher usually at
the home of a pupil who is unable to attend classes. In some instances, such
instruction is augmented by telephone communication between the classroom
and the pupil or by other means. (This is an extension of the definition in Hand-
book IV.)

Instructional Level An indication of the general nature and difficulty of instruc-
tion, e.g., elementary instructional level, secondary instructional level, and poet-
,erondary instructional level.

Instructional Level, ElementaryThe general level of instruction provided for
pupils in elementary schools, and any instruction of a comparable nature and
difficulty provided for adults and out-of-school youth. (IV)

Instructional Level, PostsecondaryThe general level of instruction provided for
pupils in college programs, usually beginning with grade 13, and any instruction
of a comparable nature and difficulty provided for adults and out-of-school youth.
(IN')

Instructional Level, 'SecondaryThe general level of instruction provided for
pupils in secondary schools and any instruction of a comparable nature and
difficulty provided for adults and out-of-school youth. (IV)

instructional Organization A school or other organizational arrar gement which
prov ides instruction of a giut.n tyre or types, i.e., elementary school instructional
organization, secondary school instructional organization, junior college instruc-
tional organization, and adult education instructional organization. (This is the
definition in Handbook IV with additional illustrative material.)

Intermediate Elementary GradesSee Grades, Intermediate Elementary.
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Item of Information As used in this handbook, a descriptive heading tinder
which is recorded information about pupils.

Junior College-- Seek College. Junior.

Kindergarten- A group or class that is organized to provide educational experi-
ences for children during the year immediately preceding the first grade. A

kindergarten class may he organized as a grade of an elementary school or as
part of a separate kindergarten school In some school systems, snap a group is
called "preprimary" or "junior primary." (This is a modification of the defini-
tion in Handbooks I, II, and III.) (IV) See also School, Elementary.

Kindergarten SchoolAn elementary school only for children in their kinder-
garten year. See also Kindergarten and School. Elementary.

Leaver, School See Dropout.

Local School District See Administrative Unit, Local Basic.

Male Parent See Parent. Male.

MarkA rating of achievement or academic progress assigned on the basis of
some predetermined scale, e.g., letters (A, B, C, I), F), numbers (4, 3, 2, 1, (II,
words or phrases (outstanding, satisfactory, needs improvement), and percentages.

Mark. Final--A mark given to a pupil upon the completion of a course, repre-
senting an evaluation of the work done for the entire course and entered upon
the permanent records of the pupil. See also Mark.

MeasureA unit of measurement to which reference may be made for purposes
of description, comparison, and evaluation. Many measures are obtained by
computation involving one or more items of information. (IV)

Median Age of PupilsFor a given group of pupils, the age that evenly divides
the distribution of pupils when classified by age, i.e., the age so selected that 50
percent of the tot I number of pupils is older and 50 percent is younger.

Membership he number of pupils on the current roll of a class or school as of
a given date. A pupil is a member of a class or school from the date he enters
until he withdraws. During this period, the pupil is either prese'rit or absent on
each day (or half day) during which school is in session. The date of withdrawal
from membership is the first day after the date of last attendance, if known.
otherwise, the date of wittdrawal is considered to he the date on which it be-
comes known that the pupil left. Membership for a class or school, as of a given
date, is obtained by adding the total original entries and total reentries and
subtracting the total withdrawals; it may also he obtained by adding the total
number present and the total number absent. This term is also known as "the
number belonging." (This is a modification of the definition in Handbooks I,
II, and III.) (IV) See also Membership, Aggregate Days; and MO104.
ship, Average Daily.

Membership, Aggregate DaysThe sum of the days present and absent of al
pupils when school is in session during a given reporting period. Only days on
which the pupils are under the guidance and direction of teachers should be
considered as days in session. (This definition from Handbooks I and II has
been modified to cover any reporting period and to delete the words "actually"
and "in the teaching process.") (IV) See alsoSession. Day In; Attendance,
Day of; and Membership.
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Membership, Average Daily-----The aggregate days membership of a given ttspool
during a given reporting period divided by the number of days school is in ses-
sion during this period. Only days on which the pupils 9re, under the guidance
mid direction of teachers should be considered as days...rd.-session. The reporting
period is generally a given regular school term. Th'e average daily membership
fur groups of schools having varying lengths of terms is the sum of the average
dully memberships obtained rur the individual schools. For purposes of obtain-
ing statistical comparability an/y, pupil-staff ratios involving kindergarten and
nursery pupils attending a half-day session are computed as though these pupils
ire in membership for a half day. (This definition from Handbooks T, II, and
III has been modified to cover any reporting period, to delete the words
.:ictitally" and "in the teachirig process," and to insert the last sentence.) (IV)
Sue &so Membership; Membership. Day of; Membership, Aggregate Days;
and Day in Session.

Membership. Day ofFor a Riven pupil, any day that school is in session from
he date the pupil presents himself at school and is placed on the current roll

until he withdraws from membership in the class or school. See also Membership.

Membership In Special Classes and/or Special Schools-- The number of pupils
nn the current roll of special classes and/or special schools as of a given date.

Mental Disability- As used in this handbook, a deficiency in mental ability which
limits of prevents successful participation in the educational program of the
chool system.

Mental Handicap- -See Handicap. Mental.

Mentally DeficientSee Mentally Retarded.

Mentally GiftedSee Gifted, Mentally-

Mentally HandicappedSee litandicapped, Mentally.

Mentally Retarded As used in this handbook, individuals whose level of mental
development is such ikat they have been identified by professionally qualified
personnel as unablerwithout special help, to profit from the usual school pro-
gram. In practice, mental retardation has come to mean an intelligence quotient
(IQ) below about 75 or 80 on validly administered standard individual intelli-
gence tests. Children in this category are classified educationally as (a) educable
mentally retarded, (b) trainable mentally retarded, and (c) custodial mentally re-
tarded. See also Mentally Retarded, Educable; Mentally Retarded, Train-
able; and Mentally Retarded, Custodial.

Mentally Retarded, Custodial-- Mentally retarded individuals for whom neither
self-support nor significant improvement in performance is anticipated. These
individuals are severely retarded and have IQ's below 40 in most cases.

Mentally Retarded, Educable-- Mentally retarded individuals who are educable
in the academic, social and occupational areas, even though moderate super-
vision may be necessary. IQ's of these individuals range from about 50 to 75
or 80.

Mentally Retarded, ModeratelySee Mentally Retarded, Educable.

Mentally Retarded, SeverelySee Mentally Retarded, Trainable; and Men-
tally Retarded, Custodial.

L
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411111Mentally Retarded, TrainableMentally retarded individuals for whom little or
no self-support is anticipated, although some improvement in performance is
possible, especially in self-care, social and emotional adjustment, and economic
usefulness in the home or a sheltered environment. These individuals probably
will require a sheltered environment and major supervision throughout their
lives. Their IQ's generally range below about 50 or 60.

Migrant Agricultural Worker-- An individual whose primary employment is in
agriculture on a seasonal or other temporary basis and who establishes a tem-
porary residence, with or without his family, for the-purpose of such employment.

Migrant Child- A child whose parent is a migrant worker and who is within the
age limits for which the local school district provides free public education.

Migrant Worker- An individual whose primary employment is on a seasonal or
other temporary basis and who establishes a temporary residence, with or with-
out his family, for the purpose of such employment. See also Migrant Agri-
cultural Worker.

Mother -See Parent, Female.

Nongraded Class --See Class, Ungraded.

Nonpromotion--The retaining of a pupil in his current grade at the end of the
regular school term or at another time when most pupils are promoted.

Nonresident Pupil- See Pupil. Nonresident, of Attendance Area; and Pupil,
Nonresident, of Administrative Unit (or School District).

Nonschool Activity-- See Activity, Nonschool.

Nontuition Pupil-- See Pupil, Nontuition.

Normal Capacity of a School Plant See Pupil Capacity of a School Plant.

Number. Pupil See Pupil Number.

Number BelongingSee Membership,

Nursery- A beginning group or class that is organized to provide educational
experiences for children during the year or years preceding the kindergarten
A nursery class may be organized as a grade of an elementary school or its a part
of a separate nursery school. (IV) See also School, Elementary; and Nurs-
ery School.

Nursery School-- An elementary school only for children in their nursery year or
years. These schools sometimes are called "preschool groups," "child care cen-
ters," and "cooperative nursery schools." (This is a modification of the definition
in Handbooks I, II, and I l .) See also Nursery and School. Elementary.

Occupational ProgramSee Program, Occupational.

Organization, Instructional See Instructional Organization.

Original Entry--A pupil who enters elementary or secondary school for the first
time during a given regular school term in a given State. There are two types
of original entries. The first type, designated by the symbol El, includes pupils
who enter for the first time during a given regular school term, either a public or
nonpublic school in the United States or its outlying areas. The second type,
designated by the symbol Ef, includes pupils who previously entered a public or
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nonpublic school in another State during the regular school term, but who have
not previously entered a school in the given State. The total number of original
entries in a State is the sum of the original entries in public and nonpublic schools,
including laboratory, model, and practice schools. The number of original
entries is a cumulative total; this number increases during the term and never
decreases. (This is a modification of the definition for "Original Entry in a Given
State" in Handbook I.) See also State and Outlying Areas.

Out-of-School YouthPersons under 21 years of age, excluding children below
school age, who (a) are not elementary or secondary school pupils and (b) are
not takin'g courses for college credit toward degrees or equivalent certificates.
A pupil is not considered to be an out-of-school youth when he is not attending
school during a vacation period. (IV)

Outlying AreasAs used in this handbook, a term including Guam, the Virgin
Islands, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and other territories of
the United States.
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OverageAs used in this handbook, a term referring to an individual who has
nassecethe compulsory school attendance age.

Parent, FemaleAs used in this handbook, the woman having parental, or
guardianship, responsibility for a pupil.

Parent, MaleAs used in this handbook, the man having parental, or guardian-
ship, responsibility for a pupil.

Part-Time PupilSee Pupil, Part-Time.

Partial-Tuition PupilSee Pupil, Partial-Tuition.

Partially SeeingSee Handicap, Visual.

Per Pupil CostSee Annual Current Expenditures Per Puppl in ADA, An-
nual Current Expenditures Per Pupil in ADM, Current Expenditures Per
Pupil, Current Expenditures Per Pupil Per Day (ADA), and Current Ex-
penditures Per Pupil Per Day (ADM).

Per Pupil Coat of a BuildingThe cost of a building divided by the pupil capac-
ity of the building. (III)

Percentage in MembershipSee Percentage of Age Group in All Schools and
Percentage of Age Coup in Public Schools.

Percentage of AbsenceThe average daily absence during a given reporting
pcitiod divided by the average daily membership for the period, expressed as a
percentage; or, the aggregate days absence divided by the aggregate days mem-
bership, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Age Group in All Schools The number of resident pupils of a
given age group (e.g., 14 to 18 years of age) entered in all public and nonpublic
schools, divided by the total number of residents within the age group, expressed
as a percentage.

Percentage of Age Group in Public Schools The number of resident pupils of a
given age group (e.g., 14 to 18 years of age) entered in public schools, divided
by the total number of residents within the age group, expressed as a percentage.
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4111Percentage of AttendanceThe average daily attendance during a given report-
ing period divided by the average daily membership for the period, expressed as
a percentage; or, the aggregate days attendance divided by the aggregate days
membership, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Change in Membership From Previous Year (For a Given Date)
The change of membership from a given date in one year to a corresponding
date the following year, divided by the membership as of the first date, expressed
as a percentage.

Percentage of Change in Membership From Previous Year (For a Period of
Time)The change of average daily membership from a given period of time in
one year to a corresponding period of time the folloWing year, divided by the
average daily membership during the first period o f t ime, expressed as a per-
centage.

Percentage of Exceptional Children In Special Classes or SchoolsThe number
of resident exceptional children entered in special classes or schools, divided by
the total number of resident children identified as exceptional, expressed as a
percentage.

Percentage of High School- Graduates Who Completed Courses in Various Sub-
ject Areas- The number of pupils in a given high school graduation group who
completed courses in each of a number of specific subject areas, divided by the
total number of pupils in the group, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Pupils Currently Members of Classes in Various Subject Areas-
The number of pupils in a given school group who are members of classes in
each of a number of specific subject areas, divided by the total number of pupils
in the group, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Pupils in Nonpublic Schools- -The number of pupils of a given
age group or type of instructional organization entered in nonpublic schools,
divided by the total number of pupils in this age group or type of instructional
organization entered in all schools, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Pupils Making Normal Progress- The number of pupils making
normal progress during a given reporting period, divided by the membership at
the close of the period, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Pupils Not Promoted (or Retained)The number of pupils who,
at the close of a given reporting period (usually a regular school term), are reas-
signed to the same grade, divided by the membership at the close of the period,
expressed as a percentage. Pupils in ungraded classes are not considered not
promoted" unless (and until) they are asked to spend more than the usual amount
of time in such classes.

Percentage of Pupils Participating in Various Activities ---The number of pupils
who, during a given reporting period (e.g., a given regular school term), take
part in each of a number of specific activities, divided by the average daily mem-
bership of pupils in the group, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Pupils PromotedThe number of pupils promoted during or at
the close of a given reporting period (usually a regular school term), divided by
the membership at the close of the period, expressed as a percentage. For re-
porting purposes, pupils in ungraded classes who have made satisfactory progress
may be considered separately or they may be considered promoted.
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Percentage of Pupils Transported at Public ExpenseThe average daily mem-
bership of pupils transported at public expense, divided by the average daily
membership of the reporting unit, expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Pupils Withdrawing, by Type of WithdrawalThe number of
pupils withdrawing from school during a given regular school term in each of
the four principal categories of withdrawal (i.e., transfer, completion of school-
work, dropout, and death), divided by the total number of pupils withdrawing,
expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of School-Age Population in Public (or Nonpublic) Elementary and
Secondary SchoolsThe number of resident pupils of compulsory school attend-
ance age entered in public (or nonpublic) elementary and secondary schools,
divided by the total number of residents of compulsory school attendance age,
expressed as a percentage.

Percentage of Total Excess Public School MembershipTotal excess member-
ship in public schools divided by the normal pupil capacity of accessible publicly
owned school plants in use, expressed as a percentage. See also Excess Mem-
bership in Public Schools and Pupil Capacity.of a School Plant.
Percentage of Total Membership Being Provided Appropriate Special Educa-
tionThe number of pupils who have been identified as exceptional by profession-
ally qualified personnel and who are being provided appropriate special education,
divided by the total membership, expressed as a percentage. These pupils may
be considered also in smaller groups according to type of exceptionality, e.g.,
blind, deaf, mentally retarded, etc.

Percentage of Transported Pupils Riding a Given DistanceThe average daily
membership of pupils who ride a given distance (e.g., 5, 10, 15, and 20 miles),
divided by the average daily membership of pupils transported, expressed as a
percentage. This percentage may be determined as of a given date or on the
basis of averages for a given reporting period.

Percentage of Transported Pupils Riding a Give* TimeThe average daily
membership of pupils who ride a given time (e.g., 30 minutes, and 1, and 2
hours), divided by the average daily membership of pupils transported, expressed
as a percentage. This percentage may be determined as of a given date or it
may be determined on the basis of averages for a given reporting period.

Physical HandicapSee Handicap, Physical.

Physically HandicappedSee Handicapped, Physically.

Post High School LevelSee Instructional Level, Postsecondary.
PostgraduateSee High School Postgraduate.

Postschool ActivityAs used in this handbook, postschool employment, post-
school education and training, and other notable postschool activity such as
elective offices held, books published, and armed services activities.

Postsecondsry Iuatructloaal LevelSee Instructional Level, Postsecondary.
Primary GradesSee Grades. Primary.

Private SchoolSee School. Private or Nonpublic.
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Professional Educational AssignmentSee Assignment, Professional Edu-
cational.

Professional Educational Staff Per 1,000 Pupils in Average Daily Membership-
The number representing the total full-time equivalency of professional educa-
tional assignments in a school system durittig a given period of time, multiplied
by 1,000 and divided by the average daily membership of pupils during this.
period. (1 V ) See also Assignment, Professional Educational.

Program, Adult Education A program of instruction provided for adults and
out-of-school youth. See also Adult EduCation.

Program, General- Education As used in this handbook, a program of instruc-
tion, at the postsecondary instructional level, which is considered as general in
terms of content, organization, or purpose. A program 2f general education,
spending upon its organization or purpose, may be classified as a transfer pro-

grs an open -ended program, or a terminal program. See also ProgrOn.
Trans Program, Open-Ended; and Program, Terminal.

Program, Occupational A program of instruction at the postsecondary instruc-
tional level,. extending not more than :3 years beyond secondary school, why) is
designed to prepare the student for immediate employment in an occupation or
cluster of occupations. Occupational programs are not designed as the first 2 or
:1 years of liberal arts education or of preprofessional training, although the
credits earned normally are creditable toward an associate degree. In cases
where the credits earned are acceptable, in whole or in part, toward a bachelor's
degree in certain institutions of higher education, an occupational program also
may he classified as an open-ended program; where credits earned are not nor-
mally acceptable toward a bachelor's degree, an occupational program also may
be classified as a terminal program. (Definition adapted from Handbook of Data
and Definitions in Higher Education of the American Association of Collegiate -
Registrars and Accounting Officers.) See also Program, Open-Ended; and
Program, Teritinal.

Program, Open-Ended--A program of instruction'at the postsecondary instruc-
tional level, of an occupational or terminal nature designed, often in cooperation
with one or more 4-year colleges or universities, so that credits earned may be
applicable, at least in part, toward a bachelor's degree. (Definition adapted
from Handbook of Data and Definitions in Higher Education of -the American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and Accounting Officers.)

Program, TerminalA unified series of courses that is intended to be complete
in itself. At the postsecondary instructional level, this refers to a program of
instruction that is completed in less than 4 wars and is designed to provide
general education or occupational training for individuals who are not planning
to enter a bachelor's degree program. Credits earned in such a program nor-
mally are creditable toward an associate degree.

Program, Transfer -A program of instruction, at the postsecondary instructional
level, yielding credits which are normally acceptable by 4-year colleges and
universities at full (or virtually lull) value toward a bachelor's degree. (Defini-
tion adapted from Handbook ofData and Definitions .n Higher Education of the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Accounting Officers.)

Promotion -An advancement of a pupil to a higher grade or instructional level.
(IV)
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Promotion, AcceleratedPromotion of a pupil at a rate more rapid than the
usual rate. If a pupil receives an accelerated promotion, he thereby condenses
or omits time customarily spent in a given grade or course.

Public SchoolSee School, Public.

PupilAs used in this handbook, an individual for whom instruction is provider
in an educational program under the jurisdiction of a school or school system.
No distinction is made between' the terms "pupil" and "student"; the term
"pupil" is used to include individuals at all instructional levels. The pupil may
receive his instruction in a classroom of a school plant or in another location such
as his home or a hospital. Instruction may he provided by direct teacher con-
tact pr by some other tipproved means such as television and correspondence.
(IV)!.

Pupil, Atypical -A pupil revealing a physical, mental, or behavioral characteristic
which Is markedly different from that of ethe mean of his chronological age group.
See also Atypical Characteristic, Exceptional Children, and Exceptional
Pupils.

Pupil, Full- Time -A pupil who is carrying a full course load as determined by
the State or the local school system.

Pupil, Full-TuitionA pupil, usually a nonresident of the school district, for
whom the maximum allowable tuition is paid.

Pupil, Homebound -A pupil who is unable to attend classes and for whom in-
struction is provided at home by a teacher. See also Instruction for Home-
bound Pupil.

Pupil, Nonresident, of Administrative Unit (or School District) -A pupil who
resides outside the administrative unit (or school district).

Pupil, Nonresident, of Attendance AreaA pupil who resides outside the geo-
graphic area normally served by the school he attends. See also Attendance
Area, School.

Pupil, Nontuition A pupil; usually a resident of the school district, for whom
no tuition is paid.

Part-TimeA pupil who is carrying less than a full course load as deter-
mined by the State or the local school system.

Pupil, Partial - Tuition -A pupil for whom tuition is paid, but less than the maxi-
mum amount.

Pupil, Resident, of Administrative Unit (or School District) A pupil who resides
within the administrative unit (or school district).

Pupil, Resident, of an Institution A pupil who, while school is in session, resides
in an institution (such as a residential school or a residential child-Offing institu-
tion) rather than in a private home.

Pupil, Resident, of Attendance Are* A pupil who resides within the geographic
area normally served by the school he attends. See also Attendance Area,
School.

Pupil, Transfer--A pupil who severs his connections with a class, grade, or school
in order to transfer to another class, grade, or school. This includes pupils who
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transfer or are promoted from an elementary school to a secondary school or
from a junior high school to a senior high school. See also 74, T2, TS, and Ti.

Pupil, TransportedAs used in this handbook, a pupil who is transported to and
from school at public expense.

Pupil, TuitionA pupil for whom tuition is paid. See also Pupil. Full-Tuition;
and Pupil, Partial-Tuition.

Pupil, Unclassified ElementaryAn elementary school pupil who is not classified
according to grade. (This is a modification of the definition of "Pupils, Unclas-
sified Elementary" in Handbook I.) See also Class, Ungraded.

Pupil, Unclassified SecondaryA secondary school pupil who is not classified
according to grade. (This is a modification of the definition of "Pupils, Unclas-
sified Secondary" in Handbook I.) See also Class, Ungraded.

Pupil AccountingA system for collecting, computing, and reporting information
about pupils.

Pupil Capacity of a School PlantThe membership that can be accommodated
in the classrooms and other instruction areas of a given school plant for the
school day according to existing State-approved standards, exclusive of multiple
sessions. (1 I I )

Pupil-Classroom Teacher Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number of pupils in
membership, as of a given date, divided by the number representing the total
full-time equivalency of classroom teaching assignments serving these pupils on
the same date. (IV) See also Assignment, Classroom Teaching.

Pupil-Classroom Teacher Ratio (For a Period of Time)The average daily mem-
bership of pupils, for a given period of time, divided by the number representing
the total full-time equivalency of classroom teaching assignments serving these
pupils during the same period. See also Assignment, Classroom Teaching.

Pupil-Counselor Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number of pupils in member-
ship, as of a given date, divided by the number representing the total full-time
equivalency of counseling assignments serving these pupils on the same date.
(IV) See also Assignment, Counseling.

Pupil-Counselor Ratio (For a Period of Time)The average daily membership
of pupils, for a given period of time, divided by the number representing the
total full-time equivalency of counseling assignments serving these pupils during
the same period. See also Assignment, Counseling.

Pupil DensitySee Pupils Per Square Mile.

Pupil NumberA number assigned to a pupil for identification and recordkeep-
ink purposes. ,

Pupil-Principal Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number of pupils in member-
ship in the elementary and secondary schools of a school system, as of a given
date, divided by the number representing the total full-time equivalency of
school direction and management assignments serving these pupils on the same
date. (IV) See also Assignment, School Direction and Management.

Pupil-Principal Ratio (For a Period of Time)The average daily membership of
pupils in the elementary and secondary schools of a school system, for a given
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period of time, divided by the number representing the total full-time equiva-
lency of school direction and management assignments serving these pupils during
the same period. See also Assignment, School Direction and Management.

Pupil-Professional Educational Staff Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number
of pupils in membership in a school system, as of a given date, divided by the
number representing the total full-time equivalency of all professional educa-
tional assignments in the school system on the same date. (IV) See also Assign-
ment, Professional Educational.

Pupil-Professional Educational Staff Ratio (For a Period of Time)The average
daily membership of pupils, for a given period of time, divided by the number
representing the total full-time equivalency of all professional educational assign-
ments in the school system during the same period. See also Assignment,
Professional Educational.

Pupil RecordSee Record, Pupil.

Pupil Record, PermanentSee Record, Permanent Pupil.

Pupil-School Librarian Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number of pupils in
membership in a school system, as of a given date, divided by the number rep-
resenting the total full-time equivalency of school librarian assignments serving
these pupils in s ool libraries on the same date. (Based on IV) See also
Assignment, ool Librarian.

Pupil-School Librarian Ratio (For a Period of Time) The average daily mem-
bership of pupils, for a given period of time, divided by the number representing
the total full-time equivalency of school librarian assignments serving these pupils
in school libraries during the same period. See also Assignment, School
Librarian.

Pupil-Teacher Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number of pupils in member-
ship, as of a given date, divided by the number representing the total full-time
equivalency of all teaching assignments serving these pupils on the same date.
(IV) See also Assignment, Teaching.

Pupil-Teacher Ratio (For a Period of Time)The average daily membership of
pupils, for a given period of time, divided by the number representing the total
full-time equivalency of all teaching assignments serving these pupils during the
same period. See also Assignment, Teaching.

Pupil-Total Staff Ratio (As of a Given Date)The number of pupils in member-
ship in a school system, as of a given date, divided by the number representing
the total full-time equivalency of all staff assignments in the school.system on
the same date. (IV)

Pupil-Total Staff Ratio (For a Period of Time)The average daily membership
of pupils in a school system, for a given period of time, divided by the number
representing the total full-time equivalency of all staff assignments in the school
system during the same period.

Pupil Transportation ServicesThose activities which have as their purpose the
conveyance of pupils to and from school activities, either between home and
school or on trips related to school activities. (This is an editorial modification
of the definition in Handbooks II and III.) (IV)

Pupils, Exceptional-See Exceptional Pupils.

L
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Pupils Per AcreThe average daily membership of a school divided by the total
number of developed and undeveloped acres in the school site. (III)
Pupils Per Square MileThe total number of resident pupils who live in a given
attendance area or administrative unit, divided by the number of square miles
in the attendance area or administrative unit. .
RI, R2, R3 . . . R7 Symbols used to identify pupils according to type of re-
entry, as follows:

R1Reentry from within the same school
R2Reentry from a public school in the same local administrative unit
R3Reentry from a nonpublic school in the same local administrative unit
R4--Reentry from a public school in the State, but outside the local ad-

ministrative unit
R5 -Reentry from a nonpublic school in the State, but outside the local

administrative unit
116Reentry from the same room in the same school after withdrawal or

discharge
R7- Reentry from another State or country

(For descriptions of these types of reentry, see ch. 3, item 5110.20.) See also
Reentry.

-RecordA collection of information which is prepared by a person, unit, or
organization for the use of that person, unit, or organization. (This is an exten-
sion of the definition of "Records" in Handbooks I, II, and III to include records
which are in other than written form.) (IV)

Record. Cumulative Pupil-- A continuous and current record of significant infor-
mation regarding the progress and growth of an individual pupil as he goes
through school, including information on his personal characteristics, family
background, health, school attendance, courses, noncourae activities, school prog-
ress, honors, interests, aptitudes, out-of-school activities, part-time employment,
and plans for the future. See also Record. Pupil; and Record, Permanent
Pupil.

Record, Permanent Pupil -A pupil record considered to have permanent or semi-
permanent value and which remains in the files of the school or school system.
See also Record. Pupil; and Record. Cumulative Pupil.

Record, Pupil-- Information about one or more pupils which is kept on tile for a
petjod of time in a classroom, schopl office, system office, or other approved
location. A pupil record usually is &ended for the use of the person or office
which maintains the record. See also Record. Cumulative Pupil; and Record.
Permanent Pupil.

ReentryAn entering pupil who previously entered any class in the same ele-
mentary or secondary school or any class in another school in the same State
during a given regular school term. (In every case, pupils in this category have
already been recorded during this regular school term as original entries in some
school in the same State.) (This is a modification of the definition for "Reentries"
in Handbook I.) See also Rl, R2, RJ . . . R7 and State.

ReferralThe act of referring a pupil to a person or agency for study and assist-
ance, whether this person or agency be ',dthin or outside the school system.
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RegistrationThe process of entrance into a school or course. See also Enroll-
ment Information, Original Entry, and Reentry.
Regular Class See Class, Regular.

Report--A collection of information which is prepared by a person, unit, or
organization for the use of some other person, unit, or organization. (This is an
extension of the definition for "Reports" in Handbooks I, II, and III to include
reports which arc in other than written form.) (IV)

Reporting PeriodA period of time for which a report is prepared, e.g., a calendar
year, school year, regular school term, summer school term, semester, and mark-
ing period. (IV)

Reporting Unit- -The organizational unit submitting a report, e.g., a State depart-
ment of education, an intermediate administrative unit, a local basic administra-
tive unit, and a school. (IV)

ResidentAn individual who lives within a given administrative unit.

Resident ChildA child who lives within a given administrative unit.

Resident Children Per Square MileThe total number of resident children, by
age, who live in a given attendance area or administrative unit, divided by the
number of square miles in the attendance area or administrative unit.

Resident Pupil -See Pupil, Resident, of Attendance Area; and Pupil, ,Rest-
dent, of Administrative Unit (or 'School District).

Residential SchoolSee School, Reildential.

Residential School for Special EducationSee School, Residential, for Special
Education.

Restriction on School ActivitiesThe manner in which a pupil's school activities
are curtailed because of a physical condition or for any other reason.

RetentionSee Nonpromotion.

Retrieval of InfornationLocating and recovering information from wherever it
may be stored. (V)

School A division of the school system consisting of a group of pupils composed
of one or more grade groups, organized as one unit with one or more teachers to
give instruction of a defined type, and housed in a school plant of one or more
buildings. More than one school may be housed in one school plant, as is the
case when the elementary and secondary schools are housed in the same school
plant. (The definition in Handbooks I, II, and III has been modified by sub-
stituting the word "schools" for the word "programs.") (IV)

School, AdultA separately organized school providing instruction exclusively
for adults and out-of-school youth.

School, Area VocationalA public school which has been approved by the State
board for vocational education to provide vocational instruction to residents of
the State, a county, a major city, or another designated geographic area larger
than one local basic administrative unit. (IV)

School, BoardingSee School, Residential.
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School, Comprehetudy; HighA secondary school with a number of depart-
ments (e.g., academic, industrial, business) offering a diversified prqgram to meet
the needs of pupils with varying interests and abilities. (IV)

School, DayA school attended by pupils during a part of the day, as distin-
guished from a residential school where pupils are boarded and lodged as well as
taught. (IV)

School, ElementaryA school clossified as elementary by State and _local practice
and composed of any span of giadee not above grade 8. A. 4ursery school or
kindergarten school is included under this heading only if it is an integral part of
a regularly established school system. (This is a modification of the definition
in Handbooks I, II, and III.) (IV) See also Kindergarten, Kindergarten
School, Nursery, and Nursery School.

School, Four-Year HighA 4-year secondary school Anmediately following the
elementary school in an 8-4 plan or, in some instances, a 7-4 plan. This includes
4-year vocational and trade high schools. (This is a modification of the defini-
tion of "Regular 4-Year High School" in Handbooks I, II, and III to include the
4-year vocational or trade high school.) (IV) See also School. Vocational or
Trade High.

School, Incomplete Regular HighA secondary school which offers lees than 4
full years of work beyond grade 8 in a school system that is organized in such a
manner that nursery, kindergarten, or grade I through grade 8 constitute the
elementary grades. These are sometimes called truncated high schools. (1) (II)
(III) (IV)

School, Junior HighA separately organized and administered secondary school
intermediate between the elementary and senior high schools. (The definition in
Handbooks I, II, and III has been modified with the addition of the words "and
administered.") (IV)

School, Junior-Senior HighA secondary school organized on a junior-senior
basis and administered under one head as one unit. (I) (II) (Ill) (IV)
School, KindergartenSee Kindergarten School.

School, Laboratory, Model, or PracticeAn'elementary or secondary school in
which part or all of the teaching staff consists of cadet or student teachers and
the control and operation of the school rests with an institution which prepares
teachers. (The definition for "School, Laboratory, Model, and Practice" in
Handbook I has been modified to include the term "student teachers" and to
substitute the word "prepares" for the word "trains.")

School, ModelSee School, Laboratory, Model, or Practice.
School, NurserySee Nursery School.

School, PracticeSee School, Laboratory. Model, or Practice.

School, Private or NonpublicA school established by an agency other than the
State, subdivisions of the State, or the Federal Government, which usually is
supported primarily by other than public funds, and the operation of whose
program rests with other than publicly elected or appointed officials. (The defi-
nition from Handbooks I and II has been modified to include the words "the
Federal Government" and "usually.") (IV)
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School, PublicA school operated by publicly elected or appointed school officials
in which the program and activities are under the control of these officials and
which is supported by public funds. (I) (II) (III) (IV)
School, Residential An educational institution in which pupils are boarded and
lodged as well as taught.

School, Reaidendal,for Special EducationA residential school providing a pro-
gram of special education for exceptional pupils. See also School for Excep-
tional Children.

School, Secondary A school comprising any span of grades beginning with the
next grade following the elementary school and ending with or below grade 12,
including the junior high school and other types of high school. (This is a
modification of the definition in Handbooks I, II, and III.) (IV)

School, Senior HighA secondary school offering the final years of high school
work necessary for graduation and invariably preceded by a junior high school.
(The definition in Handbooks I, II, and III has been modified to delete the
words "in the same system" and insert the word "secondary.") (IV)

School, SpecialSee School for Exceptional Children.

School, SummerSee School Term, Summer.

School, Technical HighSee School, Vocational or Trade High.
School, TruncatedSee School. Incomplete Regular High.

School, Undivided HighA secondary school served by one faculty organized
under one principal, which includes more than four grades as in a 6-6 or 7-5
plan, is not divided on a junior and senior basis, and is not preceded by a junior
high school in the same school system. (The definition in Handbooks I, II, and
III has been clarified with the insertion of the words "as in a 6-6 or '7-5 plan.")
(IV)

School, Ungraded ElementaryAn elementary school which is not organized on
a grade basis, but which offers work QI1 the elementary instructional level. (IV)
School, Ungraded HighA secondary school which is not organized on a grade
basis, but which offers "fork on the secondary instructional level. (IV)

School, Vocational or Trade HighA secondary school which is separately organ-
ized under a principal for the primary purpose of offering training in one or more
skilled or semiskilled trades or occupations. It includes such schools whether
federally aided or not. Departments of other types of high schools which offer
such courses as the commercial, agricultural, home economics, industrial arts,
and other applied art courses are not considered as separately organized voca-
tional high schools. (The definition in Handbooks I, II, and III has been modi-
fied, mainly by the insertion of the word "primary.") -(1V)

School AgeSee Age as of September 1 and Compulsory School Attendance
Age.

Selma Attendance AreaSee Attendance Area, School.

School BoardSee Board of Education, Public.

School BusSee Bus, School.
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School CensusAn enumeration and collection of data, as prescribed by law, to
determine the name, age, sex, and post office address of children and youth who
reside in a given administrative unit and to secure other information deemed
pertinent to education. (IV)

School Census, Continuous An individual record of every resident child from
birth to 21 years of age, or to some other age limit, which.is checked regularly
with all sources of information available to the school so as to provide an accurate
current list of all children residing in a given administrative unit. See also School
Census.

School Census AgeThe age span of children and youth included in the school
census.

School DayThat part of a calendar day when school is in session. (IV)

School Direction and Management AssignmentSee Assignment, School Di-
rection and Management.

School DistrictA term used synonymously with the term "local basic adminis-
trative unit." (II) (III) (IV) See also Administrative Unit, Local Basic.

School for Exceptional ChildrenA special school composed of children who have
been identified by professionally qualified personnel as requiring special educa-
tional planning and services. (This is a modification of the definition in Hand-
book III.) See also Exceptional Children.

School Librarian AssignmentSec Assignment, School Librarian.

School LunchAs used in handbook, any lunch served by the school, ap-
proximating the minimum itional standards of the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, regardless of who pays for it.

School Plant--The site, buildings, and equipment constituting the physitcal facili-
ties used by a single school or by two or more schools sharing the use of common
facilities. (I) (II) (III) (IV)

School Plant, Combined Community College and Secondary A school plant that
houses on a permanent basis two chools only a secondary school and a com-
munity college. (III)

School Plant, Combined Element& y and SecondaryA school plant that houses
on a permanent basis two schools onlyan elementary school and a secondary
school. (This is a modification of the definition in Handbooks I and II.) (III)
School SessionSee Session.

School System- -All the schools nd supporting services operated by the board of
education of a given adminis tive unit or by another organization which oper-
ates one or more schools. (IV)

School TermA prescribed span of time when school is open and the pupils are
under the guidance and direction of teachers. See also School Term. Regular;
and School Term, Summer.

School Term, RegularThe school term which usually begins in the late summer
or the fall and ends in the spring. A regular school term may be interrupted by
one or more vacations. (IV)
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School Term, SummerThe school term taking place in the summer during the
period between the end of one regular school term and the beginning of the next
regular school term. (This is a modification of "Summer School" in PandbooksI and II.) (IVj

School YearThe 12-month period of time denoting the beginning and ending
dates for school accounting purposes, usually from July 1 to June 30. (IV)

Secondary Instructional LevelSee Instructional Level, Secondary.
SemesterHalf of a regular school term, usually 16 to 18 weeks in duration.

Session -The period of time during the school day when a given group of pupils
is under the guidance and direction of teachers. (IV) Sec also School Day;
Session, Full-Day; Session, Hall-Day; Session, Curtailed; Sessions, Dou-
ble; and Sessions, Extended-Day.

Session, Curtailed A school session with less than the number of hours of in-
struction recommended by the State education agency.

Session, Day in A day on which the school is open and the pupils are under
the guidance and direction of teachers. On some days the school plant may be
closed and the student body as a whole engaged in school activities outside the
school plant under the guidance and direction of teachers. Such days should be
considered as days in session. Days on which school is closed for such reasons
as holidays, teachers' institutes, and inclement weather should not be considered
as days in session. (The definition in Handbooks I and II has been modified
with the deletion of the words "in the teaching process.") (IV)

Session, Full-DayA school session which contains at least the minimum num-
ber of hours recommended by the State education agency for a full day of attend-
ance in a given elementary or secondary grade other than kindergarten or nursery.
Session, Half-DayA school session which contains the minikum number of
hours recommended by many State education agencies for kindergarten or nursr
ery instruction, when the length of this session approximates half the number of
hours recommended for a full-day session in other elementary grades. Kinder-
garten and nursery pupils attending a half-day session are in membership for the
full day. However, for purposes of obtaining statistical comparability only,
pupil-staff ratios involving these pupils are computed as though these pupils
were in membership for a half day.

Sessions, DoubleA school day with separate sessions for two groups of pupils
in the same instructional space, e.g., one room used by one fourth-grade class in
the morning and by another fourth-grade class in the afternoon; one school build-
ing used by high school juniors and seniors during a morning session and by fresh-
man and sophomores during an afternoon session.

Sessions, Extended-DayA school day with separate times for different groups
of pupils to start and end their sessions in the same school plant, e.g., high school
juniors and seniors begin their session at 7:30 a.m. and the freshmen and sopho-
mores begin their session at 8:30 a.m., the session for juniors and seniors ending
1 hour prior to the time the session ends for the freshmen and sophomores.

Sessions, StaggeredSee Sessions, Extended-Day.

Slew LearnersChildren who display evidence of having difficulty in adjusting
to the usual curriculum in academic areas, requiring some minor modification of
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school offerings within the regular classroom in order to attain maximum growth
and development; in terms of intelligence quotient (IQ), those individuals whose
IQ falls within the general range of 75 or 80 to about 90.

Social Handica $-See Handicap. Social.

Socially MaladjustedIndividuals having unusual difficulty in interpersonal rela-
tionships. See also Handicap, Social.

Special Class for Exceptional PupilsSee Class, Special, for Exceptional
Pupils.

Special EducationAs used in this handbook, educational provisions which are
different from or in addition to those provided in the usual school program and
are provided for exceptional pupils by specially qualified personnel. Special
education may be provided in special classes on a full-time or part-time basis;
outside the school plant in the pupil's home, a hospital, a sanatorium, or a con-
valescent home; or in other appropriate settings. See also Exceptional Pupils
and Exceptional Children.

Special Physical Health Problems -As used in this handbook, a term referring
to pupils identified by professionally qualified personnel as having less than the
usual amount of strength, energy, and endurance and hence may need appro-
priate modifications in their educational program. Such a condition might result
from chronic illness, emotional disturbance, or environmental causes, e.g., dia-
betes, cardiac disease, grief reaction, epilepsy, and lead poisoning. See also
Handicap, Physical.

Speech HandicapSee Handicap, Speech.

Speech ImpairedIndividuals having unusual difficulty in oral communication.
See ahowirandicap, Speech.

Standardized TestA test composed of a systematic sampling of behavior, having
data on reliability and validity, administered and scored according to specific
instructions, and capable of being interpreted in terms of adequate norms.

StateIn this handbook, a term which refers to any State or outlying area of the
United States. See also Outlying Areas.
StudentSee Pupil.
Student Body ActivitiesSee Activities, Student Body.

Student OrganizationA group of pupils organized into a single body for the
purpose of pursuing common goals and objectives. Such organizations include
the various types of clubs and class organizations which, with the approval of
appropriate school authorities, are managed and operated by pupils under the
guidance or supervision of qualified adults. (This is a modification of the defi-
nition in FASA.) See also Activities, Student Body.

Student Organization, Class or Grade An organized group of pupils who, by
virtue of having completed a designated- number of grades, pursue common goals
and objectives. Such organizations include the senior, junior, sophomore and
freshman classes, and the elemgntary school grades. They are managed and
operated by pupils under the guidance or supervision of appropriate staff mem-
bers. (This is a modification of the definition in FASA.)

Student Organization, ClubAn organized group of pupils having as its main
objective the furtherance of a common interest. Such organizations include
social, hobby, instructional, recreational, athletic, honor, dramatic, musical, and
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similar clubs and societies which, with the approval of appropriate school au-
thorities, are managed and operated by the pupils under the guidance or super-
vision of qualified adults. (This is a modification of the definition in EMU.)
Subject AreaA grouping of related courses or units of subject matter under a
heading such as English language arts; foreign language arta; art education;
mimic; mathematics; natural sciences; social EICif.11CP8 or social studies; health,
safety, and physical education; industrial arts technology (nonvocational);
vocational, industrial, and technical education; home economics; agriculture; and
business education. (IV)

Subject Matter FieldSee Subject Area
Summer SchoolSee School Term, Summer.
SuspensionTemporary dismissal of a pupil from school, usually by school per-
sonnel having authority granted by the board of education. See criao Expulsion.
TI, T2, T3, and T4Symbols used to identify pupils according to type of trans-
fer, as follows:

TI Transfer within the same school
T2Transfer to blic school or other instruction under public school

supervision sAme local administrative unit

T3 Transfer to a nonpublic school located within the same local ddminis-
trative unit

T4Transfer to a school outside Ehg locii administrative unit
.(For descriptions of these types of transfer, see ch. 3, item 5410.) See also Pupil,
Transfer.

Talented--As used in this handbook, individuals identified by professionally
qualified personnel as being capable of high performance in one or more areas of
special competence. Among these areas of special competence are intellectual
ability ; creativity; leadership ability and. social adeptness; and facility in the
productive and performing arts. See also Gifted, Mentally.
Tardiness --Absence of a pupil at the time a given class and/or half day of at-
tendance begins, provided that the pupil is in attendance before the close of that
class or half day.

Teacher- -A staff member performing assigned -professional activities in guiding
and directing the learning experiences of pupils in an instructional situation.
(This is a modification of the definition in Handbooks I and II.) (IV)

Teacher Education InstitutionA university, liberal arts college, teachers' college,
or other professional school in which one of the major functions is the prepara-
tion of students for the teaching profession and which has been approved for
teacher education by a State, regional, or national accrediting body.
Teachers Other Than Classroom Teachers Per 1,000 Pupils in Average Daily
Membership- The number representing the total full-time equivalency of teach-
ing assignments less the number representing the total full-time equivalency of
classroom teaching assignments in a school system during a given period of time,
multiplied by 1,000 and divided by the average daily membership of pupilsduring
the period. See also Assignment, Teaching; and Assignment, Classroom
Teaching.

Teachers Per 1,000 Pupils In Average Daily MembershipThe number repre-
senting the total full-time equivalency of teaching assignments in a school system
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during a given petiod.dof time, multiplied by 1,000 and divided by the average
daily membership of pupils during this period. See also Assignment, Teaching.
Teaching AssignmentSee Assignment. Teaching.
Technical InstituteA junior college, or a division of an institution of higher
education, which offers instruction in one or more branches of technology at a
level above the skilled trades and below professional engineering. See also
College, Junior. e

Term Sec School Term.

Terminal ProgramSee Program, Terminal.
Test, StandardizedSee Standardized Test.
Transcript An official record of pupil performance showing all schoolwork com-
pleted at a given school and the final mark received in each portion of the in-
struction. Transcripts often include an explanation of the marking scale used
by the school.

Transfer A pupil who leaves one class, grade, or school and moves to another
class, grade, or school.

Transfer ProgramSee Program, Transfer.
Transfer Pupil -See Pupil, Transfer.

TransferringMoving from one class, grade, or school to another class, grade,
or school.

Transported PupilSee Pupil, Transported.

Truancy- The failure of a child to attend school regularly as required by law,
without reasonable excuse for his absence.

TuitionAn amount of money charged by a school system or educational insti-
tution for instruction for a given period of time, not including special charges
such as for books and laboratory fees. See also Pupil. Tuition; Pupil, Full-
Tuition; and Pupil, Partial-Tuition*

Unclassified Elementary PupilSee Pupil, Unclassified Elementary.
Unclassified Secondary PupilSee Pupil. Unclassified Secondary.

UnderageAs used in this handbook, a term referring to an individual who has
not yet reached the compulsory school attendance age.

Ungraded ClassSee Class, Ungraded.

Ungraded Elementary School -See School, Ungraded Elementary.

Ungraded High SchoolSee School, Ungraded High.
Unit, AdministrativeSee Administrative Unit.
Unit, Intermediate AdministrativeSee Administrative Unit, Intermediate.
Unit, Local Basic AdministrativeSee Administrative Unit, Local Basic.
Unit, ReportingSee Reporting Unit.
Upper Elementary Grades-- See Grades, Upper Elementary.
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Visual Handicap See He Indica!), Visual.

WithdrawalAn individual who has withdrawn from membership in a class,
grade or school by transferring, by completing schoolwork, by dropping out, or
because of death. (This is a modification of the definition in Handbook I.)
See also Transferring. Completion of Schoolwork, and Dropping Out.

Withdrawal Rate, AnnualThe total number of times pupils withdraw from
school during a given regular school term, divided by the number of different
pupils entering during the term, expressed as a percentage.

Withdrawing Leaving a class, grade, or school by transferring, by completing
schoolwork, by dropping out, or because of death. The date of withdrawal from
membership is the first day after the date of the last day of membership, if known;
otherwise, the date of withdrawal is considered to be the date on which it be-
comes known officially that the pupil left.

Year. SchoolSee School Year and School Term, Regular.



-A-
Abbreviated clfssification,
Absence

aggregate days, 86
average daily, 87
day of, 50, 87
definition, 51, 87
number of days of, 17, 50
reason for, 17, 51

Absences, referrals because of, 17, 51
Academic honors information, 23, 83
Activities

noncourse, 22, 61, 87
nonschool, 87
student body, 87

ADA, 87, 91
handbook to local

and reports systems, 3
ADM, 87, 103
Administrative unit

definition, 87
intermediate, 87
local basic, 88

Adult
definition, 88
education

definition, 44, 88
program, 15, 44, 45
pupil, highest instructional level

previously completed by, 14, 41
school, 113

Age
as of September 1, 88
certificate, 88
of compulsory school attendance, 94
school census, 116

Age-grade distribution, 88
Age-group of pupil in adult education,

7, 28
Aggregate days

absence, 86
attendance, 89
membership, 102

Index

I

Annual current expenditures
per pupil in ADA, 88
per pupil in ADM, 89

Annual withdrawal rate, 121
Area

of exceptionality, see Exceptionality,
type of

of specialization, 21, 59
school attendance, 90
vocational school, 113

Assignment
classroom teaching, 89
counseling, 89
full-time equivalency of, 89
professional educational, 89
school direction and management, 89
school librarian, 89
teaching, 89

Assistance to pupil, 26, 68
Associate degree, 22, 62, 96
Attendance

aggregate days, 89
average daily, 89
day of, 90
definition, 50, 89
full day of, 50, 90
half day of, 90
number of days of, 17, 50
register, 90

Attendance area, school, 90
Atypical

characteristic, 90
condition, 90
pupil, 109

Auditory handicap, 99
Automatic data processing, 91
Average

class size, 91
daily absence, 87
daily attendance, ADA, 89
daily membership, ADM, 103
membership per school, 91

123
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AverageContinued
number of children

per attendance area, 91
per local basic administ tive

unit, 91
number of pupils served lung' per

day, 91
transportation cost per pupil trans-

ported, 91
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- B-

Baptismal certificate, 91
Behavioral

difficulty, 58
information, 11-12, 26-37

Benefits of standardized information
about pupils, 1-2

Birth
certificate, 91
evidence verifying date of, 7, 28

Blind, see Handicap, visual
Board of education, public, 91
Boarding school, see School, residential
Brothers and sisters living in house-

hold, 10-33
Bus, school, 92

- C-
Cl and 53, 92
Capacity of a school plant, see Pupil

capacity of a school plant
Capital outlay, 92
Census, see School census and School

census, continuous
age, see School census age

and residence information, 77
Certificate

age, 88
baptismal, 91
birth, 91
diploma, high school, 22, 62, 96
employment permit, 97
hospital, 100
of attendance, 23,-63, 92
of completion, 23, 62, 92
of high school equivalency, 22, 62, 92
of training, 92
or degree received for completion of

school work, type of, 22, 62-63
Certification of birth, see Age certificate
Citizenship status, 9, 10, 29, 30

Class
definition, 92
nongraded, see Class, ungraded
period, 93
regular, 16, 48, 92
self-contained, C3
special, for exceptional pupils, 16,

48, 93
type of, 16, 48
ungraded, 93

Classification
abbreviated, 2-3
of items of information about pupils

chart, 7-26
introduction to chart, 5-6

Classroom
definition, 93
self-contained, see Class, self-con-

tained
teachers per 1,000 pupils in average

daily membership, 93
teaching assignment, 89

Code
definition, 93
designation, 93

Coding, 93
College

community, 43, 93
junior, 43, 93

Combined
community college and secondary

school plant, 116
elementary and secondary school

plant, 116
Combining items of pupil information

with information about reporting
unit and time, 82-83

Coinmunity.cailegei_43-93 -
Comparable information, 94
Completion of schoolwork, 19, 53, 94
Comprehensive high school, 114
Compulsory

attendance status at time of drop-
ping out, 54

school attendance, 94
school attendance age, 94

Contents of this handbook, 4
Continuous school census, 116
Correct ive institution, 100
Correspondence instruction, see In-

struction by correspondence
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Cost per pupil, see Annual current
expenditures per pupil in ADA,
Annual current expenditures per
pupil in ADM, Current expenditures
per pupil, Current expenditures per
pupil per day (ADA), and Current
expenditures per pupil per day
(ADM)

Counseling assignment, 89
Course

credit, 94
definition, 94
identification, 77
information, 21-22, 59-61
noncredit, 94

Credit, 22, 80, 94
Crippled, 94
Criteria for selection of items in

handbook, 1
Cumulative record, pupil, 112
Current expenditures per pupil

definition, 95
r-day (ADA), 95

er day (ADM), 95
Curta led session, 117
Custodial mentally retarded, 103

-D-
IM, D2, D3 . . . D19, 95
Date of birth, 7, 28

evidence verifying, 7,28
Day

actually taught, see Session, day in
in session, 117
of absence, 87
of attendance, 90
of membership, 103
school, 114
school day, 118
school facility, 16, 47

Deaf, see Handicap, auditory
Death, 20, 56
Degree

associate, 62, 96
bachelor's, 96
definition, 96

Delicate, see Special physical health
problems

Delinquent
behavior, 96
juvenile, 96

Demotion, 96
Dentist, pupil's, 11, 36
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Department, 96
Departmentalized organization, 96
Developing pupil reports from pupil

report items, 83
Development of records and reports

about pupils, 72-83
Diploma

high school, 22, 62, 96
high school equivalency, see _Certifi-

cate of high school equivalency
.Diseases and illnesses, 11, 34
District, school, 116
Double sessions, 117
Dropout, 19-20, 53-56, 96
Dropping out

compulsory attendance status at
time of, 19, 64

definition, 97
reason for, 19-20, 54-56-
residence after, 20, 56

-E-
El and E2, 97
Early departure, 51, 97
Early departures, number of, 18, 51

Educable mentally retarded, 103
Elementary instructional level, 101
Elementary school

definition, 41, 114
instructional organization, 14, 41

Eligibility
of local school district for Federal

assistance for federally affected
areas, 26, 67

of pupil for transportation, 25, 66
Emergency, person(s) to be notified in

case of, 10, 33
Emotional handicap, 99
Emotionally disturbed, 97
Employment

information, 23, 63
information, postschool, 24, 64-65
permit, 97
permit information, 23, 64

Enrollment information, 12-21, 37-58,
97

Entrance information, 12-17, 37, 49,
73

Entry
and reentry information, 77
original, 12, 38-39, 104
other, 13, 40
type of, 12-13, 38-40
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Equivalency
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certificate, high school, 92
diploma, high school, see Certificate

of high school equivalency
Evidence verifying date of birth, 7, 28
Exceptional

children, 97
multiple, 97
pupils
- definition, 98

special class for, 16, 48
Exceptionality

definition, 98
mental, emotional, and behavioral,

12, 37
hysical, 11, 35
pe of, 98

Excess membership in public schools.
98 \

Exempted child, 98
Exemption from school activities, see

Restriction on school activities
Expulsion, 98
Extended day sessions, 117
Extended secondary school, see Col-

lege, community

F
Facility

day school, 16, 47
hospital, 16, 47, 98
residential school, 16, 47, 98
school, 18, 47, 98

Family and residence information, 8-
10, 29-33

Father, see Parent, male
Federal assistance for federally af-

fected areas, eligibility of local
school district for, 26, 87

Female parent, see Parent, female
Fiaal mark, 102
Forum, 98
Foster home, 98
Four-year high school, 15, 42, 114
Full day of attendance, 90
Full-day session, 117
Full-time

equivalency of assignment, 89
pupil, 17, 49, 109

Full-tuition pupil, 26, 67, 117

G
Geneial education program, 108
Gifted, mentally, 99
Glossary of terms, 86-121
Grade

definition, 99
entered, 15-16, 45-47

Grades
intermediate elementary, 99
primary, 99
upper elementary, 99

Graduate, 99
Graduation, 99
Guidance services, 99

H
Half day of attendance, 90
Half-day session, 117
Handbook series, 3-4
Handicap

auditory, 99
definition, 99
emotional, 99
mental, 99
physical, 99
social, 100
speech, 100
visual, 100

Handicapped.
mentally, 100
multiple, 100
physically, 100

Hard of hearing, see Handicap, audi-
tory

Head of household, 10, 32-33
definition, 100
name of, 10, 32
relationship of, to pupil, 10, 33

High school, see School, secondary
diploma, 22, 62, 96
postgraduate, 16, 47, 100

Highest instructional level previously
completed by adult education pupil,
14, 41

Holiday, school, 100
liomebound

instruction, see Instruction for home-
bound pupil

pupil, 109



Hospital
certificate, 100
facility, 16, 47, 98
instruction, 101

Household
brothers and sisters living in

33
head of, 10, 32-33, 100
others living in the, 10, 33

-I-

25 EX

Interests and plans for
vocation, training, and
23, 63

Intermediate administrative units, 87
Intermediate elementary grades, 99

the, 10, Introduction, 1-4
Item of information

about pupils, 5, 72, 76-77
criteria for including in handbook, 1
definition, 102
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postschool
education,

Identification numbers, 8
Immunizations, 11, 35, 100
Impairments, physical, 11, 34, 100
Incomplete regular high school, 42, 114
Individual instruction, 16, 48, 101
Information

about groups of pupils, 84
about individual pupils, 83-84
about pupils, uses and users of, 83-

84
about the reporting unit, 76
according to pupil groups, 5

Injuries, 11, 34
In-school instruction, 101.
Institution

corrective, 100
noneducational, 101

Instruction
area, 101
by correspondence, 101
definition, 101
for homebound pupil, 101
hospital, 101
individual, 16, 48, 101
in-school, 101
location of, 16, 47
principal means of, 17, 48-49

Instructional level
definition, 101
elementary, 101.
highest previously %completed by

adult education pupil, 14, 41
postsecondary, 101
secondary, 101

Instructional organization
adult education, 15, 44-45
definition, 101
elementary school, 14, 41
entered, 14-15, 41-45
junior college, 15, 43-44
secondary school, 14-15, 42-43

-J-
Junior college

definition, 43, 93
instructional organization, 15, 43-44
program

adult education, 15, 44
general education, 108
occupational, 108
open-ended, 15, 44, 108
terminal, 15, 44, 108
transfer, 15, 43, 108

Junior high school, 14, 42, 114
Junior-senior high school, 14, 42, 114'
Juvenile delinquent, 96

-K -.
Kindergarten

definition, 45, 10'2
school, 102

-I'-
Laboratory, model, or practice school,

114
Language, 8, 29

spoken in the residence, 10, 33
Leaver, school, see Dropout
Legal name, 7, 28
Local basic administrative unit, 88
Local school district, see Administra-

tive unit, local basic
Local school systems, responsibility of,

69-70
Location of instruction, 18, 47

-m-
Male parent, see Parent, male
Marital status, 8, 29
Mark

definition, 102
final, 102

Maternal information, 9, 30-31
Measure, 102
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Median age of pupils, 102
Medical instructions, specific, 11, 36
Membership

aggregate days, 102
and attendance information, 17-18,

49-51
average daily, 103
day of, 103
definition, 102
information, 17, 49-50, 77
in special classes and/or special

schools, 103
number of days of, 17, 49

Mental
disability, 58, 103
handicap, 99
illness, 58

Mental, emotional, and behavioral ex-
ceptionality, type of, 12, 37

Mentally
deficient, see Mentally retarded
gifted, 99
handicapped, 100
retarded

custodial, 103
definition, 103
educable, 103
moderately, 103
severely, 103
trainable, 104

superior, see Mentally gifted
Migrant

agricultural worker, 104
child, 104
worker, 104

Military service
experience, 24,.65
statue, 23, 84

Moderately mentally retarded, 103
Mother, see Parent, female

-N-
Name

and address of school entered, 17, 49
any other, 7, 28
legal, 7, 28

Noncouree activity information, 22,61
Noneducational institution, 101
Nonentrance information, 21, 57-58
Nongraded class, see Class, ungraded
Non promotion

definition, 61, 104
reason for, 22, 64

Nonpublic school, see School, private
or nonpublic

Nonresident pupil, see Pupil, non-
resident of attendance area and
Pupil, nonresident of administrative
unit (or school district)

Nonschool
activities, 87
performance information, 23, 63-64

Nontuition pupil, 26, 67, 117
Normal capacity of a school plant, see

Pupil capacity of a school plant
Number belonging, ate Membership
Number, pupil, 7, 28, 110
Nursery, 45, 104
Nursery school, 104

-0-
Obtaining and using Information about

pupils, 69-85
Occupational program, 108
Open-ended program, 15, 44, 108
Optional items, 3, 5-6
Organization, instructional, 101
Original entry

definition, 38, 104
type of, 12, 39-40

Other entry, 13, 40
Other high school, 15, 42
Out-of-school youth, 105
Outlying areas, 105
Overage, 58, 105

-P-
Parent

female
definition, 30, 105
education of, 9, 31
name of, 9, 30
occupation of, 9, 31
relationship of, to pupil, 9, 31
residence address of, 9, 32
residence telephone number of,

10, 32
U.S. citizenship status of, 9, 31

male
definition, 29, 105
education of, 9, 30
name of, 8, 30
occupation of, 9, 30
relationship of, to pupil, 8, 30
residence address of, 9, 32
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ParentContinued
maleContinued

residence telephone number of,
10, 32

U.S. citizenship statue of, 8, 30
Part-time pupil, 17, 49, 109
Partial-tuition pupil, 26, 67, 109
Partial seeing, see Handicap, visual
Paternal information, 8-9, 29-30
Per pupil cost, see Annual current ex-

penditures per pupil in ADA, An-
nual current expenditures per pupil
in ADM, Current expenditures per
pupil, Current expenditures per
pupil per day (ADA), and Current
expenditures per pupil per day
(ADM)

Per pupil cost of a building, 105
Percentage

in membership, 105
of absence, 105
of age group in all schools, 105
of age group in public schools, 105
of attendance, 106
of change in membership from previ-

ous year
(for a given date), 106
(for a period of time), 106

of exceptional children in special
classes or schools, 106

of high school graduates who com-
pleted courses in various subject
areas, 106

of pupils currently members of classes
in various subject areas, 106

of pupils in nonpublic schools, 106
of pupils making normal progress, 10
of pupils not promoted (or re-

tained), 106
of pupils participating in various

activities, 106
of pupils promoted, 106
of pupils transported at public ex-

pense, 107
of pupils withdrawing, by type of

withdrawal, 107
of school-age population in public

(or nonpublic) elementary and
secondary schools, 107

of total excess public school 'nem-
Warship, 107

of total membership being provided
appropriate special education, 107
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of transported pupils riding a given
distance, 107

of transported pupils riding a given
time, 107

Performance information, 21-24, 58-63
nonschool, 23, 63-64
postschool, 24, 64-65
school, 21-23, 59-63

Permanent pupil record, 112
Person(s) to be notified in, case of

emergency, 10, 33
Personal

characteristics, 76
identification inforMation, 7-8, 28-

29
Physical

condition, 58
examinations, 11, 35
exceptionality, type of, 11, 35
growth and development, 10, 34
handicap, 99
health information, 10-11, 33-36
impairments, 11, 34

Physically handicapped, 100
Physician, pupil's, 11, 36
Place of birth, 8, 29
Postgraduate, see High school post-

graduate
Posthigh school level, see Instructional

level, postsecondary 9,
Postschool

activity, 107
education and training information,

24, 64-65
employment information, 24, 64
performance information, 24, 64-65
vocation, training, and education,

interests and plans for, 23, 63
Postsecondary instructional level, 101
Primary grades, 99
Principles and procedures for planning

and implementing a system of infor-
mation about pupils, 71-72

Private school, 114
Professional educational assign-

ment, 89
Professional educational staff per 1,000

pupils in average daily member-
ship, 108

Program
adult education, 15, 44, 45, 108
general eudncation, 108
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Program-Continued
occupational, 108
open-ended, 15, 44, 108
terminal, 15, 44, 108
transfer, 15, 43, 108

Progress
accelerated promotion, 22, 61,109
information, 22, 81 -62
nonpromotion, 22, 61, 104
normal progress or promotion, 22, 81
ungraded situation, 22, 62

Promotion
accelerated, 22, 61, 109
definition, 108

Psychological information, 11-12, 36-
37

Public school, 115
Pupil

accounting, 110
assistance to, 26, 68
atypical, 109
capacity of a school plant, 110
characteristics information, 77
definition, 2, 109
density, see Pupils per square mile
exceptional, 98
finance information, 79
full-time, 17, 49, 109
full-tuition, 26, 67
homebound, 109
nonresident

of administrative unit (or school
district), 109

of attendance area, 109
nontuition, 26, 67, 109
number, 7, 28, 110
part-time, 17, 49, 109
partial-tuition, 26, 67, 109
performance information, 78-79
property information, 79
record, 112
residence address of, 9, 31
residence telephone n umber of, 10, 32
resident

of administrative unit (or school
district), 109

of an institution, 109
of attendance area, 109

subsidy information, 26, 67
transfer, 109
transported, 110
transportation information, 79
transportation services, 111

Pupil-Continued
tuition, 26, 67, 110
unclassified elementary, 110
unclassified secondary, 110

Pupil-staff ratios, 78
Pupils

per acre, 112
per square mile, 112

-Q-
Qualification for Btate transportation

aid, 25, 67

R1, R2, R3
Race, 7, 28
Radio, instruction by, 17, 48
Ratio

pupil-classroom teacher
(as of a given date), 110
(for a period of time), 110

pupil-counselor
(as of a given date), 110

. (for a period of time), 110
pupil-principal

(as of a given date), 110
(for a period of time), 110

pupil - professional educational staff
(as of a given date), Ill
(for a period of time), Ill

pupil-school librarian
(as of a given date),
(for a period of time), Ill

pupil-teacher
(as of a given date), Ill
(for a period of time), Ill

pupil-total staff
(as of a given date), Ill
(for a period of time), 111

Reason
for dropping out, 19-20, 54-56
for nonpromotion, 22, 62
for not entering local public elemen-

tary or secondary school, 21,

57-58
Recommended items, 3, 5
Record

cumulative pupil, 112
definition, 112
permanent pupil, 112
pupil, 112

Records about pupils, 74

-R-
.. R7, 39-40, 112
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Reoorde and reports about pupils,
development of, 72-83

Reentry
definition, 38, 112
type of, 12-13, 39-40

Referral
because of absences, 17, 51
definition, 112
for physical reasons, 11, 35
for schoolwork, 12, 37
for mental, emotional, and behav-

ioral reasons, 12, 87
Registration, 113
Regular

class, 16, 48, 92
school term, 14, 41, 118

Religion, 8, 29
Report, 113
Reporting

period, 113
unit, 76, 113

Reports about pupils, 74-83
Residence

address, 31
of female parent, 9, 32
of male parent, 9, 32
of pupil, 9, 31

after dropping out, 20, 56
information, 9-10, 31-33

language spoken in the, 10, 33
location of pupil, 9, 32
telephone number, 32

of female parent, 10, 32
of male parent, 10, 32
of pupil, 10, 32

Resident
child, 113
children per square mile, 122
definition, 113
pupil, see Pupil, resident of attend-

ance area, and Pupil, resident of
administrative unit (school dis-
trict)

Residential school
definition, 115
facility, 16, 47, 98
for special education, 115

Responsibility

for information about pupils, 69-71
of local school systems, 89-70
of State departments of education,

70-71
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Restriction on school activties, 113
Restrictions or limitations on school

activities, 11, 35
Retention, see Nonpromotion
Retrieval of information, 113

-8-
School

age, see' Age as of September 1 and
Compulsory school attendance
age

attendance area, 90
board, see Board of education, public
bus, 92
census

age, 116
continuous, 118
definition, 116

day, 116
definition, 113
direction and management assign-

ment, 89
district, 116
elementary, instructional organiza-

tion, 14, 41
facility, 16, 47, 98
from which incoming pupil is re-

ceived, 13, 40
holiday, 100
leaver, see Dropout
librarian assignment, 89
lunch

definition, 116
information, 79

or system to which pupil transfers,
18, 52

performance information, 21-23,
58-63

plant
combined community college and

secondary, 116
combined elementary and sec-

ondary, 116
definition, 116

secondary, instructional organiza-
tion, 14-15, 42-43

session, see Session
status of pupil(s), 76
system, 116
term

definition, 116
regular, 14, 41, 116
summer, 14, 15, 41, 43, 117
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School -Continued
type of

adult, 113
area vocational, 113
hoarding, see School, residential
community college, 93
comprehensive high, 114
day school, 114
elementary, 41, 114
extended secondary, see College,

community
for exceptional children, 116
four-year high. 15, 4 ?, 114
incomplete regular high, 42, 114
junior college, 43, 93
junior high, 14, 42, 114
junior-senior high. 15, 42, 114
kindergarten, 102
laboratory, model, or practice. 114
model, 114
nursery, 104
practice, 114
private or nonpublic. 114
public, 115
n sidential

definition. 115
for special education, 115

secondary. 4'.. 115
senior high. 15. 42. 115
special, see school for exceptional

children
technical high, see School, voca-

tional or trade high
truncated. see School, incomplete

regular high
undivided high. 14, 42, 115
ungraded elementary, 115
ungraded high, 115
vocational or trade high, 115

work, completion of, l9-53
year. 117

Secondary .

instructional level, 101
school

definition, 42, 115
instructional organisation, 14-15,

42-43
Self-contained class, 93
Semester, 117
ars nlor high school, 15, 42, 115

Services
guidance, 99
pupil transportation, 111

Session
curtailed, 117
day in, 117
definition, 117
full-day, 117
half-day, 117

Sessions
double, 117
extended day, 117
staggered, 117

Severely mentally retarded, 103
Sex, 7, 28
Slow learners, 117
Social handicap, 100
Socially maladjusted, 118
Special

class for exceptional pupils, 16, 48,
93

education, 118
physical health problems, 118
school, see School for exceptional

children
Specialization, area of, 21, 59
Speech

handicap, 100
impaired, 118

Staggered sessions, see
tended day

Standardized test, 118
Standardized tests; behavioral and

psychological information, 11-12,
36-37

Standardized tests and iuventories, 11.
36

State
definition, 118
departments of education, responsi-

bility of, 70-71
Student, see

organisation
class or grade, 118
club, 118
definition, 118

Student body activities, 87
Subject

area, 59, 119
matter field, see Subject area

Summer school, see School term, sum-
mer

Sessions, ex-



INDEX

Surgery, 11, 34
Suspension, 119
System of information about pupils,

principles and procedures for plan-
ning and implementing a, 71-72

-T-

T1, T2, T3, and T4, 52, 119
Talented, 119
Tardiness, 61, 119

Tardy, number of times, 18, 51
Teacher

definition, 119
education institution, 119
instruction by direct contact, 17, 48
to whom assigned, name of, 17, 49

Teachers

other than classroom teachers per
1,000 pupils in average daily
membership, 119

per 1,000 pupils in average daily
membership, 119

Teaching assignment, 89
Technical

high school, see School, vocational or,'
trade high

institute, 120
Telephone

instruction by, 17, 48
numbers, 10, 32

Television, instruction by, 17, 48
Ter p( see School term

Terminal program, 15, 44, 108
Test, standardized, 118
Time

factor, 76
status, 17, 49

Title, descriptive, 21, 60
Trainable mentally retarded, 104
Transcript

definition, 120
requests, 23, 63

Transfer, 18, 51-53
definition, 60, 120
program, 15, 43, 108
pupil 109

Transferring, 120

0

133

Transportation
aid, qualification for State, 25, 67
eligibility of pupil for, 25, 66
information, 24-25, 65-67, 71)
services, 1 1 1

status of pupil, 24-25, 65-68
Transported pupil, 110
Truancy, 120
Tuition

and special assistance information,
26, 67-68, 79

definition, 120
pupil, 26, 67, 110
status, 26, 67

-U-
l'nclassified

elementary pupil, 110
secondary pupil, 110

Underage, 57, 120
Undivided high school, 14, 42, 115
Ungraded

class, 16, 47, 93
elementary school, 115
high school, 115

Unit
administrative, 87
intermediate administrative, 87
local basic administrative, 88
reporting, 78, 113

Upper e!ementary grades, 99
Uses and users of information about

pupils, 83-84

Vehicle on which pupil is transported
at public expense, 25, 66

Visual handicap, 100
Vocational or trade high school, 115

-W
Waivers, 11, 38
Withdrawal

definition, lil
information, 18-20, 51-56, 78
rate, annual, 121

Withdrawing, 121

-Y-
Year, school, see School year and

School term, regular
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